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ABSTRACT 

This research evaluates the feasibility of combining Global Positioning System (GPS) 

measurements with high precision gravity observations over time as a tool to calculate the 

mass flux within an aquifer system. This study has three major components: long-period tidal 

gravity measurements, repeated gravity surveys, and GPS measurements. Long-period 

gravity measurements were used to determine the coefficients for the gravity data reduction 

algorithm. Lunar and Solar components of the tidal potential were determined from long

period records to be 1.12 and 1.16 respectively. The barometric correction was calculated to 

be 0.40 jLGals/mbar at Eloy, Arizona, and 0.23 jLGals/mbar at station WR52 in Tucson, 

Arizona. The gravimeter was found to be sensitive to temperature and to rate of change of 

temperature during long-period observations. 

In an ongoing project (since September, 1986) in cooperation with the Water Resources 

Division, U.S. Geological Survey, monthly gravity observations were made at two welIs and 

a bedrock base station and near Eloy. By regressing gravity with static water level, a specific 

storage of 0.12 was determined. Gravity readings showed an annual periodicity with a 20 

jLGal amplitude and 25 jLGals/year linear drift. 

Gravity observations were taken at 27 stations throughout the Tucson basin at 3 month 

intervals for 2 years. These data were tied to bedrock reference stations and gravity 

variations over time were integrated to determine change in subsurface mass with time (mass 

flux). Temporal gravity changes ranged from 0 to 25 jLGals/month (equivalent to 0-60 cm of 

water) in various parts of the basin. Accuracy on the order of ±30 jLGals was obtained and 

seasonal gravity changes observed. Regional gravity change resulting from regional 
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recharge/discharge could not be observed using my survey design and equipment. The survey 

precision was not sufficient to yield reliable estimates of aquifer properties. 

Good GPS positioning vectors were obtained for 27 of the 100 surveys. Accuracy on 

the order of 1-5 ppm was obtained for most vectors. Using 1987 NGS GPS data as a 

baseline, my observations did not indicate differences above noise levels (2-10 em vertical); 

thus subsidence was not yet detectable. 

This research has shown that gravity measurements are useful in monitoring ground

water conditions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Assume a region wherein the subsurface is composed of porous, transmissive, water

bearing media (aquifers). I propose that given any redistribution of ground water and 

associated changes in aquifer volume, mass flux within the region can be modeled from 

precise temporal and spatial observations of gravity and elevation. Further calculations based 

on these data can provide estimates of the aquifers storage properties. 

I propose to test the above hypothesis in the Tucson basin of southern Arizona (Figure 

1). The major portion of this study was conducted within the Tucson basin and the remainder 

near the town of Eloy in the Picacho basin 70 km northwest of Tucson. Water is of great 

economic importance, and managing its supply keeps many Tucsonans employed and 

government agencies busy. The usual technique for estimating the change in storage of an 

aquifer has been to monitor water levels in observation wells and aquifer thicknesses on 

compaction recorders (extenso meters). Measured compaction and changes of water levels in 

these wells, combined with a knowledge of aquifer specific yield, give an estimate of storage 

change. 

This method has three major drawbacks: aquifer properties are usually poorly known 

and are not necessarily laterally extensive; extensometer and static w<,.ter level data do not 

exist in many areas of water pumpage and/or recharge; and changing water levels do not 

necessarily reflect changes in the bulk water content of the aquifers they penetrate. Only in a 

homogeneous rigid aquifer of infinite extent would changes in static water level exactly 

correlate to changes in storage. Modeling these systems becomes formidable indeed when 

lateral and vertical heterogeneities, pumpage from multiple semi-confined zones, and large 
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Figure 1. Location of study areas in the Tucson basin and Eloy. 
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areas with unreliable or non-existent data are considered. 

The use of gravity has a distinct advantage in complex systems because, once corrected 

for elevation changes, it provides an explicit measure of subsurface mass. Thus, changes in 

gravity and elevation can be used as a direct gauge of chanl:;es in subsurface water mass. 

Many modern gravimeters are sensitive enough to detect subsurface changes in mass caused 

by fluid flow. Malone (1979) calculated mass loss during fumarolic activity from repeated 

gravity measurements on Mt. Baker, Washington. Allis and Hunt (1986) monitored gravity 

and elevation changes to map steam withdrawal from the Wiaraki geothermal field of New 

Zealand. Goodkind (1986), using a cryogenic sub-microgal gravimeter, observed an almost 

exact correlation between cumulative rainfall and residual gravity in long-period data collected 

at The Geysers, California. Water-table fluctuations severely limit non-hydrologic gravity 

modeling at the microgallevel, but in the realm of hydrogeology, this very phenomenon may 

allow great strides to be taken in ground-water modeling and monitoring. 
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II. CULTURAL BACKGROUND 

Native American groups have inhabited Arizona for more than 10 millennia; their 

descendants now occupy 21 reservations throughout the state. All the native cultures 

traditionally depended on natural springs and surface water for domestic and agricultural use. 

The Hohokam culture dates from the beginning of Christianity to about A.D. 1400, and was 

the first to successfully manage the meager water resources of the region. A productive 

society with extensive irrigation systems arose from the harsh desert climate. The Hohokam 

irrigated at least 100,000 hectares when their culture 'was at its zenith. Considerable 

speculation surrounds the decline of the native cultures that depended on irrigation. It has 

been attributed to long-term climatic changes resulting in longer, drier summers and lower 

crop yields, to salt accumulations in irrigated soils, and to invasions by the Athabascan 

hordes. Long-term water storage structures and dug wells are conspicuously absent from 

archeological findings (Arizona Bureau of Mines, 1969). 

Spaniards began exploring what is now Arizona in A.D. 1530 in search of gold and 

silver (Arizona Bureau of Mines, 1969, Wilson et aI., 1967). Despite strong native hostilities 

toward the Spanish intruders, the introduction of Christianity, Spanish values, and Spanish 

practices proved a lasting influence. The first permanent western settlements were built in the 

late 17th century and relied on dug wells or "pozos" for some of their water needs. 

American scouts came into Arizona around 1825 and began a period of fur trapping, 

followed by prospecting and mining activities. The Apaches were hostile toward mining and 

other development interests which rapidly encroached on their lands after Arizona became a 

U.S. territory in 1863. After settlers moved into the region, the Apaches were pacified (at 
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gunpoint). Irrigation was revived and agriculture flourished until a 3-year drought just before 

the turn of the century. This drought emphasized the need for long-term water storage, and 

in 1911 Roosevelt Dam on the Salt River was completed as the nation's first major 

conservation project. With the advent of cheap rotary drilling and high-efficiency deep-hole 

turbine pumps in the 1930s, ground-water mining for irrigation began and pumpage soon far 

exceeded recharge in much of the state. Static water levels in many of the farming areas of 

southern Arizona dropped by more than 40 m prior to the 1940s, resulting in non-elastic 

aquifer compaction, extensive subsidence, and earth fissuring (Schumann and Poland, 1970). 

Increasing demand for water and recognition of limited local supplies brought about ventures 

such as the Salt River Project and the Central Arizona Project. At the state level, regulations 

have been approved to limit the mining of water and regulate the transport of pumped water 

between basins. 
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III. GEOGRAPHY OF THE TUCSON BASIN 

The Tucson basin is a north-south trending structural basin occupying 2500 square Ian 

in Pima County, Arizona. The basin lies at elevations between 600 and 1100 m, but is 

surrounded by desert mountains rising to as high as 2875 m (Figure 2). The Rincon, Tanque 

Verde, and Santa Catalina Mountains form an arc defining the east and northeast boundary of 

the basin. The Santa Rita Mountains comprise the southeast basin margin. Topographically, 

the eastern ranges are all high and rugged and cover an area larger than the Tucson basin 

itself. Mount Wrightson, rising to 2875 m in the Santa Ritas, is the highest point in the 

surrounding mountains. Mica Mountain in the Rincons is 2641 m and Mount Lemmon in the 

Santa Catalinas is 2791 m. The Tortolita Mountains rise from the northern edge of the basin 

while the Tucson, Black, and Sierrita Mountains form the western margin. Mountains along 

the western side of the basin are all much smaller than those on the east and reside on a much 

smaller surface area. The highest point in the western ranges is Keystone Peak (1892 m) of 

the Sierritas. Mount Wasson, the highest point in the Tucson Mountains, is only 1417 m. 

The Tortolitas are the most northern of the low western ranges and rise to the same heights as 

the Tucson Mountains. 

The surrounding ranges are important in two respect<;: by confining the basin 

hydrologically, they restrict the loss of ground water to neighboring basins and drainages; by 

creating a physical barrier to passing weather systems, the higher elevations in the eastern 

ranges attract a greater than average rainfall over a 700 square km area, most of which drains 

into the Tucson basin. 
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Three major drainages enter the Tucson basin: the Santa Cruz, Pantano, and Canada del 

Oro system (Figure 2). The Santa Cruz River begins in the Patagonia Mountains east of 

Nogales, runs south into Mexico, swings west and then north between the Santa Rita and the 

Sierrita Mountains and into the Tucson basin. The Santa Cruz is the basin's only natural 

drainage, exiting to the northwest between the Tortolitas and the Tucson Mountains at the 

Narrows. 

Pantano Wash drains the eastern side of the Santa Ritas, the Empires, the southern and 

western Rincons, and the southern Santa Catalinas and enters the basin from the east. Major 

tributaries to the Pantano include Cienega Creek from the Empires, Rincon and Tanque-Verde 

Creeks from the Rincons, and a host of washes off the Catalinas. Rillito is the name given to 

the Pantano downstream from its juncture with the Tanque Verde and upstream from the 

Santa Cruz. Canada del Oro Wash drains the western Santa Catalinas and the Tortolitas, 

reaching the Santa Cruz about 15 km upstream from the Narrows. Excepting the Santa Cruz 

downstream from the Roger Road waste-water treatment plant outfall, none of these washes 

flows continuously at present, but before the turn of the century most had permanently 

flowing water on some reaches (Hastings, 1958). 



IV. CENOZOIC GEOLOGY OF THE TUCSON BASIN 

Wilson et al. (1969) and Reynolds (1988) compiled geologic maps of Arizona that 

define the structure and age relationships of the Tucson basin bedrock. Dickinson (1988) 

compiled the geology of the Santa Catalina core complex and San Pedro trough which 

provides detailed geologic information on structures bounding the northeastern and northern 

basin perimeters. Regional and local geophysical investigations (Christie, 1978; Lysonski, 

1980; Sumner, 1989) have provided density and depth models of most the southwestern 

basins. 
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Geologic structure and stratigraphy are static in the context of the duration of this study, 

but provide most of the controls of aquifer porosity, transmissivity, elasticity, and 

susceptibility to faulting. Movement along basin-bounding faults will influence both global 

positioning system (GPS) and gravity data so their location and geologic history must be 

understood. Knowledge of stratigraphy, particularly in the units currently experiencing 

recharge or discharge, helps in interpreting inferred ground water movement. 

Eberly and Stanley (1978) described a regional model of the Cenozoic stratigraphy and 

geologic history based on deep drill holes and reflection seismic work completed by Exxon in 

the mid-1970's (Figure 3). They defined units based on age correlations and seismic 

characteristics rather than hydraulic properties. This approach allows unit correlations on a 

regional scale and permits study of spatial continuity of intrinsic physical properties. 
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A. Geologic History and Structure 

Southern Arizona has experienced major tectonic, plutonic, and volcanic activity during 

the Cenozoic. Three major stages of Cenozoic evolution have produced the major structural 

and stratigraphic features of the Tucson basin: sedimentation; faulting; and further 

sedimentation. During the early Cenozoic, sedimentation of Unit I (Figure 3 and Table 1) 

occurred in broad interior depressions under continental conditions. Unit I rocks are divided 

into lower, middle, and upper subunits (Eberly and Stanley, 1978). The lower subunit 

accumulated during the magmatic quiescent period between the Laramide orogeny and the 

mid-Tertiary orogeny. The middle subunit includes interbedded volcanic rocks and sediments 

associated with the mid-Tertiary orogeny. A regional angular unconformity defines the top of 

middle subunit rocks and marks the end of the mid-Tertiary orogeny (Damon et aI., 1973). 

The upper subunit consists of extrusive volcanics and interbedded sediments. In the Tucson 

basin and surrounding areas, Unit I comprises the Pantano Formation as described by 

Davidson (1973). 

Basin and Range faulting in the late Miocene disrupted drainage and sedimentation and 

formed the many horst-and-graben basins in southern Arizona. Unit I rocks were faulted, 

tilted, and extensively eroded yielding a distinctive unconformity underlying Unit II rocks. 

The foundering grabens became depocenters for volcanic detritus and the eroding adjacent 

horsts. Bedrock lies 3700 m below ground surface at the deepest known point in the Tucson 

basin (Oppenheimer and Sumner, 1981). During most of Unit II deposition, the Phoenix, 

Chandler, Picacho, Red Rock, and Tucson basins had internal drainage creating variably 

extensive lacustrine/playa environments. Thick evaporite sequences are present in all but the 
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Unit II (Depths in meters) 

000-0259 
259-0350 
350-0813 
813-0914 
914-1170 
1170-2218 

Sand and gravel, unconsolidated; some clay and siltstone in the basal 60 m. 
Sand, unconsolidated; clay stringers, red-brown. 
Clay, red-brown; abundant gypsum crystals between 564 and 686 m. 
Sand; some gravel lenses; numerous clay interbeds, red-brown. 
Sand, conglomeratic in basal 20 m. 
Sand, silt, and clay interbeds, red-brown; occasional conglomerate zone; 
anhydrite bed from 2164 to 2167 m. 

Middle Unit I 

2218-2588 Tuff, varicolored, basaltic andesite; numerous intercalated beds of sandstone 
and shale, red-brown and gray; shale contains anhydrite and gypsum blebs. 
Selected cuttings from tuff from 2420 to 2426 m yielded a K-Ar age of 
23.4 ± 0.6 rna. 

2588-2745 Tuff, purplish-gray, rhyolite. 

Lower Unit I 

2745-2895 Conglomerate, reddish-brown, consolidated; chiefly composed of volcanic, 
limestone, and chert fragments; occasional shale stringer. Volcanic material 
probable derived from pre-Eocene volcanic surface in the Tucson area. 

25 

2895-3050 Andesite, varicolored, basaltic, porphyritic. Selected cuttings from 2895 to 
2898 m and from 2972 to 3002 m yielded K-Ar ages of 16.1 ± 0.6 rna and 
18.0 ± 2.0 rna respectively. This has been interpreted as an intrusive dike or 
sill. 

3050-3525 Conglomerate, red-brown, somewhat silicified; similar to conglomerate from 
2745 to 2895 m; lower part sandy and contains beds of silty clay. 

3525-3660 Shale, gray, silty, waxy. 

Bedrock 

3660-3873 Quartz monzonite. Selected cuttings at 3753 m yielded corrected K-Ar 
ages of 60 rna whereas Rb-Sr whole rock age is 120 ± 60 rna. 

Table 1. Stratigraphy down Exxon State (32)-1 Well, section 5, TI6S, R15E (Tucson 
basin) (Modified from Eberly and Stanley, 1978). See cross section in Figure 3. 
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Red Rock basin. An enormous halite body amassed in the Phoenix basin that exceeded 2500 

m thick, while sequences of anhydrite and gypsiferous clays accumulated in the Chandler, 

Picacho, and Tucson basins. The scarcity of halide salts in the upper basin evaporites 

indicates episodic discharge of residual brines, possibly into the Phoenix basin where complete 

confinement resulted in halite precipitation. 

In the Tucson basin, Unit II is subdivided by an unconformity into the Tinaja beds 

(lower subdivision) and the Fort Lowell Formation (the upper 60 to 120 m). The Tinaja beds 

were deposited in the actively subsiding Tucson trough, whereas the Fort Lowell Formation 

was laid down as the basin evolved into its current through-flowing regime during the early 

and middle Pleistocene (Anderson, 1987a). One to five meters of unconformable sediments 

cap the Fort Lowell and represent Holocene accumulations following modern gradients and 

drainage patterns. 

Structurally, the Tucson basin is now a mostly buried, deep structural trough 

(Dickinson, 1988) (Figures 4a, b, and c) bounded by the Santa Cruz fault on the west and a 

host of interconnecting block faults on the east. Vertical displacements of several meters have 

occurred along some of the basin-bounding faults in Southern Arizona during the Holocene 

and even in recent times in the Picacho area (Holzer et aI., 1979). The mountain blocks 

surrounding the Tucson basin may not be stable from a tectonic viewpoint. GPS trilateration 

could be used to resolve or put constraints on block motions, but this application has not yet 

been tested. If the blocks are stilI slowly tilting, GPS measurements may become degraded, 

but careful survey design may provide constraints on the amount of tilting. 
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B. Stratigraphy and Hydrology 

The Pantano Formation is exposed along the Tucson basin perimeter but lies at least 

2200 m in the subsurface along the central axis of the basin (Eberly and Stanley, 1978 and 

Figure 3). Formation thickness is uncertain in the interior of the basin because few wells 

pierce to those depths. At depth, the Pantano is a good aquifer, having 30% to 50% sand and 

gravel and porosities ranging between 20% and 30% (Davidson, 1973). Hydraulic 

conductivities (as estimated by Davidson, 1973) range from 0.2 to 4.0 m per day and specific 

capacity surpasses 0.25 m2 per minute. Irrigation wells in this formation yield between 1 and 

20 m3 per minute. Davidson (1973) estimates a long-term specific yield of 10% of saturated 

volume and a storage coefficient between 0.1 and 1 %. Chemically, water from the Pantano is 

good, but as should be expected in deeper and older aquifers, total dissolved solids (TDS) are 

higher than in the younger units. TDS increases with clay content and so increases toward 

the center of the Tucson basin. Fluoride content exceeds 5 ppm in some areas and calcium 

ion concentrations surpass 120 ppm in most areas. 

Unit II is equivalent to the Tinaja beds and Fort Lowell Formation in the Tucson 

basin. The Tinaja beds were deposited in a basin of internal drainage and are characterized 

by coarse materials (gravels) on the basin margins grading into silt and gypsiferous clays 

toward the center (Figures Sa and b). The Tinaja beds comprise much of the aquifer 

currently being mined for water. The Fort Lowell Formation also grades from coarse gravels 

to silts and clays toward the interior and is separated from the Tinaja beds by a dis conformity . 

Holocene deposition was characterized by alluvial fan, sheetflow, and stream channel deposits 

which cover most of the earlier Cenozoic sediments. These deposits range to tens of meters 

thick and are displaced by faults along portions of the western Santa Rita Mountain front. 
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Figure 5a. Percent fine materials in the Fort Lowell Formation. 
Sediments grade from gravels and sands on the basin margin to 
to clays and silts in the interior. Tucson area wells have drawn 
water from the Fort Lowell Formation, but water level declines 
in the last half-century have lowered static water levels along 
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Formation and may exhibit rapid compaction when static water 
levels decline further. (Figure modified from Anderson, 1987b) 
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Figure 5b. Percent fine materials in the Upper Tinaja Beds in the 
Tucson basin. The Tinaja Beds underlie the Fort Lowell Formation 
in most of the basin and are contributing an ever increasing 
fraction of the Tucson and surrounding areas water demands. This 
aquifer is more compressible than the Fort Lowell Formation and 
may exhibit rapid compaction within the next 10 to 40 years. 
(Figure modified from Anderson, 1987b.) 
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C. Climate 

Precipitation in the Tucson segment of the Santa Cruz drainage is proportional to 

elevation. Tucson International Airport records 29 cm average rainfall while areas above 

2200 m receive 60 to 80 cm (Davidson, 1973). Infiltration in the mountainous areas is small 

resulting in runoffs exceeding 100,000 cubic meters per square kilometer per year. Summer 

monsoons (July and August) contribute half the total precipitation while frontal winter storms 

from the northwest bestow most of the remainder. Average annual infiltration along major 

stream channels in the Tucson basin is 63*106 cubic meters while outflow from the basin at 

Rillito averages only 21 *106 cubic meters. These figures imply that 75% of surface flow 

infiltrates or is otherwise consumed within the basin (Davidson, 1973). Average daily 

January temperatures at TIA average 10°C while July has averaged 30°C. Average daily July 

temperatures in recent years (1987-1989) have averaged considerably hotter (38°C). The 

coincidence of high summer temperatures with high rainfall enhances evapotranspiration, 

thereby reducing recharge. 

D. Ground Water Usage 

The use of ground water in the Tucson basin (Figure 6) has shifted dramatically since 

World War II. Before that agricultural demands were primary, but since then public and 

industrial use has increased to the point that usage is about equal among the three groups. 

Water-level data from 1940 through 1977 show a steady decline of about 60 to 150 cm per 

year in most Avra Valley and Tucson wells (Babcock and Hix, 1982; Babcock et aI., 1987; 

Cuff and Anderson, 1987). Between 1977 and 1980, area hydrographs show abating rates of 

decline or even modest recoveries. This has been attributed to retirement of agricultural 
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water rights, reduced mining-related pumpage, increased effluent recycling, and increased 

precipitation-induced recharge (Babcock and Hix, 1982). The areal distribution of ground

water withdrawal is illustrated in Figures 7a-d. Maximum withdrawal (>45 m) has occurred 

in the agricultural areas south of Sahuarita and at the Tucson Electric Power generation 

facility. Water-level declines between 30 and 45 m extend across the northeast and central 

well fields of the City of Tucson. 

E. Subsidence 

Withdrawal of ground water results in decreased inter-granular pore-fluid pressure. 

Pore-fluid pressures sustain buoyant forces and pore volume in the saturated zone, and 

maintain equilibrium saturation in clay minerals. Pressure loss is thus attended by decreased 

buoyant force, pore-fluid and clay phase drainage, collapse of the fine-grained phases (silts 

and clays), and land subsidence. Compaction can be divided into elastic and inelastic 

components. Poland et al. (1972) use the following criteria to define inelastic compaction: 

compaction occurring after the past-maximum effective stress distribution has been exceeded 

and proportional to the logarithm of effective stress increase. Elastic compaction is that 

which occurs at stress levels below the past-maximum effective stress and is recoverable. 

Holzer (1981) defined the transition between predominantly elastic and inelastic compaction as 

the pre-consolidation stress. 

Differential subsidence across subsurface bedrock irregularities is probably the 

dominant mode of ground failure in the southwest (Feth, 1951; Larson and Pewe, 1986). 

Boling et al. (1980) developed and tested instrumentation for measuring stress and strain 

across earth-fissures in a series of experiments aimed at better understanding ground-failure 
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modes. Other mechanisms include horizontal seepage forces (Lofgren, 1971) and horizontal 

contraction induced by capillary stresses in the zone of water-table decline (Holzer and Davis, 

1976). Subsidence alone causes problems by changing land surface slopes, which results in 

non-functional or greatly over-steepened canal, irrigation, and street drainage systems. 

Ground failure and incipient erosion causes extensive crop and field damage, cracked well 

casings and lost wells, broken rail lines and roadbeds, and cracked residential and commercial 

foundations (Crossley, 1969). In the Picacho basin of Southern Arizona, declines of 80 to 

100 m in water levels between 1905 and 1964 were accompanied by measured subsidence of 

as much as 4 m (Schumann and Poland, 1970; lachens and Holzer, 1979; Anderson et a\., 

1982). Differential subsidence, earth fissuring, and side effects have been a problem in this 

area since the 1940s (Christie, 1978; Strange, 1983). 

Currently, effective stresses in the Tucson basin are near past-maximum pre

consolidation stress levels (related to over-consolidation, diagenesis, erosion, and non

hydrodynamic compaction) (Hanson, 1988 and 1989). Concerns about catastrophic 

compaction led Tucson Water, in a joint effort with the U.S. Geological Survey that began in 

1979, to install and monitor seven vertical extensometers in the Tucson basin (Figure 8) and 

A vra Valley. Most of the extenso meters were in areas of high anticipated ground-water 

withdrawals (Figure 9a). The extensometers began coming into operation in 1980, recording 

both depth to water and vertical compaction. Apprehension regarding subsidence seems 

justified in light of the problems in the Picacho basin. 

First-order level lines were established by the National Coast and Geodetic Survey 

(NGS) in 195111952 along existing railways in the Tucson basin. Periodic remeasurements of 

tllese level lines have shown a maximum subsidence of 15 cm in the vicinity of Tucson 
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Electric Power (Benchmark B-317, cross-section C-C', Figure 7d). Anderson (1987b) 

predicted subsidence in excess of 3 m in some portions of the Tucson basin by the year 2030 

and outlined areas at risk for differential subsidence and fissuring (Figure 9b). These areas 

tend to be near such vertical lithological contrasts as faults and facies changes. Those 

portions of the aquifer that are high in clay tend to be more compressible and, hence, show a 

greater subsidence per unit head loss. 

Aquifer compressibility is an important consideration when interpreting combined 

GPS and gravity data. Gravity may increase rather than decrease with ground-water 

withdrawal because the free-air effect due to subsidence will overwhelm the mass-loss effect 

in highly compressible units, thus emphasizing the importance of measuring both subsidence 

and gravity (discussed in detail in the next chapter). 
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V. GRAVITY 

A. Shape of the Earth 

Accurate mathematical models describing the shape of the Earth and its gravitational 

field are essential prerequisites to gravity and GPS data analysis. The Defense Mapping 

Agency (DMA) developed World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS 84) as a set of tools to 

accomplish this task (Defense Mapping Agency, 1987; Decker, 1987). WGS 84 has four 

main components: the WGS 84 Ellipsoid; the WGS 84 Ellipsoidal Gravity Formula (WGS 84 

EGF); the WGS 84 Earth Gravitational Model (WGS 84 EGM); and the WGS 84 Geoid. 

WGS 84 is the fourth in a series of successively more accurate models produced by the DMA 

(WGS 60, WGS 68, and WGS 72 are its predecessors). The WGS 84 reference frame has its 

origin at the center of mass of the Earth and right-handed, orthogonal, Earth-fixed coordinate 

axes defined as follows: the WGS 84 Z-axis is parallel to the direction of the Conventional 

Terrestrial Pole (CTP) for polar motion; the X-axis lies on the intersection of the WGS 84 

reference meridian plane and the plane of the CTP's equator; and the Y-axis is fixed by the 

other two. 

The Earth responds somewhat as a fluid to gravitation and rotation-induced forces and 

assumes the shape of an oblate spheroid (ellipsoid). The WGS 84 Ellipsoid is a geocentric, 

equipotential ellipsoid of revolution defined by the following four constants: the semi-major 

axis (a = 6378135 m); the Earth gravitational constant including the mass of the atmosphere 

(G·M = 3986005*108 m3/sec2
); the normalized second degree zonal harmonic coefficient of 

the geopotential excluding contributions due to permanent tidal deformation (c2,o = 

-484.16685*10-6
); and the Earth's angular velocity (w = 7292115.1467*10- 11 rad/sec). 
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The WGS 84 Ellipsoid is a model approximating the mean sea level of the Earth both at sea 

and on land. Ellipsoid height refers to the elevation difference between the land surface and 

the reference ellipsoi 

.... , 0 '(*tical gravitational acceleration on the surface of the WGS 84 Ellipsoid can be 

calculated in closed form from the WGS 84 EGF as 

a (1 +b sin2cp)L 
g</J - , w"ere 

b -c sin2cp 

a - 978032.66714 mGals, 

b - 0.001931851386, 

c - 0.00669437999013, 

and where g</J is the gravitational acceleration at the WGS 84 latitude cpo 

The WGS 84 EGM is a spherical harmonic expansion of the geopotential complete 

(1) 

through order m and degree 1l 180. The portion of WGS 84 EGM of order and degree :S:41 

was taken from a weighted least-squares solution incorporating data from surface gravity, 

satellite radar altimetry, laser and doppler satellite tracking, range differencing (from GPS 

satellites), and "lumped" sources (Decker, 1987). Coefficients above 1l=m=41 were derived 

from a spherical harmonic analysis of a world-wide residual lOx 10 mean free-air gravity 

anomaly field from which the contributions of m and 1l :s:41 had been removed (Decker, 

1987). 

The WGS 84 geoid was formulated from a spherical harmonic expansion involving 

the ll=m= 180 WGS 84 EGM and serves as a reference surface for WGS 84-related activities. 
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The WGS 84 geoid is an equipotential surface and provides a good numerical estimate of how 

accurate the WGS 84 Ellipsoid approximates the mean sea-level surface of the Earth. Geoid 

height is the elevation difference between the reference ellipsoid and the geoid (the global 

root-mean-square geoid height = ±30.5 m). 

B. Gravitational Field of the Earth 

Gravity is the weakest of the known forces in our universe. Using elegant 

experiments involving inclined planes and rolling cylinders, Galileo (1564-1642) first 

calculated the gravitational acceleration of freely falling objects. Isaac Newton (1642-1727), 

first formulated gravitational forces in his famous inverse-square law, 

(2) 

where F is the attracting force between two bodies of mass ml and m2 separated by a distance 

rand G is the universal gravitational constant. In 1798, Henry Cavendish made the first 

direct measurement of G using a precision torsion balance of his own design (Cavendish 

Balance). The mass of the Earth was first determined in the late 1800s by the well known 

physicist Boys who used an imaginative modification of the Cavendish experiment. 

If we assume m2 (m from now on) to be the mass of the Earth in Equation 2, dividing 

both sides by ml gives the gravitational acceleration at a point some distance r from the center 

of mass: 

(3) 
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The first absolute gravity measurements were probably obtained by the timed fall of a 

stone. Pendulum measurements of gravitational acceleration were first made by Galileo and 

remained the most accurate method of determining gravity into the early 2(Jh century. The 

sheer number of measurements needed and the inherent problems in the pendulum concept 

(sway, resistance, resonance, etc.) limit the accuracy to about 10 mGals. 

The basic unit of gravity is the "Gal" (after Galileo Galilei). One Gal is equal to one 

centimeter per second per second acceleration (cm/sec2
) and represents gravitational flux. 

Gravity on the surface of the Earth, in these units, is about 980 Gals. Gravity survey units 

are milligals (mGals), equal to 10-3 Gals, and microgals (p.Gals), equal to 10-6 Gals. 

With the advent of precision machining and modern alloys and metallurgy, spring

balance gravimeters became the survey instrument of choice. An ingenious design conceived 

by LaCoste and Romberg (L&R, Inc.) in the 1930s resulted in the ubiquitous G and D series 

gravimeters used today. A detection limit of 1 part per billion makes these mechanical 

devices a remarkable technological feat. A significant drawback of the LaCoste & Romberg 

gravimeter is that it measures relative rather than absolute gravity. An approximation to 

absolute gravity may be achieved by tying a survey to a station where absolute gravity is 

known. In the mid-1970s, Goodkind and Warburton built a cryogenic gravimeter based on 

the levitation of a superconductive lead-plated sphere (prothero and Goodkind, 1968). These 

instruments are capable of measuring relative gravity at the 0.01 p.Gallevel and are used to 

study solid Earth tides, magma and ground-water migration, Chandler wobble, and resonance 

in the Earth's inner core (to name a few applications). 

In the 1970s, J.E. Faller built an absolute gravimeter based on the principle of a free

falling mass (Niebauer, 1989; Faller et aI., 1989). With the collaboration of M. Zumberge 
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and others, Faller's device has evolved through the 1980s into a robust, precision machine 

which can be transported and set-up on remote sites. A laser interferometer makes 170 

measurements of time and position of a mass falling free through a vacuum during its 0.2 

second descent. The mass is carried mechanically back to the top of the machine and released 

about every 10 seconds. For a two-day occupation of a site, absolute gravity on the order of 

5 JtGais may be obtained (depending on how well the environmental factors can be modeled). 

Absolute gravity was measured at two sites in the Tucson area using one of these instruments. 

The first site was at the Tucson Seismic Observatory, the second was in the Steward 

Observatory Mt. Lemmon complex. 

c. Solid Earth and Ocean Tides 

Scientists and laymen alike linked the apparent motions of the Moon and Sun to the 

periodic ocean tides prior to the 5th century, but the first physical explanation came from 

Newton (1687). Newton derived the still important "equilibrium theory of tides" as a direct 

consequence of his theory of gravitation. The eqUilibrium theory of tides was perfected in 

1738 during a contest sponsored by the Paris Academy of Sciences. Lord Kelvin, following 

suggestions by Laplace, played a crucial role in the development of modern tidal theory by 

introducing the so-called method of harmonic analysis into tidal research. In Kelvin's 

method, the astronomical tide-generating potential (equilibrium tide) is decomposed into an 

almost periodic (non-harmonic frequency spectrum) series of partial tides with each 

component representing some property of the elliptic and inclined orbits of the Earth-Moon

Sun system. Darwin (1883) extended Kelvin's harmonic expansion to 39 terms. Doodson 

(1921) derived the succeeding frequency modes out to 400 by way of his ingenious Doodson 
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numbers; his method is still in use today. 

The equilibrium tide (7] in meters) is decomposed into the series 

(4) 

with the notation defined as follows: 7]v is the partial equilibrium tide (meters); A is east 

longitude; () is the colatitude; and t is coordinated universal time. The following three major 

classes of harmonic partial tides can be obtained from Equation 4: semi-diurnal equilibrium 

tides (v =2) 

7]2 - Ksin2()cos(ut+X+2A); (5) 

diurnal equilibrium tides (v = I) 

7]1 - Ksin(2()cos(ut+X+A); (6) 

and long-period equilibrium tides (v =0) 

710 - K (3 sin2
() - 2) cos (ut+X) , (7) 

where K is the amplitude of the partial equilibrium tide, a is the frequency of the partial 

equilibrium tide (cycles per second), and X is the astronomical argument (phase angle) of the 

partial equilibrium tide relative to Greenwich midnight (Table 2). The astronomical tide 

generating potential is then just g'7] where g is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s). As 

can be seen in Equations 5-7, each harmonic component of the total equilibrium tide is 

completely determined by the three constants u, X, and A. Table 2 is a compilation of these 



terms for the leading 11 modes; all other modes are <4% of the dominating semi-diurnal 

principal Lunar (M:J tide and are not considered here. Each harmonic component of the 

equilibrium tide (Equations 5-7), 

71 - K(O) cos (CTt+X +v"h) , 
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(8) 

generates, through the ocean's response, a similar oceanic partial tide with the same frequency 

(CT) as the equilibrium tide, but different amplitude H"h,O) and phase O(h,O) 

r - H"h,O)' COS[CTt+X-O("h,O)]. (9) 

The equilibrium tide produces a periodic deformation of the solid Earth exhibited by 

a 25 to 50 cm rise and fall of the surface of the Earth (Kuo et al., 1970). This deformation, 

in conjunction with the periodic ocean tides, changes the distance to the center of mass of the 

Earth producing a periodic change in surface gravity. Longman (1959) reprocessed earlier 

spherical harmonic equilibrium tide models of Doodson (1921), Doodson and Warburg 

(1941), Schureman (1941), and Bartels (1957) into a closed form encompassing the entire 

surface of the Earth, allowing computation of Lunar and Solar tidal (abbreviated "It" and "st") 

potentials anywhere on Earth at any time after A.D. 1900. Longman's motivation was to 

develop an algorithm that could easily be coded into a computer. Rudman et al. (1977) 

translated Longman's work into the FORTRAN subroutine TID. This subroutine, with slight 

modifications, comprises the tide correction portion of many gravity data reduction programs 

today (Sutter, 1987). TID reproduces all the frequencies observed in long-period gravity 

measurements (Figure 10). Observed frequencies are reported by Warburton and Goodkind, 

1977; Warburton et al., 1975; and Richter, 1983) in the range of four cycles per day to one 
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Tidal Mode K,m 0",1O.4/s 0 X,deg 

Semidiurnal Species, v =2 

M2 principal Lunar 0.242334 1.40519 1.1678 2·ho-2·so 
S2 principal Solar 0.112841 1.45444 1.1903 0 

N2 elliptical Lunar 0.046398 1.37880 1.1837 2'ho-3'so+Po 
K2 declination Luni-Solar 0.030704 1.45842 1.1935 2'ho 

Diurnal Species, v = 1 

KI declination Luni-Solar 0.141565 0.72921 1.1721 ho+90 
0 1 principal Lunar 0.100514 0.67598 1.1650 ho-2'so-90 

PI principal Solar 0.046843 0.72523 1.1794 ho-90 

QI elliptical Lunar 0.019256 0.64959 1.1498 ho-3'so +Po-90 

Long-Period Species, v =0 

Me fortnightly Lunar 0.041742 0.053234 1.177 2·so 

Mm monthly Lunar 0.022026 0.026392 1.151 so-Po 
S", semiannual Solar 0.019446 0.003982 1.152 2'ho 

Table 2. Constants of major tidal modes. K is the amplitude of the partial tide, 0" is the 

frequency of the partial tide, X is the astronomical argument (phase angle) of the partial tide, 

and 0 is the corresponding gravimeter factor. Here ho, so, and Po are the mean longitudes of 

the Sun and Moon and the Lunar perigee at Greenwich midnight: 

ho - 279.696680 + 36000.768930485T + 3.03]'2 ; 
So - 270.434358 + 481267.88314137T - 0.001133]'2 + 1.9·1O-6 :f-l; alld 

Po - 334.329653 + 4069.0340329575T - 0.010325]'2 - 1.2·1O-6 :f-l, where 

T _ 27392.500528 + 1.000000036SD 
36525 ' 

D - d + 365(y - 1975) + lilt [y - ;975J ' 

(10) 

(11) 

and d is the Julian day number of the year (d = 1 for January 1, d =32 for February 1, etc.), 

y ~ 1975 is the year number, and Int[x] is the integer portion of x. (From Schwiderski, 

1980, Table 1; Richter, 1983, Table 4; and Warburton and Goodkind, 1977, Table 1). 
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cycle per year (Figure 10). 

The work of Longman assumes a rigid Earth, which results in three drawbacks: 

neither true crustal rheology, nor ocean tides, nor ocean loading contributions to observed 

gravity are modeled. Rudman et ai. (1977) tried to overcome the first problem by 

multiplying the computed correction by an "elasticity" factor of 1.20. Their elasticity factor 

is actually an average gravimeter factor which provides a simplistic approximation to an 

elastic Earth. If a single gravimetric factor is to be used, the correct global average is 1.16 

(Alsop and Kuo, 1964; Warburton et aI., 1975) and should be used instead of 1.20. Nl!ither 

of these factors are satisfactory if JLGal surveys are involved because of the large spatial 

variability of crustal elasticity (Feth, personal communication). The O. and M2 peaks in the 

tide frequency spectrum vary in excess of 8% across the U.S. alone (Kuo et al. 1970; 

Robinson, 1974). Large gradients in the corresponding gravimeter factors and phase angles 

have also been observed within 1000 km of both the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. 

D. Gravity Anomaly and Reduction of Gravity Data 

For the purposes of this research, the gravity anomaly is defined as that portion of 

measured gravitational acceleration that is not modeled, and is produced spatially or 

temporally by near-surface anomalous mass distributions. The typical method of gravity data 

reduction is to measure gravity at some point of interest, remove environmental influences, 

and subtract the theoretical gravity at that point. Theoretical gravity (gJ can be a very 

elaborate or a simple model depending on the needs of the end user (e.g. in a temporal 

gravity study, theoretical gravity may not be needed!). 



The initial steps in reducing freshly acquired gravity data are to convert from 

gravimeter units to mGals. This is readily accomplished with conversion tables and 

interpolation formulae supplied by the gravimeter manufacturer or by calibration curves 

obtained by taking gravity readings along a calibration line. The raw gravity value obtained 

in this way is referred to as gobs.rve<! or gobs' Next the various environmental factors must be 

modeled and removed. These include solid Earth tides, local barometric pressure, ocean 

loading, global atmospheric pressure, polar motion, ground-water fluctuations, etc. Base 

station and drift corrections may then be applied to the residual. 
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The dominant environmental factor is the solid Earth tide, changing as much as ± 150 

J,tGals/day with diurnal and semi-diurnal components. Barometric pressure changes result 

from movements of atmospheric mass and so wiII influence gravitational acceleration. The 

barometric admittance should be determined for each particular study area; a reasonable 

estimate can be obtained in flat country by treating the atmosphere as a Bouguer slab and 

computing its gravitational attraction per millibar pressure (about 0.42 J,tGals/millibar). Both 

tidal and barometric corrections are discussed later (Chapter VI). Modeling global sea levels 

and atmospheric pressures is required to correct for ocean loading and global atmospheric 

loading and is discussed at length elsewhere (Doodson and Warburg, 1941; Pekeris and 

Accad, 1969; Farrell, 1972; Hendershott, 1973 and 1975; Warburton et aI., 1975; Niebauer, 

1987). After removal of the environmental influences, the remaining signal is referred to as 

observed gravity residual (gor). 

Determination of gor is the major data reduction step in temporal gravity surveys. 

Subtracting a reference station gor from all survey stations gor yields residuals (temporal 

gravity residuals -- glt) where changes from survey to survey can be attributed entirely to 
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changes in the subsurface mass distribution, unmodeled environmental factors, and noise (it is 

desirable that the latter two be small compared to the first). The beauty of temporal gravity 

surveys is that one need not be concerned with all spatial influences, because most cancel in 

the differencing process. 

The procedure for computing gth will now be discussed. WGS 84 EGF (Equation 1) 

models the mass, shape, and rotation of the Earth and accounts for at least 99.5% of gth. 

Moving in a direction normal to the reference ellipsoid surface causes a change in gravity 

known as the "free-air" effect. The free-air effect can be quantified by differentiating 

Equation 3 with respect to r: 

(12) 

This can be further simplified by substituting Equation 3 back into Equation lO, which yields 

og::::; -2g 

or r"I'''''Or 

Substituting the appropriate values for g (983218626.54 "Gals) and requator (637820000 cm) 

yields the free-air gravity gradient 

og ::::; -3.085 "Gals. 
or emf 

Multiplying by h, the radial distance from the reference ellipsoid surface in cm, gives the 

first-order term of the free-air effect (gr), where 

gf (p.Gals) - h og ::::; 3.085' h . 
or 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 
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Theoretical gravity at points on the ellipsoid surface can be computed from Equation 1, while 

Equation 15 allows one to calculate gth at points away from that surface (higher order terms 

are necessary at high altitudes). 

In most cases, there will be some Earth material separating the point of interest from 

the reference ellipsoid. The free-air correction only accounts for the elevation effect, not the 

effect of intervening mass (Bouguer effect). In the Bouguer correction (gb), it is assumed that 

the intervening mass (Bouguer slab) comprises an infinite horizontal sheet of thickness h (cm) 

and density p (g/cm3). The gravitational acceleration produced by the Bouguer slab is 

expressed as 

(16) 

which reduces further to 

8b (p,Gals) - 0.419·ph. (17) 

Depending on the needs of the user, additional modeling can accommodate curvature (gO> and 

irregularities in terrain (gJ. Terrain corrections are not necessarily small (often larger than gb 

and gr). Terrain and curvature corrections are reviewed at length by Dobrin and Savit (1988) 

and, because they were not used in this study, will not be reviewed here. 

For spatial surveys, determination of gor is merely the beginning. For each survey 

point, one must calculate the theoretical gravity and subtract it from the gor> yielding the 

gravity anomaly for that station. The first anomaly usually reported is the free-air anomaly 

and comprises latitude and free-air terms only, 
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(18) 

The free-air gravity anomaly will still resemble topography because of the Bouguer 

effect. The next step is to calculate the simple Bouguer gravity anomaly by removing the 

Bouguer effect: 

(19) 

This is a typical ending point for much conventional gravity work, because to continue 

involves a considerable computational effort and additional corrections may be much smaller 

than the target anomaly. The next step is removal of curvature (Christie, 1978) and terrain 

(Telford et aI. 1984) effects (see program Teran in Appendix A) yielding the complete 

Bouguer anomaly: 

(20) 

For a more refined product, a double-Fourier trend surface with a user-specified 

wavelength can be fit to and subtracted from the complete Bouguer anomaly map of the study 

area. If long wavelength features are filtered, the resulting map shows only "local" gravity 

anomalies due entirely to un-modeled density perturbations, unmodeled environmental 

influences, and noise. The program Resid (Appendix B) performs a double-Fourier trend 

surface analysis and removes regional gradients (gdf) from gcb, resulting in the so-called 

residual Bouguer anomaly (or isostatically corrected gravity): 

(21) 
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The theoretical gravity model has become very complex but allows production of a residual 

Bouguer anomaly map ready for interpretation. It should provide several pleasant evenings of 

entertainment to those interested. 

E. Gravity and Ground Water 

Two aspects of aquifer systems produce detectable gravimetric changes: mass change 

within an aquifer will change the direct gravitational attraction; dilation or compaction will 

produce a free-air effect. There will be no Bouguer effect due to the elevation change 

because the mass of solid earth (excluding water) beneath the station has not changed. If the 

area of mass change is more than about 16 times wider than it is deep, a simple Bouguer 

model will overestimate the mass change by < 25%. If the mass anomaly is about 8 times 

wider than it is deep, the mass will be overestimated by <54%. Given a depth to saturated 

aquifer of 100 m and a simple Bouguer slab model, the removal of 1 m of water over a 

square Ian would produce a gravity decrease of 38 J.tGals at the center (purely a Bouguer 

effect). On the other hand, 1 m of subsidence over the same region would cause a gravity 

increase of 278 J.tGals (purely a free-air effect). Obviously if < 14% (38/248) of the water 

comes from subsidence (compaction), there will be a positive gravity change, whereas if 

> 14% of the yield is from compaction, there will be a negative gravity change. In the case 

of exactly 14% compaction yield, there will be an elevation drop of 14 cm and 106 m3 of 

water will be removed, but there will be no gravity change! To resolve this ambiguity we 

must know both elevation and gravity changes. If both are known, partitioning of specific 

storage between compaction yield and drainage yield can be resolved. The use of GPS 

measurements in this application has several advantages over extensometer data. Although 
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GPS does not have sub-millimeter resolution, it does measure absolute elevation differences 

allowing one to detect changes outside the scope of extensometers. 

Gauss's Theorem states that the integral of the divergence of a vector field over a 

region of space equals the integral of the outward normal component of the field over the 

surface enclosing the region: 

(22) 

Regardless of the shape of the surface S or the distribution of attracting masses m within that 

surface, the right-hand side of the equation can be solved (Telford et aI., 1984): 

(gndS - - [G~] 411"r
2

, (23) 

- -411"Gm. 

The mass change inside a volume can then be computed by separating the left-hand integral 

into two pieces, a lower hemispherical shell of radius R topped by a flat plane (datum plane, 

z=O). Thus, 

f gnds - f f gndxdy + f f gnR2sinO dO dcp - 411"Gm. 
s z~ H 

(24) 

This integral is readily solved by first determining the flux through the hemisphere by 

substitution of Equation 3 into the integral 



2" " 

- Gmj / sinO dO dcf> , 
:.00_; 

2" 

- GmLdcf> , 

- 27rGm. 

Substituting this result back into Equation 24 gives 

/ /gn dxdy-27rGm, 
z-o 

which can be solved for m, the mass flux for the system. Replacing gn in the integral by 

g(x,y) yields 

m - _1_ +/"" +/"" g(x,y) dxdy, 
27rG -e» -00 
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(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

where nand m are the numbers of cells into which the survey area has been divided in the x 

and Y directions and Ax and AY are the individual cell dimensions. This method assumes that 

the anomaly is contained within the summation, i.e. g(x;jlYij) goes to zero at large and small 

values of i andj. Given a contour or grid map of gravity change, it is then possible to 

compute the mass change beneath a region. Using units of mGals for g(xIj'YIj), Ax and .6.y in 
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square kilometers, and volume in cubic meters (p= 1), Equation 31 reduces to the volume flux 

n m 

V (m 3
) - 2.392.107 L L g(xij'Yij) Ax ~y. (32) 

I-I j-I 

A simple test of this method is to see if equation 32 reduces to the Bouguer correction when 

g(X,y) is held constant. Solving for g(x,y) and converting Ax and ~y to meters gives 

g(X,Y) - 2:.9' (33) 

where t is thickness in meters, or 

g (mGals) - 0.0418· t, (34) 

which is just the Bouguer correction for an infinite slab of density 1 (Equation 17). For this 

method to yield accurate results, the anomaly must be contained within the limits of the 

summation. This makes analysis of local phenomenon in a domain of regional change very 

difficult indeed! Base and survey station data can be influenced by regional Bouguer effects 

which can act to bring an otherwise large anomaly to zero or make a rather small anomaly 

appear large. It could only be resolved by making an absolute gravity measurement (by using 

an absolute gravity instrument as opposed to relative instruments like the G and D meters of 

L&R) a part of each survey. In this way, temporal gravity changes at the base station would 

not bias the survey. 
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F. Error Sources 

For my research I used gravimeter #D-127, an instrument (manufactured by LaCoste 

& Romberg, Inc.) capable of detecting J-tGal gravity changes (McConnell et a1., 1974). Many 

of the principles outlined below are general and apply to many other types of gravimeters. 

This section is mostly a co~pilation of the problems I experienced in collecting gravity data 

and the ways in which I solved them. 

Two basic types of gravity surveys are in common use: those seeking spatial 

anomalies; and those seeking temporal anomalies. In the realm of micro-gravity, some of the 

more common spatial applications include regional mapping for hydrocarbon and ground

water exploration, identifying sedimentary basin geometry and depth, fine-tuning ballistic 

missile trajectories, establishing calibration lines and new base stations, ties to instrumentation 

(Niebauer, 1987), vertical gravity gradients, density determinations, fifth force studies 

(Anders et aI., 1989, Eckhardt et aI., 1988, Stacey and Tuck, 1981, and Zumberge et aI., 

1990), and locating and detailing subsurface density anomalies such as caves (Neumann, 

1970), ore bodies, etc. 

Temporal studies may be designed to monitor tidal response, long- and short-period 

solid Earth response to ocean and atmospheric loading, ground-water pumpage and recharge 

(GWR, 1988; Harris and Ponce, 1988), land subsidence, mining activities, and a host of other 

applications in which a change in mass distribution or spatial position is suspected. 

There are three basic sources of error in gravity surveys: positional, instrumental, and 

environmental. In spatial surveys the locations of survey stations with respect to the surface 

of the Earth (latitude, longitude, and elevation) are important and associated errors often limit 

the survey accuracy. Temporal surveys are much less sensitive to gross position errors but 
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can be very sensitive to relative positioning errors. What this means is that if a survey station 

is to be reoccupied as part of a temporal gravity study, gravimeter location and orientation 

with respect to the survey mark must not change. Table 3a lists the magnitudes and 

symptoms of errors associated with positioning. 

Instrumental noise usually accompanies mishandling, low batteries, improper reading 

techniques, or overheating. Table 3b is a comprehensive list of error sources and typical 

error magnitudes and symptoms. 

The local and global environment can be a considerable source of noise in a gravity 

survey. Many environmental phenomena can be modeled quite well (e.g. local and global 

barometric pressure), but some cannot (e.g. rapid temperature changes, earthquakes, etc.). 

Table 3c lists the more common sources of environmental noise and their typical magnitudes. 

Many of these error sources can be eliminated or their magnitudes minimized as 

follows: keep the gravimeter in an environment as free as possible from vibration, sudden 

motion, and temperature changes; maintain consistency in station occupation technique and 

data collection procedures; fully model those environmental influences for which data, 

computing facilities, and software are available; determine the spatial coordinates of each 

station as accurately as possible with available equipment, personnel, resources, and time. 

Below is a discussion of how to minimize or eliminate each of the tabulated sources of 

error (Tables 3a, b, c). Before a project involving a survey begins, a careful error analysis 

should be performed. This allows one to see the magnitude and type of errors that are 

acceptable and to design the survey so that sufficient resolution of the gravity target is 

maintained. Before field work begins, one should calculate to what spatial accuracy the 

survey points need be surveyed and what other types of data should be simultaneously 



Error Source 
Station Location 

Latitude 
Longitude 
Elevation 
Time 

Meter Location 

Symptoms 

2,3,4,5 
2,4 
2,3,4,6 
1,7 

Orientation 2 
Location 2 
Elevation off mark 2 
Station type 1,2,3 

Symptoms 

Error Magnitude (uGals) 

2/degree: Tide; 11m: Latitude. 
4/degree: Tide. 
O.Ollkm: Tide; < 400: Curvature. 
< 3/minute: Tide. 

< 5: Whole Earth effects 
< 5: Relocation error 
3/cm: Free-air correction 
0-1000: Physical shifting or settling of the 

gravimeter. Observational repeatability. 

1 Excessive noise and/or instability while taking readings. 
2 Noisy reduced data. Data from previous surveys may differ significantly. 
3 Rapid drift rates may be observed during observations. 
4 Faulty tide correction will result. 
5 Faulty latitude correction will result. 
6 Faulty free-air and inner ring terrain corrections will result. 
7 Residual in reduced data appears at 1 and 2 cycles per day. 
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Table 3a. Influence of positioning errors on gravity surveys and their effect on gravimeter 
output and reduced data. Curvature refers to error in the curvature correction, latitude to 
error in latitude correction, orientation to changed physical orientation of the long level of the 
gravimeter, location to the physical location of the gravimeter's feet with respect to the survey 
mark, elevation to the vertical distance separating the gravimeter from the survey mark, and 
station type to the quality of the station (e.g. is it a base-plate pushed into sand or a 
permanent concrete monument with gravimeter foot locators installed). 



Error Source 
Meter fine tuning 
Improper handling 
Rough roads 
Battery voltage low 
Meter was off heat 
Overheated meter 
Change in ambient 

temperature 
Meter leveling 
Direct Sun 
Screw position 
Gear backlash 

Spring relaxation 
Electrostatic feedback 

stabilization 

Symptoms 

Symptoms 
1,2,3,4 
1,2,3,4 
1,2,3 
2,3,4 
2,3,4 
1,2,3,4 

2,3,4 
2,3 
3,4 
3 
3 

2,3,4 

2,3,4 

Error Magnitude (uGals) 
0-1000: Meter may become unstable. 
0-10000: Data may contain major tares. 
0-10000: Data may contain major tares. 
0-200000: Meter comes off temperature. 
0-200000: See note below. 
0-10000: When environmental temperature >40°C. 

0-500: Meter moves off-level, housing distorts. 
0-10000: Typically <500. 
0-500: Meter moves off-level, housing distorts. 
Cyclic errors < 5. Screw error < 100. 
< 10: Always approach reading line from same 
direction. 

< 50: 20 minutes is usually adequate. 

< 500: Related to meter fine tuning. 

1 Tares from 5 to > 10000 /LGals may result (even with beam clamped). 
2 Excessive noise and/or instability while taking readings. 
3 Noisy reduced data. Data from previous surveys may differ significantly. 
4 Rapid drift rates may be observed during observations. 

Table 3b. Influence of instrumental errors on gravity surveys and their control on 
gravimeter output and reduced data. When a gravimeter is put back on heat after being off, 
the meter will drift rapidly for several hours, then more slowly until internal thermal 
equilibrium is reached, usually in < 48 hours (see Figure 13). Symptoms in bold are those 
most easily recognized. 
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Error Source 
Solid-Earth tide 
Local barometric 
Global atmospheric 
Ocean loading 
Local mass change 
Ground noise 

Symptoms 

Symptoms 
4 
3,4 
3,4 
3,4 
3 
1,2,3 
2 

Error Magnitude (<<Gals) 
< ± 30 phase-shifted response. 
OA/mbar is typical. 
< 20: Good models exist. 
< 40: Good models exist. 
0-10000: This is often the target. 
0-10000: Nearby roads with heavy traffic. 
Long-period seismicity. 

1 Tares from 5 to > 10000 ~Gals may result (even with beam clamped). 
2 Excessive noise and/or instability while taking readings. 
3 Noisy reduced data. Data from previous surveys may differ significantly. 
4 Reduced data contains residual signal at 1 and 2 cycles/day. 

Table 3c. Influence of environmental conditions on gravity surveys and their control on 
gravimeter output and reduced data. Symptoms in bold are those most easily recognized. 

collected (e.g. barometric pressure, subsidence, and local ground-water conditions). For 
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instance, in a project seeking anomalies on the order of several mGals, elevations need not be 

determined to better than 5 m. A ground-water monitoring experiment seeking 1 ~Gal 

anomalies requires that positions be determined within millimeters and that a second 

gravimeter be operated as a reference to correct for local and global atmospheric, oceanic 

loading, and associated solid Earth response. 

Three-dimensional positioning errors often represent the greatest single error source 

in spatial gravity surveys. For large gravity anomalies, 7th' topographic sheets and aerial 

photography may provide sufficient position information, while careful optical or GPS surveys 

may be essential to accurately reduce the data associated with gravity studies seeking 

anomalies on the order of 1 ~Gal. Of the spatial corrections applied to gravity data, the free-



Source 
Latitude 
Longitude 
Elevation 
Time 

Latitude 
O.Ol/cm 

Free-air 

3/cm 

Correction Error (JtGals) 
Bouguer Curvature Terrain 

0+ 
0+ 

1/cm O.Ol/cm 0+ 

Tide 
1l'Latitude 
41'Longitude 
O.Ollkilometer 
<3/minute 
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Table 4. Influence of positioning errors on the major components of theoretical gravity. 
Units are JLGals per unit length. The error associated with terrain corrections grows with the 
location error so it may become arbitrarily large (hence the symbol 0+). No entry implies 
there is no associated error. 

air, Bouguer, curvature, and terrain corrections all require good elevation data. Table 4 is a 

compilation of the sensitivity of each of these corrections to spatial errors. 

1. Latitude: Errors in latitude are most important in the latitude correction itself and of 

secondary and tertiary importance elsewhere. Inexact latitude data produces an error of 1 

JLGaIlmeter north-south at Tucson and increases the noise in spatial data. Latitude and 

longitude corrections were not needed in my research because of the temporal nature of the 

work. GPS latitudes and longitudes were used for tide corrections. Associated errors were 

minimized by exactly relocating the gravimeter over the mark upon station reoccupation. The 

gravimeter was aligned with the cross-level north south where possible, however some 

stations were situated on bridge wing-walls, curbs, and other structures that prevented such 

convenient orientation. In these case, the gravimeter was aligned with the cross-level normal 

to the long-axis of the structure. 
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2. Longitude: Errors in longitude are of secondary importance and affect both tide 

corrections and digital terrain corrections. Longitude errors greater than a few minutes of arc 

produce a measurable phase shift in computed tide corrections and so should be minimized in 

temporal studies. 

3. Elevation: Errors in elevation are most important in the free-air, Bouguer, and terrain 

corrections, but are of secondary or tertiary importance elsewhere. Elevations can be read 

directly from USGS topographic quadrangle maps in reconnaissance surveys or in areas of 

low relief. Chain and level surveys may be needed if error analysis has shown that elevation 

errors > 30 cm are unbearable. Laser level or GPS measurements may be required if errors 

greater than a few millimeters are intolerable. If the station locations are well marked, one 

can return at a later date and re-survey to any desired level of accuracy. In my research, 

elevation changes were monitored using GPS and were used to make free air corrections to 

the data. By maintaining the upper-left height adjustment screw so that its leg was always 20 

mm long, relative elevation errors between repeated occupations were minimized. 

4. Time: Errors in time influence only the tide correction, but do so to a much greater 

extent than do errors in longitude. AI' error in time is the same as a 15' error in longitude. 

Time errors can be as large as 1 JtGal per minute of error, and change continuously during a 

survey. In spatial and temporal studies errors in time must be minimized in both the relative 

and absolute sense. Relative time errors will cause the tide correction to be "fuzzy" and 

absolute time errors will phase-shift the tide correction resulting in a residual that contains 

tidal frequencies, but is out of phase. Both error modes can greatly increase the residual 
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error. Time errors can be eliminated by setting the designated clock to Coordinated Universal 

Time (CUT or UTC (French usage)) prior to surveying and rechecking after the survey is 

completed. I periodically checked my clock against the CUT output from the GPS receivers 

and took gravity readings on integer minutes. 

5. Tares in Gravimeter Readings: Tares can be the largest single source of error in /LGal 

gravity work. They can come about by the seemingly most insignificant bump on the meter. 

Some of the more common causes are rough roads, forgetting to clamp the beam between 

stations, setting the meter down carelessly, bumping the meter against its carrying case, 

tapping the top of the meter to release a "stuck" beam, and leaving the meter outside in 

excessive sunshine, heat, or cold for too long. A bump may not produce an immediate tare. 

Anywhere from 5 to 30 minutes may elapse before a tare occurs. Tares seem to be of two 

types: those caused by small adjustments in the heart of the meter (linkage and spring), and 

those caused by adjustments in the housing and levels. The levels can be checked in the field, 

but even if they are carefully reset, a small tare will likely remain. A tie to an earlier station 

can constrain the magnitude of a tare, but confidence in the data should be degraded. A 

battery-operated PC with a tidal data reduction program (Appendix A) can help identify tares 

while stiII in the field if the gravity at a questionable station is known from a previous 

occupation. 

6. Meter Fine Tuning: The importance of keeping a gravimeter properly adjusted cannot be 

over-emphasized. Before any survey, the long and cross levels should be checked (Lacoste & 

Romberg, 1985). The long level is aligned normal to the axis of the moment arm. Adjusting 
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this level has the effect of increasing or decreasing the sensitivity of the meter. Tilting the 

meter so the moment arm moves in a plane slightly inclined to the vertical increases 

sensitivity at the expense of a longer relaxation time. When a meter equipped with an 

electrostatic feedback nulling system (ESF) is used, an increase in sensitivity beyond 11 JLGals 

per division (L&R meters) can result in instability (Figure lIe). This is because the response 

time of the meter becomes too great, causing the feedback system to overshoot the reading 

line by progressively greater amounts (Figure lIe). The cross level is aligned with the 

direction of the moment arm to which are attached the tungsten reference mass and the "zero

length" spring. If this level is off in either direction, the meter will be measuring a scalar 

fraction of true gravity, thus producing a high or low reading. It is a simple procedure to 

check and adjust either of these levels (LaCoste & Romberg, 1985). Usually only very small 

adjustments are required. 

7. Station Type: Gravity survey stations vary widely in construction, from that of a 

baseplate pushed into the sand under a flagged creosote bush to permanent concrete 

monuments with built-in gravimeter foot locators. The ground surface material at a gravity 

station can cause erratic (noisy) and/or non-repeatable gravity readings. The best base 

material for a gravity station is a thick, massive, flat, smooth stone or concrete. Thickness is 

important because it minimizes bending when under load, while a massive pad reduces the 

amplitude of vibration due to traffic and machinery and tilt due to loading. Having a smooth, 

flat surface improves meter position accuracy when the site is re-occupied. A baseplate 

should not be used at stations on smooth solid surfaces; rather the instrument should be placed 

directly on the survey point and the positions of its feet permanently marked for 
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re-occupations. Even though a baseplate can be exactly relocated on the ground from survey 

to survey, the meter cannot be readily relocated on the plate itself. It is better to adjust one 

of the gravimeter legs to a constant length, then level and position the meter relative to that 

leg at each station. It is also helpful to use the same leg each time and to mark its adjustment 

dial so that one can recognize whether it has turned between readings. Where the ground is 

soft (gravel, cobbles, sand, soil, etc.) a baseplate is necessary, but it is essential that it be 

pushed into the ground to exactly the same depth at each station to avoid erroneous free-air 

and Bouguer effects. If a baseplate is required,.the elevation difference from the base of the 

gravimeter to the ground surface (or survey mark) must be accurately measured so that 

repeated occupations can be corrected. The meter should be gently pressed down before 

leveling at each station so as to prevent settling and shifting while readings are being taken. 

8. Site Access: Good access to gravity stations is very important. Rough roads and 

cross-country travel vibrate the gravimeter and produce tares in the data even with the beam 

clamped (5-50 J.tGal tares are common). Back-country stations should be separately tied to a 

local base station so that tares can be identified soon after they occur. When this procedure is 

followed, only a few survey segments may need to be repeated, rather than the entire survey. 

The poor roads accessing stations SC30 and TUC resulted in torn data on several occasions. 

9. Environmental Temperature: Each metal and plastic part inside the gravimeter has a 

coefficient of thermal expansion. The dimensional stability of parts is maintained by 

regulating the temperature inside the meter by a thermostat and a heater. Temperature 

problems can come from too low or too high a thermal gradient through the gravimeter, or 
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insufficient heater output. Extreme environmental temperatures « O°C or > 40°C) or direct 

sunlight result in a strain rate in the housing, causing a tilt-induced drift (Figure 12) and/or 

shock-induced tares. On particularly cold days, the meter housing may pop with enough 

force to produce tares exceeding 50 p,Gals. On such days, exposure time should be 

minimized even at the expense of fewer readings. It may be advantageous to conduct summer 

surveys at night and winter surveys during the day. 

A low or negative radial thermal gradient does not allow internally generated 

heat to dissipate fast enough through the meter housing and may result in overheating. Low 

battery voltage results in a slow cool-down of the meter (Figure 13) because the heater may 

not provide sufficient output. A fully charged battery should perform for 8 to 12 hours, 

depending on outside temperature and use of the gravimeter reading lights. If a survey is 

likely to exceed 8 hours, at least one extra battery should be available. Use of internal lights 

(reading lights) should be kept to a minimum because they generate small thermal 

perturbations within the meter housing which may cause instrument drift. 

Temperature fluctuations as small as a tenth of a degree inside the meter 

housing will cause a drift in readings which may affect a survey. If the temperature of the 

meter is perturbed detectably, the survey should be delayed until the problem can be resolved. 

Perturbations of this type may take a day or more to recover once the meter has been 

removed to a less hostile environment but are likely to introduce small permanent tares in the 

readings. If the meter comes fully off-heat, it should be given 48 hours on-heat to re

equilibrate. Careful surveillance of the meter temperature is needed when the outside 

temperature drops below freezing or comes within lOoC of the instrument thermostat 

temperature. If the temperature drifts noticeably from the thermostat setting, it is advisable to 
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immediately close the survey to the base station. 

Outside temperature fluctuations may also produce errors in gravimeter output 

(Figures 12 and 14). A changing thermal gradient through the instrument housing can cause 

dimensional changes, inducing rapid non-linear drift rates and tares in the readings. Several 

readings taken at I-minute intervals at each station will indicate the kind of "exposure

induced" drift that is occurring. 

Level bubbles are especially susceptible to thermal anomalies because they are 

near the outer surface of the meter housing. Differential heating can draw the bubbles one 

way or the other and give the appearance of being off level. This problem can be mostly 

resolved by turning the lower left adjusting screw off level and then back to see whether both 

bubbles return to level. 

Surveys that begin in early morning and end in late afternoon may show 

ascending short-term drifts early in the day and descending drifts as the ambient outside 

temperature rises. Thermally induced errors can be minimized by keeping the meter in its 

insulated box when it is not set up at a station. If readings are consistently made at a regular 

time interval after the meter is removed from its box (say 5 minutes --2 to setup and 3 to 

stabilize), most of the temperature-induced error in drift rate will cancel. Battery voltage can 

also influence internal temperature. As the voltage drops, the heater has more difficulty 

maintaining the internal temperature and eventually it declines. 

10. Meter Leveling: The best way I have found to level the meter is to adjust one of the 

cross-level legs to a known (fixed) length, say 20 mm, before each survey and level the meter 

relative to that leg. In this way, the meter will always be the same height above the survey 
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point. The meter level adjusting screws and level bubbles are configured such that the cross 

level adjusting screw will tilt the meter in both the long and cross directions while the long 

level adjusting screw will tilt the meter in the long direction only. Leveling the meter is then 

easily accomplished by leveling the cross level first, then the long level, iterating in that 

order. If more than two iterations are necessary, one of the leveling screws may be bent, or 

the station surface may be too tilted or rough, or the meter feet may be sliding or "walking" 

on the baseplate. Level bubbles sometimes "stick" in one position and then suddenly move 

several divisions. This occurs when the bubbles expand or shrink through a specific size 

range and a slight imperfection in the inside surface of the vials lies near the end of the 

bubble when the meter is level. The only short-term remedial action is to wait for the bubble 

to change size and become "unstuck", or to count leveling screw turns per bubble division 

and estimate the location of true level. Replacement of the vials mayor may not cure the 

problem because these bubble imperfections are common. Thirty-second bubble vials can 

only be read consistently to about the nearest 10 seconds, so for J.tGal gravity work, it may be 

better to replace the vials with tiltmeters. Tiltmeters are far more accurate than level bubbles 

and are insensitive to temperature changes and sunlight -- a great advantage in the southwest. 

Level should always be approached from the same direction so that bubble 

"backlash" is minimized. If a baseplate is used, the meter should be brought as near to level 

as possible by moving it on the plate. If the baseplate is level, the meter will then be about 

the same distance above the center mark for each repeated occupation. The beam should also 

be clamped until after the instrument is leveled. The level should be rechecked before and 

after reading the instrument. 
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11. Ground Noise: Very little can be done about ground noise. When it is traffic-induced 

and many stations are influenced, it may be advisable to survey at night. Severe ground 

noise, as on wingwalls, bridge spans, or near railways, may cause tares in the readings. 

Earthquakes can cause vibrations which last for 10 minutes to several hours and make 

surveying temporarily impractical (a nuclear test in Nevada produced large signals for 12 

minutes on meter D-127 during one of my Eloy, Arizona gravity surveys). Seismic noise can 

sometimes be reduced or eliminated by changing the orientation of the long-level direction of 

the gravimeter so that the long level is perpendicular to the direction of ground motion. 

12. Direct Sunlight: If the sun is allowed to shine directly onto the gravimeter housing it 

will quickly overheat. This will cause dimensional changes, bubble movement, unrelated tilt, 

and rapid non-linear drift rates in the readings. Obviously, the meter should always be 

shaded. 

13. Meter Orientation: The cross level should be oriented north-south unless ground noise 

is a problem. This supposedly eliminates whole-Earth effects (D. Winester, Personal 

Communication, 1988), but I have been unable to detect them. It is good to consistently 

orient the meter in the same geographic direction, because it makes re-occupation simpler and 

may eliminate a source of error. If ground noise is a problem, the meter may have to be 

turned at some angle to minimize the problem (see section on ground noise). 

14. Screw Position: In manufacturing gravimeter adjustment screws, the distance between 

threads is better controlled than thread pitch; thus for each complete rotation of the adjustment 
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screw, the error is minimal, while a partial rotation may have a small "circular" error. If a 

given survey is to be repeated, the same segment of the adjusting screw should be used each 

time. This can be accomplished by nulling the instrument to the same dial position at the start 

of each survey (say at 1000). If the instrument is fitted with a force-feedback nulling device, 

the dial can be turned at exactly the same angle (say at an even zero) for each station. This 

will prevent circular errors and will allow exactly the same segment of thread to be used for 

repeated station occupations and surveys. 

15. Gear Backlash: Gear backlash in the adjustment screw can be eliminated by always 

approaching the reading line from the same direction. It seems immaterial from which side 

the line is approached, as long as one is consistent. In case of overshoot, the dial should be 

backed off about 2700 to be certain the final drive shaft has backed off at least 10. 

16. Spring Relaxation: When the gravimeter dial is turned back to set it for the next station 

in the survey, the tension on the zero-length spring will change and the spring may need time 

to stabilize to the new setting. The effects of both 100 and 1 mGal steps, made by turning the 

fine adjustment dial on meter D-127, are shown in Figure 15. This same effect will occur in 

any spring-type instrument, although it may be below detection limits (as in L&R G-meters). 

There is a rapid non-linear drift immediately after the dial on meter D-127 is turned. The 

speed with which the meter stabilizes at a new setting is a function of the magnitude of the 

offset. I allow 5 minutes per 10 mGals. Relaxation is not a problem if it is known in 

advance what the readings will be and if the gravimeter can then be "preset" for the next 

station after the final reading at the current station is taken. Figure 16 illustrates short-term 
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drifts associated with not presetting the meter in a survey conducted near Eloy. If a survey is 

to be repeated, a table of station presets should be made. Clearly, data can become strongly 

biased if spring relaxation is not taken into consideration. If the meter is equipped with a 

force-feedback nulling system, a table of presets allows each particular station with exactly the 

same dial setting to be read from survey to survey, which completely eliminates screw-related 

errors and relaxation errors. 

17. Electrostatic Feedback Stabilization: In gravimeters equipped with electrostatic 

feedback nulling systems (ESF), fine tuning (Iong- and cross-level adjustments) is very 

important. Improper meter adjustments can result in instability, long stabilization times (> 5 

minutes), and non-reproducible ESF output (consecutive readings may vary by > 100 /tGals!). 

The ESF used with meter D-127 will correctly stabilize within a dynamic range of ± 1300 

/tGals in 3 minutes when D-127 is correctly tuned. Meter sensitivity should lie in the range 

9.5 to 10.5 gravimeter units per eye-piece division when an ESF is used. 

18. Instrument Drift: I have observed two distinct types of instrument drift in meter D-

127: slow, linear, long-term (months to years) and rapid, non-linear, short-term (minutes to 

hours). Long-term drift occurs at an almost constant rate of about 100 /tGals/month and is 

due to slow spring relaxation. This kind of drift can be seen on most tidal gravity records 

and is usually easy to model. 

Short-term drift can be a major problem in gravity surveys because it is 

typically non-linear, very rapid (2-10 /tGals/minute), and associated with many different 

influences (e.g. overheating and spring-relaxation). Depending on the cause of drift, repeated 
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visits to a base station will not constrain the drift but aggravate it, especially if it's an 

overheating or tuning problem. If short-term drift is noticeable, its cause should be identified 

and remedied before proceeding. Short-term drift due to temperature extremes can be 

reduced only by minimizing occupation time; by contrast, drift associated with spring 

relaxation is removed by maximizing occupation time (or presetting). In my surveys the 

meter was preset for each station and occupation time was minimized, especially in hostile 

conditions. The program FDAT (Appendix A) reduced data from many of my surveys using 

a simple linear-regression model to remove drift. 

19. Closure Errors: Closure errors in gravity surveys can result from most of the sources 

described above, but the most important are instrument drift, physical tares, and insufficient 

modeling of environmental influences. Such errors can easily total> 100 ",Gals with no 

particular error source dominating. As noted earlier there are two major components to 

instrument drift and both will produce closure errors. Although long-term drift is almost 

linear and can easily be removed from data, short-term drift is typically non-linear and I have 

found no satisfactory method of removing its influence. 

Tares are best removed by periodic re-occupations of drift stations (at least 

every 2 hours if travel is difficult or ",Gal resolution is necessary). To achieve better than 10 

p,GaI resolution on a spatial survey, one must take extreme care when tuning, transporting, 

and leveling the meter. Achieving better than 5 ",Gals is currently virtually impossible on any 

spatial survey. Temporal surveys in which the meter is never moved can introduce more than 

50 ",Gals of noise over a day if the environment is not carefully controlled (Figure 14). 

Temporal gravity studies over brief time intervals with no spatial component can achieve a 
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resolution on the order of < 1 /LGal using an L&R D- or G-meter. Modern superconducting 

gravimeters can achieve resolution on the order of 0.005 /LGals (5 nGals) (Warburton and 

Goodkind, 1977; Richter, 1983; Goodkind, 1986). 

20. Regional Gravity Change: Gravity changes occurring on a regional scale cannot be 

detected in a "local" differential-mode survey. This is because base station and survey station 

readings are influenced almost equally by regional change. This problem can be resolved in 

several ways. If a gravimeter is available that can measure the absolute magnitude of gravity, 

regional changes can be measured directly. If a very low drift rate relative gravimeter is 

available, regional changes can be determined by analyzing the long-period deviations from 

the known drift properties. If neither of these options are available, the error associated with 

regional change can be minimized by situating a gravity reference station (or base station) in 

an area where regional changes will be minimal. For my research, reference gravity stations 

were located within large bedrock exposures distant from regional aquifers (stations N419 and 

TUC). 
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VI. LONG PERIOD GRAVITY MEASUREMENTS 

To determine the acceleration of gravity, gob" at a point is quite simple, as 

discussed in Chapter V:B. Removing the influences of Lunar, Solar, atmospheric, and 

oceanic gravitational accelerations and the influence of temperature is much harder because 

these factors are all highly correlated and some are difficult to model. My approach was to 

solve for each factor, one at a time or in pairs, in the order in which their models were most 

constrained. 

Long-period gravity measurements were made inside extenso meter sheds in 

both Eloy and Tucson. Extensometer sheds were used because they are relatively secure and 

are already equipped for measuring at least depth to water and compaction. Most 

extensometer sheds have poured concrete floors and about 8 m2 floor space. The data for this 

research were obtained by simultaneously measuring temperature, barometric pressure, and 

gravity at IS-minute intervals for as long as two continuous months. Analogue data from 

various measuring devices including several temperature probes, a barometer, an 

extenso meter, two pressure transducers, and a gravimeter, were converted to digital form and 

stored in a data-logger. Data were recorded in this manner for 2 weeks at well WR-S2 in 

Tucson once, and three times for several months each time at an extenso meter near Eloy. 

The analogue outputs from the instruments were piped into a 16 channel A-D converter and 

thence into a data-logger every 15 minutes, wherein up to 2 weeks of data could accumulate. 

Data used in this analysis were filtered gravity, barometric pressure, temperature at the 

gravimeter, and time. The gravimeter was set directly on concrete and the foot and screw 

positions marked thereon. A 160 liter plastic bucket was inverted over the gravimeter and 



taped to the floor to act as a thermal buffer and lizard barrier. Temperatures at the 

gravimeter were not significantly different from those in the shed and did not change as 

rapidly. The most rapid heating occurred in the morning (> lOoC/hour) as sunlight first 

reached the shed, and the most rapid cooling was at sunset. 
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Longman's tide correction (Longman, 1959) can be fine tuned by splitting the 

tidal potential into its Lunar and Solar components and computing an average gravimeter 

factor for each (Fett, personal communication, 1988). The two gravimeter factors were 

determined by regressing measured gravity against both components of theoretical solid Earth 

tide. Instrument drift and initial offset (the drift intercept) were first removed from the data 

with the simple regression 

(35) 

where C1 is intercept (go at time zero), C'z is gravimeter drift rate (including any linear 

temporal changes), Ali,", is elapsed time since the survey began, gob, is observed gravity, gtide is 

model tide from Longman's tide correction algorithm (using an average gravimeter factor of 

1.16), and gbaro is the model acceleration produced by local atmospheric effects (0.42 

",Gals/mbar). Longman's Earth tide model is very good compared to atmospheric tide 

models, so I next solved for the Lunar and Solar components of acceleration. I did a second 

regression (Equation 36) using C1 and C'z from Equation 35 to correct gob,: 

(36) 
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where C; and C4 are the average gravimeter factors (admittances) corresponding to model 

Lunar tide (gIJ and model Solar tide (g,J. Barometric admittance was calculated with a third 

regression, this time using the estimates for C; and C4 to correct goln and regressing the 

residual against observed barometric pressure (simultaneously measured with gravity in this 

study): 

(37) 

where Cs is the barometric admittance. The residuals at this point were highly correlated with 

both absolute temperature and rate of change of temperature. The admittances of both these 

factors were determined using the regression equation: 

(38) 

where "Temp" is in DC, (0 Temp/o Time) is the rate of temperature change over consecutive 

IS-minute intervals, and C6 and C7 are the corresponding regression coefficients. The 

residual after this final filtering (gc) is then: 

(39) 

The admittances (CI through C7) and their ranges are reported in Table 5. 

Modeling these factors reduced the residuals at 0 1, PI' KI, M2, Sz, from 200 

p.Gals to 5-50 p.Gals. Part of the remaining residual was probably due to out-of-phase loading 

at tidal frequencies and would require modeling of ocean loading. Because of the sensitivity 



of the gravimeter to environmental temperature, as indicated by the residuals (Figure 14), 

further modeling was neither warranted nor undertaken. 
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Given better data collection methods, modeling the two loading admittances 

should reduce the residuals at 01> PI> KI> M2, and S2 to background levels. Convolving the 

residual gravity with Earth tides at these frequencies yields the associated phase lags and the 

ocean loading can then be removed from the signal (Goodkind, 1986). Ocean loading has 

been modeled from a hydrodynamic solution of ocean response based on global bathymetry 

(parke, 1978) and by modeling interpolated measured ocean tides (Schwiderski, 1980). 

Niebauer (1987) successfully used Schwideski's model to remove ocean loading from absolute 

gravity measurements at Boulder, Colorado. 

The first study of this type in the Tucson area was conducted in December, 

1987 (Fink, 1987). It involved automated recording via data-logger of time-tagged, raw and 

filtered gravity at 15-minute intervals inside the extensometer shed at WR-52. After removal 

of tidal frequencies using Longman's algorithm, a ± 15 JLGal residual remained. This residual 

retained the structure of the raw data, but had 1/10 the amplitude and an 80° phase lag, 

implying an origin in the unmodeled ocean loading. 

The second study was conducted at the extensometer site near Eloy and 

involved collection and processing of filtered and unfiltered gravity (LaCoste & Romberg, 

1986), temperature, barometric pressure, water level, and aquifer compaction data on a 16 

channel data-logger. Instruments were installed in the extenso meter shed and automatically 

sampled at 15-minute intervals for periods of up to 7 weeks. Gravity readings were tied to 

the bedrock base station at Picacho before and after each data collection period. Data were 

processed using the program Data_log (Appendix A). The filtered and unfiltered gravity 



Coefficient Source 

go at time zero 
Gravimeter drift rate 
Lunar tide 
Solar tide 
Barometric 
Temperature 
o Temp I 0 Time 

Admittance 

p.Gals (corrected gravity at station) 
90 to 150 JLGals/month 
1.12 ± 0.02 (unitless constant) 
1.16 ± 0.02 (unit/ess constant) 
0.41 ± 0.01 p.Gals/mbar 
-5 ± 4 JLGals/oC 
0.2 ± 0.4 JLGals/min per °C/15 min 
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Table 5. Regression constants from the tidal gravity data reduction calculated in Equations 
35-39. Observations were made over the 41-day interval from February 22, 1989 to April 4, 
1989 at Eloy, Arizona (see Figure 12). 

were virtually identical, the only differences being from short-period bounces in the unfiltered 

gravity (presumably due to heavy truck traffic on the nearby road). Because of the general 

absence of bounces, filtered gravity data were used in this study. 

A Fourier analyses of the Eloy data is presented in Figure 17. The gravity data had 

peaks at 01> KI> M2, and S2' but other peaks could not be identified due to the low quality of 

the data. Strong peaks occurred in the temperature data at MI, M2, M3, and M4 and in the 

barometric data at MI and M2 • The residual gravity data retained a strong peak at 0 1 and 

lesser peaks at the other frequencies, indicating a significant out-of-phase 0 1 frequency. 

These studies were fraught with problems (Figure 12). On several occasions the 

gravimeter batteries failed and the meter cooled, resulting in data gaps. The slow drift of the 

meter caused the beam to stick several times during the peaks of the tide. The instrument 

shed in which the equipment was housed often heated rapidly in the mornings, reaching peak 
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temperatures of 50°C. At such temperatures, the gravimeter could not dissipate its own 

internal heat, which resulted in rapid, non-linear drift rates. Lizards and other small animals 

caused small tares by climbing on the gravimeter. 

Should this kind of work be repeated in the future, I strongly recommend that the 

gravimeter be buried at least 60 cm underground to isolate it from the unstable thermal 

environment of the shed. Cleaner data would greatly facilitate data reduction. 
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VII. ELOY SUBSIDENCE PROJECT 

In an ongoing project (since September, 1986) in cooperation with the Water 

Resources Division (WRD), U.S. Geological Survey, monthly gravity observations were made 

at two wells and a bedrock base station near Eloy, Arizona. The objectives of this study were 

to determine first whether temporal gravity changes occurred at the extensometer relative to 

the base station, and second, whether these changes were correlated with static water level 

and/or recorded compaction. These data could then be used to compute the amount of water 

derived from compaction and from drainage. 

The base station at Picacho was selected because it was accessible but still far 

enough away from large bodies of ground water that data contamination was small. The first 

three surveys were run from the Picacho triangulation station on the knoll above and south of 

the road; the remaining surveys were all conducted from the Picacho witness marker just 

north of the road. The base station was moved because the climb up the knoll added 30 

minutes to the occupation time and introduced tares into the data. Prior to using the new 

mark in November 1986, Don Pool of the WRD poured cement around it to increase stability 

and make a level base for gravity observations. The two base stations were tied by making 

repeated loops on October 28 and November 21, 1986 and correcting old readings to the new 

base. 

The Eloy extenso meter station was selected because it was secure, accessible, had 

accurate historical records of compaction and static water levels, and was screened in the 

semi-confined portion of the regional aquifer. In December 1987, a second observation well 

was added to the survey. This well was situated just west of the Eloy Circle-K and was 



screened in the water-table aquifer. It was selected both because of its proximity to the 

extensometer site and the contrast it would provide between the shallow, unconfined aquifer 

and the deeper, more confined portions. 
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Before leaving Tucson on a survey, instrument stability and battery charge were 

checked and the meter was preset approximately to the Picacho base using the coarse 

adjustment screw (unless the gravimeter was still set from the last Eloy survey). Upon 

arriving at the base station, the meter was preset to exactly 10,000 gravimeter units and 

allowed to stabilize for about 10 minutes before readings were taken. After reading the base 

station, the meter was preset exactly to the gravity at the extensometer. Again, after reading 

the extenso meter, the meter was preset to the base station value of 10,000. In June 1987 an 

electrostatic force-feedback nulling system (ESF) was installed in the gravimeter and all 

subsequent surveys utilized this device. Occupation times were reduced and survey precision 

greatly enhanced, but the meter became unstable over a much wider range of long-level 

adjustments. Fine tuning the long-level sensitivity to 10 gravimeter units per eyepiece 

division was ideal, but instability occurred below 9 and above 11. 

Surveys were conducted in loops, each consisting of readings at the Picacho base, 

then the extenso meter , then the Picacho base again. Six of the first seven surveys consisted 

of only one loop while later surveys used two or three loops. Using only one loop allowed 

estimation of short- and long-term drift rates but did not allow estimation of survey precision. 

The FORTRAN program Fdat (Appendix A) was written by the author especially to correct 

for tide and drift in the multi-loop gravity data from up to 20 stations and to reduce them to 

the base station. Results of the 31 successful surveys are presented in Table 6. 
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Extensometer Well Circle-K Well 
tlg Error Depth to Water Compaction Depth to Water tlg 

Date Loops mGals mGals feet feet feet mGals 
9 10 86 1 21.892 400.0 12.434 

10 1686 1 21.890 364.0 12.412 
10 28 86 2 21.870 0.010 357.0 12.405 
11 21 86 1 21.904 339.9 12.380 
12 17 86 1 21.884 326.0 12.380 
1 13 87 1 21.913 317.0 12.3725 
2 1787 1 21.904 311.3 12.369 
22087 2 21.896 0.004 312.2 12.3695 
3 487 2 21.892 0.008 313.7 12.3675 
4 1 87 2 21.914 0.001 332.1 12.399 
42287 2 21.866 0.040 348.9 12.400 
52787 2 21.899 0.005 364.0 12.4205 
9 1087 2 21.913 0.003 409.0 12.509 

10 1487 2 21.928 0.007 380.8 12.490 
11 2087 2 21.902 0.002 
12 1687 2 21.905 0.010 328.1 12.450 299 0.891 
1 2088 2 21.914 0.010 317.7 12.438 294 0.889 
2 2388 2 21.900 0.020 311.2 12.434 291 0.869 
22688 1 21.879 311.3 12.438 
3 2288 2 21.887 0.005 329.6 12.461 303 0.881 
42688 2 21.890 0.005 343.0 12.467 301 0.880 
52488 2 21.890 0.010 337.5 12.480 300 0.868 
62788 2 21.906 0.006 357.3 12.509 294 0.881 
7 2888 2 21.916 0.010 369.8 12.524 289 0.884 
8 1888 2 21.953 0.020 376.8 12.549 
9 3088 2 21.936 0.002 374.1 12.458 

10 1488 3 21.924 0.010 364.0 12.442 278 0.877 
2 18 89 3 21.923 0.010 304.2 12.398 282 0.874 
3 2489 3 21.906 0.010 329.6 12.441 287 0.891 
4 1789 3 21.904 0.010 341.0 12.438 288 0.867 
5 3 89 3 21.909 0.010 339.4 12.440 295 0.867 

Table 6. Gravity, depth to water, and compaction data from the extenso meter at Eloy, 
Arizona, and static water level and gravity from the Circle-K well at Eloy. Gravity values 
(mGals) represent the difference between either of the Eloy stations and the Picacho base 
station. Error values equal the difference between the means of repeated loops. If only one 
loop was completed, the error is undefined. Depth to water data (feet) were obtained from a 
pressure transducer at the extenso meter station and with a steel tape or conductivity probe at 
the Circle-K well. Compaction recorder readings (feet) were taken from a cantilever tensional 
compaction recorder by reading a steel tape. These data are presented graphically in Figure 
18. 
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Gravity data from the extenso meter site were uncorrelated with depth to water and 

compaction data, but there was an annual periodicity with a 20 JLGaI amplitude and 25 

JLGals/year upward drift (Figure 18). Lack of correlation was probably due to changes 

occurring in the water-table aquifer, not the semi-confined, deeper aquifer whose depth to 

water was recorded at the extenso meter site. 

A. Data Reduction Procedures 

Because this was a temporal gravity study, I did not make latitude, Bouguer, and free-

air corrections to the data. Corrections for tide, drift, and subsidence were the only ones 

found to be necessary. Subsidence corrections were accomplished using a permutation of 

Equation 15: 

geo (p,Gals) - ilg - 3.085 I'GaLr X compaction, 
r em compo 

(40) 

where compaction is in centimeters and is positive with elevation loss. The height of an 

equivalent column of water is then readily obtained by dividing Equation 40 by the Bouguer 

correction (using a density of 1 g/cm3
); 

E . I h' h ( H 0) x 2.392 em 11,0 • 'qulva ent elg t em 2 - geor 
I'Gal 

(41) 

Specific yield is the slope of the line obtained by regressing equivalent height against static 

water level. If the change in static water level is due to compaction, rather than drainage, this 

method will give the storativity instead. Results of equivalent height computations are in 

Table 7 (below). 



Date 
12 1687 

1 2088 
2 23 88 
3 2288 
42688 
52488 
62788 
7 2888 

10 1488 
2 1889 
3 2489 
4 1789 
5 389 

Equivalent ht (cm) 
0.00 

24.17 
-8.34 

-45.43 
-39.61 
-42.53 
-10.86 

9.64 
47.14 
54.63 

4.41 
0.31 

11.79 

swJ(cm extenso meter) 
0.00 

316.99 
515.11 
-45.72 

-454.15 
-286.51 
-890.02 

-1271.02 
-1094.23 

728.47 
-45.72 

-393.19 
-344.42 

swJ(cm Circle-K) 
0.00 

152.40 
243.84 

-121.92 
-60.96 
-30.48 
152.40 
304.80 
640.08 
518.16 
365.76 
335.28 
121.92 
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Table 7. Gravity and static water level data from the Eloy extenso meter site and the Circle
K well after transformation to equivalent cm water using Equations 42 and 43. These data 
are shown graphically in Figures 19a and 19b. All data are relative to values obtained on 
December 16, 1987. Static water level data from the extenso meter were uncorrelated with the 
equivalent height, but at the Circle-K the correlation was excellent (r2=0.72). 

Gravity data at the Eloy extenso meter site and water level data at the Circle-K well 

had measurement errors. Uncertainties in observed gravity were due to both horizontal 

extrapolation from the extenso meter well to the Circle-K well and to measurement errors as 

discussed earlier in chapter V. Water level errors were due entirely to inadequate 

measurement equipment. The Circle-K well was frequently cascading and often wetted the 

steel tape several meters above the actual static water level. 

To accommodate errors in both gravity and depth to water (x and y variables), I 

devised a distinctive least-squares algorithm that minimized the sums of squares of the 

magnitudes of the misfit normal to the regression, rather than normal to a coordinate axis. 

The data were first transformed by converting the measured gravity (g in f.tGals) to equivalent 

cm of water and the static water level (swl in ft) to cm, 



and 

[ 

(gl- go) - 94.06 I'GaU X (comp; - compo)] y. (cm) _ jlcomp. • 

I 0.419 I'GaU 
em 1120 

Regression slope and intercept are normally computed as: 

slope _ sxy 
sx 

and intercept - y - slope· x, where 

- LX x - --, and 
n 

- LY Y--· 
n 

100 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

The coordinate rotation involved in regressing normal to the slope results in a more complex 

formulation; 

(sx - 3)') - J (sx - 3)')2+ 4 Sxy2 slope - and intercept - y - slope· x . 
-2sxy 

(46) 

The regression sum-of-squares minimized to derive this formulation was 

1 n 

Regression SS - L [y; - J;F, where 
1 + sxy2 1-1 

(47) 

J; - slope· x; + intercept. 
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B. Results and Discussion 

The algorithm defined by Equation 46 was coded into MATHCAD®, an engineering 

scratch-pad program for interactive numerical solution of mathematical equations. Equivalent 

height data from the Circ\e-K well displayed good correlation (r=O.72) with static water 

level (Figure 19a), and a regression slope of 0.12 was obtained (also specific yield). 

Equivalent height data from the extenso meter showed no correlation with static water levels or 

compaction (Figure 19b). The probable reason for the lack of correlation at the extensometer 

is that the measured gravity was being influenced by changes in the water-table aquifer, far 

above the depth-to-water data being recorded. 
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Figure 19a. Equivalent height versus static water level for data 
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Tables 6 and 7 and shown in Figure 18. 
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VIII. MONGOMERY INJECTION TEST 

In January and February 1989, Montgomery and Associates conducted an injection 

test for Tucson Water, the local-area water company. This test involved the gravity-fed 

injection of 48 acre-ft of water through a well casing into the local aquifer at well A-27 A. 

This well is located 32 m north of A-27B, the first observation well, and 32 m north of WR-

153 (see Figure 21), the second observation well. Injection rates varied from 200 gpm to 

1200 gpm and depth to water was recorded at 1 minute, then 15 minute intervals during the 

two week injection period and at 15 minute intervals during the two week recovery. Earth's 

gravity was recorded daily at the Gould-Simpson base station and at the two observation wells 

(Table 8 and Figure 20). 

The gravity anomaly produced by drawdown or build-up of water around pumping or 

injecting wells can be derived by first computing the gravitational attraction of a buried 

horizontal disk: 

g (JlGals) - 2· 101l'Jf Gut [1 z] 
VR2+Z2 ' 

(48) 

where G is Newton's gravitational constant, u is the slab density contrast (here equal to the 

aquifer porosity or specific yield, depending on whether injection or recovery is occurring), R 

and t are slab radius and thickness, and z is the vertical distance to the slab center. 

Disk radius R can be expressed in terms of the depth to the disk z using an assumed 

distance-drawdown relationship. In simple hydrological systems, the relationship is linear 

when drawdown is plotted against the logarithm of radial distance. For the Montgomery 

injection test, the relationship was assumed to be of this kind, and drawdown data from the 
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Date A-27A A-27B WR-153 
(1989) Time Minutes swl -L swl -L swl ~ Vol 
119 15:19 0.0 1080.3 0.0 1049.9 0.0 0 0 

20 13:10 0.0 1080.1 0.0 1048.1 0.0 0 0 
23 13: 11 311 47.96 1087.8 17.13 1055.5 12.80 7.7 706 
25 13:35 3215 49.91 1090.5 18.30 1075.0 13.85 10.4 13243 
26 19:30 5010 50.95 1105.8 18.60 1071.5 14.10 25.7 20993 
27 18:30 6390 51.10 1118.4 18.70 1082.7 14.18 38.3 26951 
28 20:39 7959 51.53 1097.8 18.89 1062.9 14.30 17.7 33725 
29 18:12 9252 51.70 1100.7 18.99 1067.0 14.39 20.6 39307 
30 21:38 10898 52.14 1068.0 19.10 1028.3 14.52 -12.1 46413 
31 23:28 12448 52.47 1106.2 19.25 1060.4 14.59 26.1 53105 

2 1 20:20 13700 52.52 1086.6 19.24 1058.6 14.58 6.5 58510 
2 20:21 741 52.64 1118.0 19.42 1083.1 14.67 37.9 61532 

16 15:04 20640 0.89 1101.5 0.81 0.89 21.4 
6 9 14:24 1057.9 10.1 

Table 8. Gravity, static water level, and injected volume data from the Montgomery and 
Associates injection test at well WR-153. Survey date and time are listed with elapsed time in 
the first three columns. Units of gravity are in ",Gals, static water levels are in feet, and 
injected volume in cubic meters. tlg is the measured gravity change at A-27B since injection 
began (gbegin = 1080.1 ",Gals). Severe vibration in the pipes compromised gravity readings 
on January 27 and 30. Violent weather conditions may have compromised readings on 
February 2. 
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two observation wells were regressed to obtain R as a function of h: 

(49) 

where R(h) is the computed radius at which a drawdown of h would occur at the time when hi 

and h2 were measured at the two observation wells at radial distance RI and R2. 

The above expression for R (Equation 49) is next substituted into Equation 48 and the 

expression integrated from the original static water level (at z=ho) to the ground surface (at 

z=O): 

g-2.1011 7rG(1[Ah-l (z-h)dh ], 
o JR(h)2 + (z - h)2 

(50) 

where (1 is the density contrast, equal to porosity times water density during injection, and 

specific yield times density during recovery. Depending on the nature of R(h), Equation 50 

can be solved analytically or numerically. This integration gives the gravity anomaly due to a 

density contrast of (1 contained entirely within the functional shape R(h) buried at depth z. A 

second approach, and one that should be used as a parallel to this first method, is to 

accommodate the known mass of injected water inside the anomaly shape R(h) and perform 

the integration. Essentially, this removes porosity, specific yield, and leakage from the 

system by allowing (1 to change with time. The reasoning behind this method is that leakage 

is occurring, but that the leakage mass is still near enough to the recharge mound R(h) that it 

can be modeled by Equation 50. To achieve this end, we compute (1 as 
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(f - specific yield x water density 

injected volume x 
- p computed volume W 

(51) 

_ [inje~ed VOlume] 

11" ! R(h)2 dh 
I 

x Pw' 

and substitute it into Equation 50. If the value of (f obtained from Equation 51 is constant at 

all times and equal to that used in Equation 50, then no leakage is occurring and the recharge 

mound is symmetrical as described by Equation 49. Deviations from equality indicate leakage 

or improper modeling of tiH;; 'ii:;\:.1'Ii1l'ge geometry. Table 9 is a compilation of the results of 

these computations for the time of the Montgomery injection test. 

The recharge mound as measured from the observation wells does not significantly 

gain in size after the fifth day of injection. This indicates that the leakage rate from the 

mound has come to equilibrium with the injection rate at this time. The total mass of injected 

water, however, is accurately modeled by Equation 50 (Table 9). 

In conclusion, the methods outlined in this chapter provide an accurate and 

straightforward method of modeling recharge and discharge mounds; they also provide 

constraints on aquifer properties such as porosity and specific yield. Recharge mound 

geometry could be modeled more accurately by performing daily spatial gravity surveys rather 

than point surveys. 
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Gravity calculated Gravity calculated 
Date Gravity from measured from measured 

(989) (measured) cone shaQe injected volume 
1 19 0 0 0 

20 0 0 0 
23 7.7 16.6 0.4 
25 10.2 19.1 6.9 
26 25.7 19.7 10.5 
27 38.3 19.8 13.4 
28 17.7 20.0 17.0 
29 20.6 20.3 19.5 
30 -12.1 20.6 22.1 
31 26.1 20.7 26.0 

2 1 6.5 20.7 28.8 
2 37.9 20.7 31.2 

16 21.4 
6 9 10.1 

Table 9. Measured gravity VtGals), gravity calculated from the shape of the injection 
mound, and gravity calculated from the known injected volume during the Montgomery and 
Associates injection test at well A-27 A. Both calculations used a depth to pre-injection static 
water level of 50 m and specific yield of 0.25. The measured injected volume method 
assumes vertical leakage equal to injected volume in excess of that which can be 
accommodated within the measured cone with a specific yield of 0.25. Equations 49-51 detail 
the method of calculating these gravity values. Severe vibration in the pipes compromised 
gravity readings on January 27 and 30. Severe weather conditions may have degraded 
readings on February 1. 
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IX. GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM 

Satellite range-finding is finally becoming a practical alternative to conventional 

terrestrial surveying techniques. GPS surveying uses Earth-to-space observations rather than 

Earth-to-Earth, thus eliminating the need for station-to-station visibility. Weather conditions 

are rarely a factor and 24 hour global coverage will soon be a reality. For most applications, 

four or more satellites are observed from 15 minutes to 6 hours with two receivers, one at a 

known point, the other at the point to be determined. Data processing yields Earth-centered 

vectors to each station with an accuracy of 10 to 100 m, but subtracting the base station's 

Earth-centered vector from all other vectors from a given data-logging session causes most 

error components to cancel resulting in a station-to-station vector accurate to a few parts per 

million (frimble, 1985, 1988a, 1988b). In this manner, using several "known" reference 

points, a first-order network of new stations can be created (King et aI., 1985; Wells, 1986). 

The main use of GPS in this study was to establish a baseline against which future 

observations could be compared to detect elevation changes (Hein, 1985) within the network 

and to correct temporal gravity observations accordingly. 

GPS measurement sites were selected on the basis of potential land subsidence and 

the need for vertical control points. Five bedrock sites (NGS-A, TUC, CAT!, SUMH, and 

HBUT) and one near-bedrock site (POST) were chosen for local vertical control points 

(Figure 21). The National Geodetic Survey (NGS) established a GPS network (actually a 

vertical control baseline) in the Tucson basin and Avra Valley during the early part of my 

work. The only significant complaint concerning the NGS baseline is that it is tied to bedrock 
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A WR52 
B C45 
C D61 
D X419 
E WR53 
F XAVR 
G SC30 

0 GS-BASE 
1 N419 
2 FD62 
3 H140 
4 PARK 
5 THOR 
6 SUMN 
7 TANG 
8 WR-153 
9 SUNY 
10 TUCA 
11 TUC 
12 PHPS 

GPS and Gravily Siles 13 5DOR 
.6. Exlcnsomelcr 14 GP15 
o No exlcnsomclcr 15 GURD 
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Scale 19 L75 
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21 C317 

Figure 21. Basemap for GPS and gravity station locations. 
Triangular symbols indicate the presence of a vertical 
extensometer on the site. Gravity observations were made 
at stations A-G and 0-21 as part of the Tucson Basin gravity 
study. All sites except GS-BASE and WR-153 were occupied 
with GPS either by the NGS or the University of Arizona. 
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at only two stations (N419 and TUC); thus, the entire south-end of the basin is un-tied except 

through mUltiple GPS links. 

GPS satellites orbit the Earth every 12 hours at an altitude of 20,200 km. The 

satellite orbits do not precess about the Equator, but their rise-set times gain 4 minutes per 

day (one day per year) with respect to Coordinated Universal Time (CUT). The satellites 

occupy six orbital planes inclined at 55° to the Equator, each with three satellites 120° apart 

(Wells, 1986). The constellation when this work began had seven satellites in three orbital 

planes yielding a daily survey window that was 2 to 4 hours long. Because of the 4-minute 

daily gain, summer survey windows in Arizona were in mid-afternoon (when temperatures 

often exceed 45°C and severe electrical storms occur almost daily), while winter survey 

windows were at night (when temperatures fall below freezing and both computer and GPS 

battery life are greatly diminished). 

A. Data Collection Equipment, Techniques and Problems 

The GPS equipment used in my survey work was comprised of two TRIMBLE® 

4000S receivers, each equipped with four channels and 8-bit processors. Data were collected 

using GRID® 8086 based laptop computers configured with 8087 math coprocessors and 720-

kbyte floppy disk drives. Initially, the GRID® computers were run off their own internal 

batteries, but because of the short battery life and five failed surveys early in the work, this 

system was abandoned. Both the GPS and data-logging equipment were run off a single 12-V 

deep-cycle truck battery for the remaining surveys. 

Data were logged onto 720 kbyte disks on the GRID® computers. From the outset, 

recording to this media was by far the greatest source of problems and frustration. As 
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shipped, the disk drives were exposed to the environment and frequently became contaminated 

with dust. The scratched media would go undetected until data reduction was attempted, at 

which time the disks would prove unreadable. Fifty surveys were corrupted due to this 

problem. Several alternative methods to eliminate the dust problem were tried before a 

solution was found. The drives were completely cleaned, rebuilt, and then re-mounted in 

airtight ammunition cans cabled through the side. In this way, the drives could be sealed 

from the environment and the media never exposed to dust. After each survey, the GRIDs 

were cabled to a personal computer and the files transferred via a master/slave configuration. 

All the data logging and boot software were transferred to EPROMS (burned in) which were 

then plugged into sockets in the GRID® computers. This eliminated the need for exposing the 

drives to the environment at any time and no further data were lost. 

Surveys also failed when satellites became unhealthy. This condition occurred when 

the orbits were adjusted, when clocks failed, and when ephemeris information becomes out of 

date. These conditions could be determined only at the time of the survey and new satellites 

had to be selected. As most surveys were conducted by only one person and the stations 

often were 30 minutes driving time apart, it was often the case that by the time new satellites 

were selected at both sites too much data had been missed for a good solutions. 

The last significant problems were cycle slips, reflections, and obscured signals. 

These conditions were usually due to trees or power lines temporarily obscuring the satellite 

signal. Brush was cleared when possible, but existing benchmarks could not be moved away 

from obstructions, so some signal corruption was unavoidable. High horizons at the base of 

the Catalinas and the foot of A-Mountain reduced the observation times at stations N419 and 

TUC. 
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On a typical survey session, equipment would be loaded into the Geovan (a Chevrolet 

Suburban 4-wheel-drive field vehicle belonging to the Geohydrology Group) 2 hours prior to 

the opening of the observation window. The most remote, best hidden, or secure station 

would be set up first (to minimize risk of theft and vandalism). During all the survey work, 

the only equipment stolen was a 100' coaxial data cable that had been permanently installed at 

the Tumamoc Hill GPS station (THIL). 

Station set-up procedures were as follows: set-up and level the tripod over the 

benchmark using a tribrach (optical plummet); attach the coaxial cable to the GPS antenna and 

attach the antenna to the tribrach; measure the distance from the center of the benchmark to 

three points equidistant along the perimeter of the antenna, if variations 

> 2 mm were observed the antenna was releveled; attach the data cables and communication 

cables to the data logger and GPS set; attach the power cables from the battery to the data 

logger and GPS set; power up the equipment; check the health of all survey satellites; and 

finally initiate data logging. This station was then left to itself (2-3 hours) to collect data and, 

hopefully, remain undisturbed. 

The second station was deployed as was the first, except that only the GPS antenna 

and tripod were taken out of the Geovan. The other equipment was kept inside the vehicle to 

reduce take-down time and to keep the battery warm. Data collection started when all 

satellites were above a 100 horizon and ended when the first dropped below a 100 horizon. 

Two satellites were selected from each of two orbital planes such that vertical resolution was 

optimized. Ideally, 666 records were recorded at 15 second intervals (2 hours, 47 minutes) at 

both stations. When the last satellite had set, both stations were collected and returned to the 



office to download data and recharge the batteries. The entire procedure (office to office) 

required from 5 to 7 hours. 
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Surface meteorological data needed for data reduction were obtained from the NOAA 

observatory at Tucson International Airport. These data included temperature, barometric 

pressure, and relative humidity (Table 10). Antenna heights were computed by averaging the 

three diagonal height measurements and, using the pythagorean theorem, the vertical height 

derived (Table 10), 

(52) 

where r is the radius of the antenna. 

B. Data Processing, Results, and Discussion 

Data were processed using proprietary TRIMVECCIP software. Both manual and 

automatic processing procedures are described in detail elsewhere (TRIMBLE®, 1988). If no 

cycle slips had occurred, fixed-point solutions accurate to 1-5 mm/km were obtained. If 

many slips occurred, floating point solution and manual data processing were necessary 

resulting in solutions good to only 5-100 mm/km. Table 11 is a compilation of vector 

solutions for each GPS survey. Vector solutions were then added to the first-order point 

position of the GPS base station to yield first-order positions for the remote stations (Table 

12). 

The vector solutions obtained in this manner did not differ more than 10 mm/km 

from the NGS results for the same stations. This implies that subsidence either had not 
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Completed Lines Ordered by Date 

Date Line Antenna lIt. Environment 
mo da~ ~r (0 #2 l(m) 2 (m) mbars DC RH Satellites Time 
4 10 87 THIL ~ TUC 0.87863 0.72276 1098 20 27 6 9 1113 21:00 
4 17 87 THIL ~ U312 0.72259 0.86699 1039 28 8 6 9 11 13 20:00 
6 8 87 THIL ~ TUC 0.76666 0.85183 1045 37 12 8 9 11 13 17:00 
8 11 87 POST ~ TUC 0.75958 0.91089 1121 24 78 6 12 1113 13:30 
8 12 87 THIL ~ N419 0.72172 0.80179 1078 36 27 6 12 1113 13:30 
8 21 87 THIL ~ TUC 0.70890 0.86014 1116 34 32 6 12 1113 13:30 
824 87 THIL ~ POST 0.73176 0.73937 1127 31 44 6 9 1113 11:30 
8 31 87 THIL ~ TUC 0.71964 0.88787 1154 36 17 6 9 1113 11:00 
9 2 87 THIL ~ POST 0.72640 0.74801 1134 33 24 6 9 1113 11:00 
9 11 87 THIL ~ N419 0.67676 0.82893 1072 34 20 6 9 11 13 11:00 
9 12 87 THIL ~ PA4 0.80041 0.80213 1080 32 18 6 9 11 13 11:00 

10 17 87 SUMH ~ THIL 0.92920 0.84626 1176 21 40 6 9 1113 8:30 
10 18 87 PA4 ~ LINE 0.82086 0.83442 1150 21 36 6 9 11 13 8:30 
10 25 87 LINE ~ HBUT 0.83580 0.80265 1214 21 50 6 9 1113 8:30 
10 31 87 TANG ~ THOR 1.04732 1.01419 1127 17 77 6 9 1113 8:00 
11 8 87 SUNY ~ PHPS 0.85877 0.72311 1177 7 86 6 9 1113 7:00 
11 11 87 THIL ~ WR52 0.71296 0.93159 1207 9 61 6 9 11 13 7:00 
11 13 87 WR52 ~ FD62 0.88376 0.81279 1142 8 58 6 9 11 13 7:00 
11 18 87 THIL ~ FD62 0.82247 0.82962 1196 7 51 3 9 12 13 6:30 
11 20 87 TUC ~ MAGN 0.62084 0.78785 1218 13 9 6 9 1113 6:30 
2 23 88 SC30 ~ LINE 0.92784 0.72567 1169 11 38 6 9 1113 23:30 
224 88 SC30 ~ RAIL 0.88291 1.02286 1167 16 30 6 9 11 13 23:00 
229 88 RAIL ~ LINE 0.66177 0.83871 1142 17 30 6 9 1113 23:00 
3 2 88 LINE ~ GURD 0.75596 0.74456 1122 9 80 6 9 1113 22:30 
5 19 88 TUC ~ SUNY 0.87349 0.90786 1048 31 10 6 9 11 13 28:00 
623 88a TUC ~ CATZ 0.88034 0.80832 1035 43 11 6 9 1113 15:30 
623 88b TUC ~ CATZ 0.88034 0.80832 1035 41 10 3 9 12 13 19:00 

Table 10. Meteorological, antenna height, and satellite selection data for reduction of GPS 
survey data. Date, line occupied, antenna height, barometric pressure, temperature, relative 
humidity, satellites, and time observed for each GPS survey are tabulated. Surface 
meteorological data were used in the TRIMBLE GPS post-processing package to model speed 
of light and refraction in the lower atmosphere. Antenna heights were used to adjust GPS 
vector solutions from the antenna centers to the benchmark centers. 
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.::l Latitude .::l Longitude .::l Elevation 
Surve~ Line Solution Date .!llin sec min sec m 

6PA4 THIL FIXED 9 1287 12 40.46489 -0 39.81786 94.6461 
WR52 THIL FIXED 11 11 87 -2 34.43257 -3 2.52401 216.8800 
FD62 THIL FIXED 11 18 87 -4 52.33966 3 0.81212 232.6022 
TUC THIL FIXED 6 887 -5 48.92050 -13 15.61616 43.0721 
N419 THIL FIXED 8 1287 -0 2.82177 -1 2.72756 222.3322 
TUC SUNY FIXED 5 1988 -3 44.47890 -4 23.29695 -143.5272 
TUC SUNY FLOAT 5 1988 -3 44.47813 -4 23.29392 -143.4737 
TUC POST FIXED 8 11 87 -7 56.47455 3 17.26883 52.0912 
TUC POST FIXM 8 11 87 -7 56.46182 3 17.21580 51.7750 
TUC CATI FLOAT 6238b 7 59.90384 -0 13.73258 1879.7221 
TUC CATI FLOAT 6238b 7 59.92811 -0 13.48151 1905.4019 
SC30 LINE FIXED 2 2388 -1 44.79059 2 37.70494 53.5220 
SC30 RAIL FIXED 22488 -1 45.84334 -3 13.23287 -10.8797 
PA4 LINE FIXED 10 18 87 -2 37.79434 8 10.56964 36.5495 
SUNY PHPS FIXED 11 887 -3 34.47879 5 7.29822 123.4683 
WR52 FD62 FIXED 11 13 87 2 17.90675 -6 3.33610 -15.8028 
THIL SUMH FLTM 10 17 88 14 26.91029 15 7.29282 1520.8350 
THIL SUMH FIXED 10 17 88 14 26.91564 15 7.28790 1520.6362 
THIL U312 FIXED 4 1787 -12 21.64587 23 55.32830 113.1647 
LINE GURD FLOAT 3 288 0 18.82340 6 20.52749 157.7006 
LINE HBUT FIXED 10 2587 -5 54.82900 1 33.08083 331.7726 
LINE RAIL FIXED 22988 -0 1.05260 -5 50.93769 796.1019 
TANG THOR FIXED 10 31 87 0 16.55965 -5 7.32476 -18.4819 
SC30 BM 1 FIXED 1 2987 0 53.19587 -1 31.50403 -14.1724 
TUC MAGN FIXED 11 2087 -3 48.34288 -3 11.12425 -127.1204 

Table 11. TRIMVEC® vector solutions for each of the GPS surveys listed in Table 10. 
The solution type refers to how the data were processed in TRIMVEC. Fixed (FIXED) 
solutions are the most accurate (1-5 ppm), float (FLOAT) solutions are less accurate (5-50 
ppm), and manual fixed (FIX M) and float (FLT M) solutions are the poorest (40-100 ppm). 
Vector separation of benchmarks (columns 5-9) in latitude, longitude, and elevation are listed 
as computed by TRIMVEC. 
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Latitude Longitude Elevation 
Station Occu[1ier mmin sec m min sec m 
BM 1 VA 32 0 5.41478 110 55 39.07807 790.979 
CATI VA 32 26 34.53762 110 47 18.12190 2779.000 
C 317 NGS 32 8 44.70897 110 53 9.90766 783.159 
C 45 NGS 32 12 9.09561 110 53 47.09022 748.297 
D 61 NGS 32 11 57.97680 110 53 16.02794 756.110 
FD 62 NGS/UA 32 17 38.02722 111 3 21.06905 683.972 
GP 15 NGS 32 2 29.54441 110 46 26.02311 908.816 
GURD NGS/UA 31 57 46.25174 110 45 9.34195 1016.357 
HBVT VA 32 51 32.59934 110 49 56.78861 1190.429 
H 140 NGS 32 23 45.85454 111 7 24.17037 606.691 
LINE NGS/UA 31 57 27.42834 110 51 29.86944 858.656 
L 75 NGS 32 3 19.51300 110 57 13.38595 763.189 
MAGN VA 32 14 46.26573 110 50 15.76467 746.559 
N 419 NGS/UA 32 12 48.50861 110 59 17.52940 694.260 
PARK NGS 32 22 25.84426 111 2 1.60196 715.408 
PA4 NGS/UA 32 0 5.22269 110 59 40.43942 822.089 
PHPS NGS/UA 32 11 15.66017 110 46 20.55260 852.784 
POST VA 32 10 38.13406 110 43 47.37156 925.770 
RAIL NGS/VA 31 57 26.37557 110 57 20.80691 794.271 
SC 30 NGS/UA 31 59 12.21891 110 54 7.57404 805.151 
SUMH VA 32 27 12.62866 110 45 13.09459 2462.000 
SUNY NGS/VA 32 14 50.13896 110 51 27.85082 729.316 
TANG VA-not tied 32 25 10.46531 110 57 39.32504 812.894 
THIL VA 32 12 45.68760 111 0 20.25687 916.664 
THOR VA-not tied 32 25 27.02504 111 2 46.65024 793.361 
TUC NGS/UA 32 18 34.60861 110 47 4.64039 873.679 
V 312 VA 32 o 24.04173 110 36 24.92857 1029.829 
WR52 NGS/UA 32 15 20.12050 110 57 17.73264 699.787 
WR53 NGS 32 8 43.40275 110 55 15.75124 762.791 
XAVR NGS 32 5 38.54763 110 57 34.67629 758.408 
X333 NGS 32 4 47.35386 110 57 29.95588 759.138 
X419 NGS 32 10 55.93460 110 56 35.60810 732.269 
5DOR NGS 32 5 41.45432 110 47 45.33871 868.627 

Table 12. Station locations determined from GPS data. N419 was used as the reference 
base station. Those stations occupied by the NGS are so coded in the second column. The 
stations I occupied are coded with "UA". Stations occupied by both NGS and VA showed no 
significant positioning differences. Repeated lines were within 1-5 cm of each other. The 
lines to CA TI and SVMH are based on < 100 observations and are probably off by more 
than 10 m. Lines to POST and V312 are more than 30 kIn and so are probably off by 30-100 
cm in X, Y, and Z. The two stations coded as "not-tied" are not tied to a known reference, 
but only to each other. 
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occurred or had not yet reached the detection limits of the equipment I used. Subsidence of 

up to 10 cm may have gone undetetected in the central portions of the basin. 

C. Conclusions 

Much work remains to be done in the GPS arena. The University of Arizona GPS 

sets now (as of June, 1990) are configured with five channels, 16 bit processors, and much 

more powerful data reduction software. Also, there are now 12 satellites available and the 

window of 4-channel coverage extends for more than 5 hours. These improvements will 

greatly reduce station occupation times and improve the vector solutions. On an experimental 

basis, I used the GPS sets to obtain positions of gravity stations rather than chain-and-Ievel. 

Fifteen minutes of GPS data were collected from each remote station while continuous 

recordings were made at the base station. While GPS data were being recorded, gravity 

readings were taken directly beneath the antenna. This technique worked very well in 1988 

and should work even better in the future with improved constellations. 



x. TUCSON BASIN PROJECT 

The main objective of the Tucson basin study was to determine if gravity and GPS 

measurements could be used as a tool to determine the flux of water within the basin. 

Constraints on subsidence rates and aquifer properties were secondary goals. 

A. Survey Design 

120 

Gravity station locations were chosen to coincide with GPS sites and were remeasured 

on a monthly basis. The survey design first used was to loop from the Gould-Simpson base 

station (GS-Base) to each survey station in turn and reduce the data after collection was 

complete: 

A~B~A~C~A~D~A~E~A~F~A~G~A~H~A~I~A. 

Five days were required to collect data from all the stations. Tares were a significant 

problem because if the tare occurred at the base station (A), the survey station before and 

after had to be repeated. The next method tried was to occupy each station as part of a 

chained loop: 

A~B~A~B~C~B~C~D~C~D~E~D~E~F~E~F~G~F~G~H~G~H~I~H~A. 

This method required 50% more readings but less driving time. Three days were 

needed to survey all the stations. Because there were two ways of calculating g at each 

station (e.g. B~C~Band D~C~Dboth give the relative difference at C), tares could be 

patched more easily than in the first method. The problem with this design was that if a 

catastrophic failure occurred (overheated meter, mUltiple tares, etc.) and the survey could not 

be closed back to the base station, all but the first few loops would be lost. 
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To reduce survey time and minimize risk of tares, I wrote the computer software 

GRA VS (Appendix A), an interactive data reduction program. As data were colIected, they 

were reduced and compared with earlier surveys so tares could be identified within one 

reading of when they occurred. The final survey design was: 

which greatly reduced the time and the total number of readings required to complete a 

survey. With GRAVS, tares could be patched by just repeating the previous station. The 

Tucson basin gravity network was broken into three loops. One loop included alI the 

northern stations (Table 13). The second two loops included all the southern stations. Each 

loop was closed on the Gould-Simpson base station and all three loops could be completed in 

a single day (15-18 hours). 

During any given survey, the meter was preset to the succeeding station by use of a 

preset table (Table 13) and readings were continuously checked with GRA VS. The only 

survey lost while using this method was when I locked the keys in the department vehicle 

(Geovan) with the engine running at survey station POST and the gravimeter overheated 

before I could pick the lock (October 12, 1988). 

B. Gravity data processing 

Gravity data were converted to mGals, then tide and drift corrected using the formula: 

geor (mGals) - g . og . t - g 
S/ & sl bas. 

(53) 
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Presets for Gravity and GPS Surveys 

Gravimeter Global Positioning System 
Station Preset Latitude Longitude Ellipsoid (m) 

Northern Stations 
N419 106.1 32 12.81 -110 59.29 694 
FD 62 114.3 32 17.63 -111 3.35 684 
H140 143.3 32 23.76 -111 7.40 607 
Park 108.5 32 22.43 -111 1.03 715 
Thor 107.9 32 25.45 -111 2.78 793 
Sumner 98.2 32 27.00 -111 0.20 849 
Tang 95.3 32 25.17 -110 57.66 813 
WR52 101.6 32 15.34 -110 57.30 700 
WR 153 100.0 32 15.87 -110 56.28 699 

Southern Stations 
Tucson GS 100.0 32 13.8 -110 57.25 699 
Sunny 92.3 32 14.84 -110 51.46 729 
Tucson A 90.1 32 14.83 -110 50.12 729 
Tuc 78.9 32 18.58 -110 47.08 874 
Post 60.0 32 10.64 -110 43.79 926 
Phipps 66.2 32 11.26 -110 46.34 853 
5DOR 46.5 32 5.69 -110 47.76 869 
GPS 115 37.0 32 2.49 -110 46.43 909 
Guard 12.2 31 57.77 -110 45.16 1016 
Line 24.0 31 57.46 -110 51.50 859 
SC30 41.7 31 59.20 -110 54.13 805 
Rail 49.7 31 57.44 -110 57.35 794 
PA4 52.5 32 0.09 -110 59.67 822 
L75 59.5 32 3.33 -110 57.22 763 
X333 63.4 32 4.79 -110 57.50 759 
Xavier 67.3 32 5.64 -110 57.58 758 
WRS3 74.8 32 8.72 -110 55.26 763 
C317 67.3 32 8.75 -110 53.17 783 
D61 82.4 32 11.97 -110 53.27 756 
C45 84.4 32 12.15 -110 53.78 748 
X419 90.0 32 10.93 -110 56.59 732 

Table 13. Gravity survey preset table. Gravity stations are listed in order of occupation 
with gravimeter dial presets listed in the first column. After completing readings at a station, 
the gravimeter dial was always turned to the next station's preset to allow the spring to 
"relax" in transit. Latitude, longitude, and ellipsoid heights are also given so this table can be 
used to preset the GPS instruments. 
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where g"",o and g,t are the tide corrected observed gravity values at the base and survey 

stations respectively, og/ot is the drift rate between base station readings, t,t is the elapsed 

time since the last base station reading, and geot is the tide, drift, and base station corrected 

gravity at station st. The above procedures were compiled into the computer program FDAT 

(Appendix A). Output from this program are summarized below in Tables 14a and b. The 

next step in data reduction was to subtract the output of FDAT from a bedrock survey station 

and compute the gravity change since the previous survey. There were two bedrock stations 

to choose from, TUC and N419. The results from using TUC are presented in Table ISa and 

from using N419 in ISb. Readings at TUC were noisier due to the rough road accessing the 

station, so for volume flux calculations I used station N419 as the bedrock reference. Data 

from the last three columns in Table ISb (August 17 to November 7, 1988; November 7, 

1988 to February 16, 1989; and February 16 to June 8, 1989) were contoured and are 

presented in Figures 22a, b, and c. The volume flux during each time interval was then 

determined by summing Equation 32 over the Tucson basin. Results of these calculations are 

listed below (Table 16). 

c. Discussion 

No detectable subsidence occurred between the time of the NGS GPS 

surveys and the GPS work done as part of tl}is research (see Chapter IX), so any gravity 

change had to be directly related to mass change. The volume flux indicated in Table 16 is 

clearly much greater than can be attributed to ordinary processes (rainfall, pumpage, etc.), so 

another explanation is in order. Equations 31 and 32 assume that the anomaly is contained 

within the limits of the summation, which it clearly is not (Figures 22a, b, and c). 
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Date C317 C45 D61 FD62 GURD GP15 H140 
lI/18-20/87 16.276 
8/17-19/88 -37.1I84 -17.7514 -19.9914 16.2486 -99.8596 -71.5423 49.1979 
10/12-13/88 16.2676 -71.5387 49.2298 
1I/7-9/88 -37.1008 -17.7553 -20.0110 16.2078 -99.8698 -71.5506 49.1419 
2/16/89 -37.1177 -17.7809 -20.0261 16.2131 -99.8798 -71.5577 49.1860 
6/9/89 -37.1083 -17.7699 -20.0070 16.2708 -99.8952 -71.5602 49.2387 

Date LINE L75 MAGN MAGR MAG2 N419 PARK 
9/26/87 -86.8142 
2/23/88 -86.7416 
3/I/88 -86.7173 -46.1054 
8/17-19/88 -86.7402 -46.0678 -11.4220 -11.4180 -11.4375 6.9914 9.6216 
10/12-13/88 7.0397 9.6507 
11/7-9/88 -86.7634 -46.0795 6.9692 9.5896 
2/16/89 -86.7719 -46.0907 6.9922 9.6383 
6/9/89 -86.8341 -46.1371 7.0304 9.6747 

Date PA4 PHPS POLE POST RAIL SC30 SUMN 
2/23/88 -54.2496 -56.0389 -57.3552 -66.4854 
3/1/88 -54.2954 -57.4025 -66.4859 
8/17-19/88 -54.2228 -38.3993 -45.4096 -57.3371 -66.4909 -2.0816 
10/12-13/88 -38.4076 -45.4237 -2.0503 
11/7-9/88 -54.2611 -38.4356 -57.3795 -66.5322 -2.1143 
2/16/89 -54.2811 -38.4647 -57.4043 -66.5341 -2.0659 
6/9/89 -54.3021 -38.4463 -57.4491 -66.5559 -2.0961 

Table 14a. Gravity data (mGals) from the Tucson basin gravity network relative to the 
Gould-Simpson gravity base station. Stations C45, D61, and SC30 are extensometer sites. 
MAGN, MAGR, and MAG2 are associated with the Tucson Magnetic Observatory and are 
150 m west-southwest of TUCA. POLE was used as a tie in gravity surveys along the Pima 
Mine Rd. The remaining stations comprise the Tucson basin gravity network. 
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Date SUNY TANG THIL THOR TUC TUCA WR52 
9/26/87 -45.4373 
10/31/87 -5.5321 9.0709 1.8223 
11118-20/87 -24.0008 -11.1419 
12/8/87 -23.9911 -11.2227 
8/17-19/88 -8.7070 -5.3619 8.9429 -23.9717 -11.2405 1.8607 
10/12-13/88 -8.7081 -5.3317 8.9865 -23.9715 -11.2128 1.9076 
11/7-9/88 -8.7384 -5.3806 8.9351 -24.0239 -11.2398 1.8728 
2/16/89 -8.7744 -5.3603 8.9643 -24.0388 -11.2840 1.8842 
6/9/89 -8.7509 -5.3788 9.0062 -24.0245 -11.2723 1.8722 

Date WR53 WR153 XAVR X333 X419 5DOR A27B 
2/23/88 -37.3671 
3/1/88 -37.3657 -41.6739 
8/17-19/88 -28.5444 -37.3595 -41.7133 -11.3057 -60.7741 
10/12-13/88 -60.7301 
11/7-9/88 -28.4977 -37.3144 -41.6617 -11.3003 -60.7965 
2/16/89 -28.5301 1.071 -37.3511 -41.6648 -11.3171 -60.7963 1.1015 
6/9/89 -28.5319 1.0579 -37.3858 -41.7255 -11.3043 -60.7947 1.093 

Table 14b. As Table 14a, except stations X419, XAVR, WR52, and WR53 are extenso meter 
sites. A27B and WR153 were used in the Montgomery injection test. The remaining stations 
comprise the Tucson basin gravity network. 
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Time Interval 

10/31/87 2/23/88 3/1/88 8/17/88 8/17/88 11/7/88 2/16/89 
Station 2/23/88 3/1/88 8/17/88 10/12/88 11/7/88 2/16/89 6/8/89 
C317 -0.0698 0.0020 0.0049 
C45 -0.0483 0.0107 0.0033 
D61 -0.0326 0.0002 -0.0048 
FD62 -0.0188 -0.0114 -0.0202 -0.0434 
GURD -0.0393 -0.0049 0.0297 
GP15 -0.0034 -0.0439 -0.0078 0.0168 
H140 -0.0317 0.0038 -0.0590 -0.0384 
LINE -1.0629 -0.0243 0.0423 -0.0290 -0.0064 0.0765 
L75 -0.0182 -0.0405 -0.0037 0.0607 
N419 0.0097 0.0194 -0.0481 -0.0300 -0.0379 -0.0239 
PARK -0.0289 -0.0202 -0.0636 -0.0221 
PA4 0.0458 -0.0532 -0.0139 0.0051 0.0353 
PHPS 0.0085 -0.0159 0.0142 -0.0041 
RAIL 0.0473 -0.0460 -0.0098 0.0099 0.0591 
SC30 0.0005 0.0244 -0.0109 -0.0130 0.0361 
SUMN -0.0311 -0.0195 -0.0633 0.0445 
SUNY 0.0013 -0.0208 0.0211 -0.0092 
TANG -0.0300 -0.0335 -0.0352 0.0328 
THOR -0.0434 -0.0444 -0.0441 -9.0276 
TUC 
TUCA 0.0905 -0.0275 -0.0529 0.0293 0.0026 
WR52 -0.0467 -0.0643 -0.0263 0.0263 
WR53 -0.0989 0.0175 0.0161 
XAVR -0.0014 0.0132 -0.0973 0.0218 0.0490 
X333 0.0588 -0.1038 -0.0118 0.0750 
X419 -0.0576 0.0019 0.0015 
5DOR -0.0438 -0.0298 -0.0151 0.0127 
A27B 0.0448 
WR153 0.0494 

Table 15a. Gravity changes throughout the Tucson basin network using TUC as a bedrock 
reference station. Data were corrected for tide using Longman's algorithm with an elasticity 
factor of 1.16. Drift corrections were made by fitting a straight line through the survey base 
station in the basement of Gould-Simpson and subtracting it from the tide corrected residual. 
Drift corrected residuals were then subtracted from TUC, one of two bedrock stations which 
should show a minimal response to basin subsidence and changes in aquifer storage. The 
bedrock residuals were then differenced through time resulting in the data given this table. 
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Time Interval 

10/31/87 2/23/88 3/1/88 8/17/88 8/17/88 11/7/89 2/16/89 
Station 2/23/88 3/1/88 8/17/88 10/12/88 11/7/88 2116[89 6/8/89 
C317 -0.0398 0.0399 0.0288 
C45 -0.0183 0.0486 0.0272 
D61 -0.0026 0.0381 0.0191 
FD62 0.0293 0.0186 0.0177 -0.0195 
GURD -0.0093 0.0330 0.0536 
GP15 0.0447 -0.0139 0.0301 0.0407 
H140 0.0164 0.0338 -0.0211 -0.0145 
LINE -1.0726 -0.0243 0.0229 0.0010 0.0315 0.1004 
L75 -0.0376 -0.0105 0.0342 0.0846 
N419 
PARK 0.0192 0.0098 -0.0257 0.0018 
PA4 0.0458 -0.0726 0.0161 0.0430 0.0592 
PHPS 0.0566 0.0141 0.0521 0.0198 
RAIL 0.0473 -0.0654 0.0202 0.0478 0.0830 
SC30 0.0005 0.0050 0.0191 0.0249 0.0600 
SUMN 0.0170 0.0105 -0.0254 0.0684 
SUNY 0.0494 0.0092 0.0590 0.0147 
TANG 0.0181 -0.0035 0.0027 0.0567 
THOR 0.0047 -0.0144 -0.0062 -0.0037 
TUC -0.0097 -0.0194 0.0481 0.0300 0.0379 0.0239 
TUCA 0.0808 0.0206 -0.0229 0.0672 0.0265 
WRS2 0.0014 -0.0343 0.0116 0.0502 
WRS3 -0.0689 0.0554 0.0400 
XAVR -0.0014 -0.0062 -0.0673 0.0597 0.0729 
X333 0.0394 -0.0738 0.0261 0.0989 
X419 -0.0276 0.0398 0.0254 
5DOR 0.0043 0.0002 0.0228 0.0366 
A27B 0.0687 
WR153 0.0733 

Table ISb. As Table 15a, except using N419 as a bedrock reference station. 
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Figure 22a. Gravity change in the Tucson Basin from August 17 to 
November 7, 1988. Gravity change was negative over most of the 
basin with a minimum centered around station XAVR (F). All 
changes are relative to N419 (1) on August 17. The gravity data 
used to generate this map are in Tables 14a, 14b, and 15b. 
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Figure 22b. Gravity change in the Tucson Basin from November 7, 
1988 to February 16, 1989. All changes are relative to N419 (1) on 
November 7. The gravity data used to generate this map are in 
Tables 14a, 14b, and 15b. 
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Figure 22c. Gravity change in the Tucson Basin from February 16 
to June 8, 1989. All changes are relative to N419 (1) on February 
16. The gravity data used to generate this map are in Tables 14a, 
14b, and 15b. 
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Volume Flux (m3/time) 
average depth (cm) 

Time Period 
8/17/88 11/7 /88 
11/7/88 2/16/89 

-6.108 

-18 

2/16/89 
6/8/89 

34.108 

103 
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Table 16. Volume flux estimates for the Tucson basin. Volumes (m3
) were computed using 

Equation 32 and the anomaly maps in Figures 22a, b, and c. Average depth (cm) was 
computed by dividing the volume flux by the area used in Equation 32 (3300 knr). 

The figures (22a-c) indicate the gravity changes measured in this study occurred within the 

context of regional change (Le. they do not go to zero on the basin perimeter), so the 

assumption of no change at the bedrock reference station may be false. For each 10 jtGals 

u',e reference station is shifted, the flux changes by 8·1OS m3
• The question of whether 

regional change is occurring can be resolved by the methods discussed earlier in section 

V.F.20. If the anomalies mapped in Figures 22a-c are superimposed upon a regional trend, 

then the true anomaly sizes have been minimized (Le. the regional has been removed by the 

survey design). 

Readings made with gravimeter D-127 have accuracies of ± 10 jtGals when used in a 

spatial mode, so considering the differencing process used to compute the volume flux, 

accuracy better than ±20 jtGals should not be expected. Although the flux magnitude may 

not be well constrained, the shape of the anomaly probably is. Regional gravity changes will 

tend to shift the mapped anomalies (Figures 22a, b, and c) up or down in a roughly horizontal 

fashion (assuming a fairly flat regional) so the geometry is preserved. Discussions of 



recharge and discharge are thus in a relative sense (i.e. relative to some unknown regional 

change) for the remainder of this discussion. 
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The geometry preserved in Figure 22a (August 17 to November 7, 1988) shows a 

discharge cone centered about Sahuarita. Figure 22b (November 7, 1988 to February 16, 

1989) shows the development of a recharge belt (relative) crossing the basin from Sahuarita 

and extending to the northeast. Figure 22c (February 16 to June 8, 1989) shows the 

continued development of the relative recharge belt, now encompassing the entire southern 

half and northeast quarter of the basin. 

Comparison of measured gravity with extenso meter and static water level data (Tables 

17a and b) showed no significant correlation. All the extensometer sites are screened in semi

confined to totally confined parts of the aquifer (Hanson, 1988 and 1989) so no correlation 

was expected. These systems are similar to that found at the Eloy extenso meter discussed 

earlier. 

D. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Although several shortcomings became evident during this study, some valuable 

lessons were learned. The data obtained are adequate to see relative changes in the volume 

flux of water in the Tucson basin, but were not adequate to determine the absolute volume 

flux. If regional gravity change has occurred (as may be associated with seasonal 

recharge/discharge of the regional aquifers), its contribution to local gravity changes were not 

measured as part of this experiment. Measurements of absolute gravity were made at stations 

TUC and CATI in December of 1988 using a Faller (Faller et aI., 1989) type falling prism 

absolute gravimeter. Repeat measurements at these stations should help define the limits of 



regional changes. If regional changes are significant, a current absolute gravity reference 

station reading will be needed as part of each survey. 
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Survey accuracy could be enhanced to about ±5 JLGals with the addition of automatic 

levels on the gravimeter. Data reduction could be further improved to include perfect tide, 

barometric, and ocean loading corrections by using a second gravimeter set up at the base 

station with a data-logger. In this way, data reduction would involve subtracting the 

continuous base station record from the survey data followed by a drift correction. I also 

recommend modifying the survey structure so that it focuses more on the extensometer sites 

and areas of large measured subsidence and less on developing a model of the Tucson basin as 

a whole. 
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Extensometer Readings (feet) 

Date X419 C45 D61 XAVR SC30 WR52 WR53 
2/23/88 27.080 10.079 9.077 3.037 
3/1/88 27.081 1.039 10.079 9.077 3.038 

8/17/88 3.067 27.090 1.042 10.085 9.094 3.031 15.011 
10/12/88 3.068 27.092 1.047 10.086 9.098 3.033 15.010 

11/7/88 3.070 27.091 1.047 10.085 9.094 3.034 15.010 
2/16/89 3.073 27.096 1.048 10.080 
6/9/89 3.078 27.097 1.053 9.090 3.036 15.010 

Water Level Readings (feet) 

Date X419 C45 D61 XAVR SC30 WR52 WR53 
2/23/88 288.70 288.7 118.09 200.6 194.37 144.7 

3/1/88 288.9 118.11 201.3 194.31 144.7 
8/17/88 203.6 286.83 290.6 118.76 212.2 199.36 145.3 

10/12/88 203.6 277.13 290.5 118.60 209.0 200.62 145.5 
11/7/88 20304 277.16 29004 118041 20604 201.20 14504 
2/16/89 205.3 277.68 290.8 
6/9/89 186.3 267.00 263.6 184.0 205.60 118.6 

Table 17a. Compaction and water-level data from the Tucson basin extensometers for those 
dates when gravity measurements were made. Extensometer data are in feet, accurate to 
0.001 foot, and water-levels are in feet accurate to 0.1 - 0.01 foot depending on 
instrumentation. 



Change in Extensometer Readings (feet) 

Date 
month/yr 

2-3188 
3-8/88 

8-10/88 
8/88-11/88 

11-2/88 
2-6/89 

0.001 
0.003 
0.003 
0.005 

C45 
0.001 
0.009 
0.002 
0.001 
0.005 
0.001 

0.003 
0.005 
0.005 
0.001 
0.005 

XAVR 
0.000 
0.006 
0.001 
0.000 

-0.005 

Change in Water Level Readings (feet) 

Date 
month/yr X419 C45 D61 XAVR 

2-3/88 -0.2 0.0 
3-8/88 -1.7 -0.6 

8-10/88 0.0 -9.6 -.1 -0.2 
8-11/88 -0.2 -9.6 -0.2 -0.4 

11/88-2/89 -1.9 -0.5 -0.4 
11-6/89 -19.0 -10.6 -37.2 

SC30 
0.000 
0.017 
0.004 
0.000 

-0.004 

SC30 
-0.7 

-10.9 
-3.2 
-5.8 

-22.4 

WR52 WR53 
0.001 

-0.007 
0.002 -0.001 
0.003 -0.001 
0.002 0.000 

WR52 WR53 
0.0 0.0 

-5.0 -0.6 
1.3 0.2 
1.9 0.1 

4.2 -26.8 
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Table 17b. Change in aquifer thickness and water-level at the Tucson basin extensometers 
for those dates when gravity measurements were made. Extensometer data are given in feet 
accurate to 0.001 foot, water-levels are in feet accurate to 0.1 - 0.01 foot depending on 
instrumentation. 
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XI. CONCLUSIONS 

The first results of my research include determination of Lunar and Solar components 

of the solid-Earth tiue (1.12 and 1.16 respectively (unitIess» and the barometric correction 

factor (0.41 "Gals/mbar). The meter was found to be sensitive to temperature and rate of 

change of temperature when set up as a tidal gravimeter. 

Results of the Eloy subsidence project include measurement of an annual periodicity to 

corrected gravity (amplitude of 25 "Gals) which followed measured static water levels and 

compaction. The specific yield of the unconfined aquifer at the Eloy Circle-K well was 

estimated by regressing gravity change with static water level (specific yield = 0.12). No 

such correlation was found when gravity was regressed with static water levels in the confined 

aquifer. 

In February of 1989, Montgomery and Associates conducted an injection test at well 

A27-A. Gravity was measured daily and water levels monitored continuously during the 

injection test. The gravity anomaly was accurately modeled using the recharge mound shape 

and injected mass. Expanding this method could provide an estimate of specific yield, 

transmissivity, and vertical leakage rate. 

GPS survey results indicated that no detectable compaction had occurred since the 

NGS GPS survey of 1987. Subsidence may be detectable in those areas of maximum 

expected subsidence (such as near the Tucson Electric Power generation plant). 

The Tucson basin project was undertaken in an attempt to determine volume flux of 

water from measured subsidence and gravity. The gravity anomaly was not confined by the 

limits of the Tucson basin and the magnitude of regional gravity changes were not known. 
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These two details conspired to reduce the accuracy to which volume flux could be determined. 

The mapped anomalies were of use, however, because they contain information on the 

geometry of the volume flux (local phenomenon are preserved while regional information is 

lost). 

Of all the research I was involved with at the University of Arizona, the most 

successful was that conducted at the Eloy extensometer site. The individual gravity surveys 

involved were short enough and repeated often enough that there was very little error. To 

expand that effort to an entire network of widely spaced stations is a monumental task. By 

simplifying the survey design, the Tucson basin gravity network was far more prone to error, 

but executable by a single person. The common denominators in the research efforts which 

had the greatest success were simplicity of survey design and minimization of instrument 

exposure time. 
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There were three types of gravity data collected for my research. Each data type 

required special software for data reduction. The programs used were fdat, grav5, and 

data_log. Fdat was used to process data from multi-station temporal gravity surveys. 

Data_log was used to process data-logger output from long-term single station temporal 

gravity surveys. Grav5 was llSed to reduce gravity data in the field on a portable computer. 

These three programs are described below along with sample input and output files and 

complete source code listings. 

FDAT.The FORTRAN program fdat was developed to process multi-station, multi-loop 

temporal gravity data. Fdat was used to process data from the Eloy subsidence survey, the 

Tucson basin combined GPS-gravity surveys, the Montgomery injection test, and numerous 

smaller surveys. The current version is limited to a maximum of 30 stations and 10 loops per 

station. Data may be from any L&R gravimeter, but the correction table currently loaded is 

that for 0-127. Electrostatic Feedback data may also be included in the input file. Fdat 

computes instrument correction (LaCoste and Romberg, 1986), ESF correction (LaCoste and 

Romberg, 1985), tide correction (Longman, 1959), and drift rate. 

Drift corrections can be handled in either of two ways. The first was to compute a 

drift rate by regressing all data from reoccupations of a particular station against time and to 

use the calculated slope to correct all data from the survey. This method was useful for 

detecting tares in the data and non-linear drift behavior in the meter. The second method was 

to chop the data into segments that begin with some occupation of a particular station and end 
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at the next occupation of the same station. This allows one to apply short-term drift rate 

corrections to the data and compare results of repeated loops within a survey. There were 

two output options as well, a long and a short format. The long format provided a listing of 

all corrections applied to all the stations and a summary of the average differences between 

the base stations and field stations. The short format provided the summary only. 

The following is a typical data input file (ES-03-89.dat) from Eloy, Arizona. 

Comments are to the right of and including the colons (:) and are not part of the data input 

file. 

3 
3238.4 -11123.45 
3246.5 -111 33.83 
3247.5 -111 33.73 
1963 
7 
53 1989 
1270.0 
1 100000 .270 8 48 
1 100000 .268 8 50 
3 115300 .273 9 25 
3 115300 .272 9 29 
2 119200 .292 950 
2 119200 .291 952 
1 100000 .196 10 30 
3 liS300 .210 10 58 
3 115300 .208 11 1 
2 119200 .240 11 12 
2 119200 .242 11 16 
1 100000 .184 11 52 
1 100000 .184 11 58 
<EOF> 

:Number of stations. 
picacho base :station #1 Lat, Lon, Name 
extenso meter :station #2 Lat, Lon, Name 
circle K well :station #3 Lat, Lon, Name 

:elevation in feet 
:time zone (Tucson=7) 
:month, day, year 
:meter #, drift rate 
: Data section consists of 4 or 5 fields depending on whether 
: ESF data are included. The fields are identified as follows: 
: 1: station number 
: 2: dial reading 
: 3: ESF output from panel meter (optional) 
: 4: hour (less than 9 digits) 
: 5: minute (less than 9 digits) 

:This particular data file consists of four occupations of the 
: base station (#1) and so contains three complete survey 
: loops. 
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The following page is the output generated by fdat when run with the above input file 

without chopping. User input is in bold. 

d:FDAT 
Please enter the name of an input file: 
Please enter the name of an output file: 
Short or long form output (S/L): 

e5-03-89.dat 
e5-03-89.out 
I 

Do these data contain digital readout (yIn): y 
n Does this file need to be chopped (yin): 

Data segment: 1 
Station used for regression: 1 
Drift Rate= -.000149 Intercept = 114.3174 

Station 
1 
2 
3 

Mean 
114.3029 
136.2170 
131.7432 

Difference 
.0000 

21.9141 
17.4403 

Stdv. 
.01245 
.01763 
.01693 

StU Dial G(obs) Tide G(Red) G(Drift) Minutes 
1 100.0000 114.2332 . 0842 114.3173 114.3173 
1 100.0000 114.2309 . 0861 114.3169 114.3172 
3 115.3000 131.6414 . 1155 131.7569 131.7624 
3 115.3000 131.6403 .1186 131.7589 131.7650 
2 119.2000 136.0988 . 1334 136.2322 136.2415 
2 119.2000 136.0976 .1347 136.2323 136.2419 
1 100.0000 114.1484 .1542 114.3026 114.3179 
3 115.3000 131.5693 .1603 131.7296 131.7490 
3 115.3000 131.5670 .1606 131.7276 131.7475 
2 119.2000 136.0392 .1614 136.2006 136.2221 
2 119.2000 136.0415 .1614 136.2029 136.2250 
1 100.0000 114.1347 .1557 114.2904 114.3179 
1 100.0000 114.1347 .1537 114.2883 114.3167 

Station 
1 
2 
3 

Mean 
114.3174 
136.2326 
131.7560 

Difference 
.0000 

21.9152 
17.4386 

Stdv. 
.00044 
.01052 
.00900 

Do you want to: 
Process more data P 
Quit Q: q 

O . 
2 . 

37 . 
41. 
62 . 
64. 
102. 
130. 
133. 
144. 
148. 
184. 
190. 
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The following 2 pages are output generated by fdat when run with the above input 

file with chopping. User input is in bold 

Please enter the name of an input file: 
Please enter the name of an output file: 

e5-03-89.dat 
kill 

Short or long form output (S/L): I 
Do these data contain digital readout (yIn): y 

y Does this file need to be chopped (yIn): 

Data segment: 1 
Station used for regression: 1 
Drift Rate= -.000147 Intercept = 114.3173 

Station 
1 
2 
3 

Mean 
114.3097 
136.2323 
131.7579 

Difference 
.0000 

21.9226 
17.4482 

Stdv. 
.00860 
.00009 
.00139 

StU Dial G(obs) Tide G(Red) G(Drift) Minutes 
1 100.0000 114.2332 
1 100.0000 114.2309 
3 115.3000 131.6414 
3 115.3000 131.6403 
2 119.2000 136.0988 
2 119.2000 136.0976 
1 100.0000 114.1484 
1 100.0000 114.1473 

Station 
1 

Mean 
114.3173 
136.2415 
131.7636 

2 
3 

Data segment: 2 

.0842 114.3173 114.3173 

.0861 114.3169 114.3172 

.1155 131.7569 131.7623 

.1186 131.7589 131.7649 

.1334 136.2322 136.2413 

.1347 136.2323 136.2417 

..1542 114.3026 114.3176 

.1546 114.3018 114.3169 

Difference 
.0000 

21.9242 
17.4463 

Stdv. 
.00027 
.00030 
.00181 

Station used for regression: 1 
Drift Rate= -.000153 Intercept= 114.3023 

Station 
1 
2 
3 

Mean 
114.2958 
136.2018 
131.7286 

Difference 
.0000 

21.9060 
17.4328 

Stdv. 
.00749 
.00161 
.00137 

O. 
2. 

37. 
41. 
62. 
64. 

102. 
103. 

StU Dial G(obs) Tide G(Red) G(Drift) Minutes 
1 100.0000 114.1484 .1542 114.3026 114.3026 O. 
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1 100.0000 114.1473 .1546 114.3018 114.3020 1. 
3 115.3000 131.5693 .1603 131.7296 131.7339 28. 
3 115.3000 131.5670 .1606 131.7276 131.7324 31. 
2 119.2000 136.0392 .1614 136.2006 136.2071 42. 
2 119.2000 136.0415 .1614 136.2029 136.2099 46. 
1 100.0000 114.1347 .1557 114.2904 114.3029 82. 

Station Mean Difference Stdv. 
1 114.3023 .0000 .00054 
2 136.2085 21.9062 .00204 
3 131.7331 17.4308 .00105 

Data segment: 3 
Station used for regression: 3 
Drift Rate= -.000316 Intercept= 131.7585 

Station Mean Difference Stdv. 
1 114.3022 17.4410 .00058 
2 136.2323 4.4890 .00009 
3 131.7432 .0000 .01693 

StU Dial G(obs) Tide G(Red) G(Drift) Minutes 
3 115.3000 131.6414 .1155 131.7569 131.7569 O. 
3 115.3000 131.6403 .1186 131.7589 131.7601 4. 
2 119.2000 136.0988 .1334 136.2322 136.2401 25. 
2 119.2000 136.0976 .1347 136.2323 136.2408 27. 
1 100.0000 114.1484 .1542 114.3026 114.3232 65. 
3 115.3000 131.5693 .1603 131.7296 131.7589 93. 
3 115.3000 131.5670 .1606 131.7276 131.7580 96. 

Station Mean Difference Stdv. 
1 114.3229 17.4356 .00035 
2 136.2405 4.4820 .00053 
3 131.7585 .0000 .00138 

Data segment: 4 
Station used for regression: 2 
Drift Rate= -.000366 Intercept = 136.2326 

Station Mean Difference Stdv. 
1 114.3022 21.9148 .00058 
2 136.2170 .0000 .01763 
3 131.7286 4.4884 .00137 
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StU Dial G(obs) Tide G(Red) G(Drift) Minutes 
2 119.2000 136.0988 .1334 136.2322 136.2322 o. 
2 119.2000 136.0976 .1347 136.2323 136.2331 2. 
1 100.0000 114.1484 .1542 114.3026 114.3173 40. 
3 115.3000 131.5693 .1603 131.7296 131.7545 68. 
3 115.3000 131.5670 .1606 131.7276 131.7537 71. 
2 119.2000 136.0392 .1614 136.2006 136.2307 82. 
2 119.2000 136.0415 .1614 136.2029 136.2344 86. 
Station 

1 
2 
3 

Mean 
114.3171 
136.2326 
131.7541 

Do you want to: 
Process more data P 
Quit Q: q 

Difference 
21.9155 

.0000 
4.4785 

Stdv. 
.00031 

.00156 
.00060 
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The following 13 pages are a listing of fdat.for 

PROGRAM FDAT 
C 
C This program reduces digital readout DMETER data from several stations, 
C removes linear drift, and calculates mean and standard deviation for 
C each station. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 

Object 

Terminal 
Input Data 
Scratch file 

File Name Channel # 

ufn.DAT 
Out.KIL 

* 
3 

2 

C nn = maximum number station ID#'s 
c mm = maximum number of readings taken at any particular station. 
c 
C**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** 

parameter (nn = 30, mm = 20) 
C**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** 
c 

c 

Common XTide,IGMT,PHI(50),ALON(50),H,IDA Y,MONTH,IYEAR,IHOUR, 
+ MINUTE,IOUT,IN,ld,sf 
Character IW*1 
Logical Id,sf,ck 
integer nst,dseg(nn,3)*4,dch,stt,ste,chk 
real *8 drate 

10 format (al) 
100 format (' Short or long form output (S/L): " \) 
102 format (' Do these data contain digital readout (yin): " \) 

c 

c 

104 format (' Does this file need to be chopped (yIn): " \) 
142 format (II, 

+ ' Data segment:',i2,/, 
+ ' Station used for regression:' ,i2) 

3 format(l, 
+ ' Do you want to:'I, 
+ ' Process more data P' I, 
+ ' Quit Q: ',\) 

1 call ofile(3, 'old') 
call ofile(2,'new') 

write (*,100) 
read (*,10) iw 
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c 

c 

c 

C 

sf = .true. 
if (ck(IW,'L'» sf = .false. 

Id = .false. 
Write (*,102) 
read (*,10) IW 
if (ck(IW,'Y'» Id = .true. 

dch = 1 
dseg(I,I) = 1 
dseg(I,2) = 1 
dseg(l,3) = 1000 
Write (*,104) 
read (*,10) IW 
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if (ck(iw,'Y'» Call Chop (dseg, dch) 
do 7,j=l,dch 

drate = O.Od+O 
chk = dsegG,I) 
stt = dsegG,2) 
ste = dsegG,3) 
write (*,142) j,chk 
Call Dmeter (Orate, NST, stt, ste) 
Call Drift (Orate, chk, ste-stt+ 1) 
Call Mean (0, chk, ste-stt+ 1) 
Call Dmeter (Orate, NST, stt, ste) 

7 Call Mean (2, chk, ste-stt+ 1) 
9 Close(2) 

Close(3) 
2 Write (*,3) 

Read(*,lO) IW 
IF (ck(lW,'P'» goto 1 
STOP 
END 

Subroutine Dmeter (Drate, Numst, Stt, Ste) 

C Reduces D-127 Gravimeter dial readings to milligals and presents 
C data in a graphical form with plots of data in micro gals, tide 
C correction, and tide corrected data. 
c drate= instrument drift rate (zero on first pass) 
C numst= number of gravity stations occupied 
c segno= current segment number in file 
C 

C**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** 
parameter (nn = 30, mm = 1000) 
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C**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** 

c 

Common XTide,IGMT,PHI(50),ALON(50),H,IDAY,MONTH,IYEAR,IHOUR, 
+ MINUTE,IOUT,IN,ld,sf 
logical Id,sf 
integer stt,ste,ic(21) 
real*8 drate,ddrate,vgal(21),fi(21),dig,digcon 

data ic/O, 10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100,110,120,130,140, 
+ 150,160,170,180,190,200/, 
+ vgal/ 0.0, 11.402, 22.803, 34.202, 45.598, 56.992, 68.384, 
+ 79.773, 91.159,102.543,113.924,125.301,136.674,148.044, 
+ 159.409,170.772,182.129,193.483,204.831,216.177,227.517/, 
+ fi/l.14022, 1.14011,1.13988,1.13955,1.13944,1.13922,1.13888, 
+ 1.13855,1.13844,1.13811,1.13766,1.13733,1.13700,1.13655, 
+ 1.13622,1.13577,1.13533,1.13488,1.13455,1.13400,0.00000/, 
+ dig/O.Od +0/, 
+ digcon/1.1450d+0/ 

977 format (lx,i2,2(2x,fS.4),t7 .4,2(2x,fS.4),2x,f5.0) 
5 format (1,' St# Dial G(obs) Tide G(Red)', 
+ ' G(Drift) Minutes') 

978 format (i2,lx,5(eI4.8,lx» 
1000 format (al) 

C 
C Start looking at database 
C 

c 

rewind(2) 
rewind(3) 
read (3, *) numst 
do 17,j = l,numst 

Read (3,*) IPHI,PPHI,LON,AALON 
phiG) = etdegr(iphi,pphi) 

17 alonG) = etdegr(lon,aalon) 

Read (3,*) H 
Read (3, *) IGMT 
Read (3,*) MONTH, IDAY, IYEAR 
Read (3,*) METER, DDrate 
do 3,j= l,stt-l 

3 read (3, *) duml 
ndat = 21 
if (meter.ne.127) ndat = 12 
time = 0.0 
timel = 0.0 
if «abs(drate).gt.l.0d-9).and.(.not.st) Write (*,5) 
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C 

c 
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do 1002,k=stt,ste 
if (Id) read (3, *,end= 1004) IN,dial,dig,ihour,minute 
if (.not.ld) read (3, *,end= 1004) IN,dial,ihour,minute 
if (k.eq.stt) time 1 = 60.0 * ihour + minute 
if (k.ne.stt) time = 60.0 * ihour + minute - time 1 
dial = dial/1000.d +0 
do 997,i= l,ndat 

if «dial.lt.float(ic(i + 1))).and.(dial.ge.float(ic(i)))) then 
ic2 = i 
goto 1001 
end if 

997 continue 

1001 Call Tide 
xgal = vgal(ic2) + (dial - float(ic(ic2))) * fi(ic2) + 

+ digcon * dig 
if «abs(drate).gt.l.0d-9).and.(.not.st)) t.'1en 

Write (*,977) in,dial,xgal,xtide,xgal + xtide, 
+ xgal + xtide-drate*time, TIME 

end if 
Write (2,978) in,dial,xgal,xtide,xgal +xtide-drate*time,TIME 

1002 CONTINUE 
1004 RETURN 

END 
C 

Subroutine Tide 
C 
C Freely modified from: 
C Rudman, A. J., Ziegler, R., and Blakely, R. F" 1977, 
C Fortran program for generation of earth tide gravity values, 
C Indiana Geological Survey Occasional Paper 22, 14pp. 
C Changes include interactive interface and some code optimization 
C to increase execution speed. 
C 

C 

Common xtide, igmt,phi(50),alon(50),h,iday, 
+ month,iyear,ihour,minute,iout,in,ld,sf 
dimension moday(l2) 
logical sf 
iout = 0 

C Cumulative days for beginning of months 
C 

data moday/0,31,59,90, 120,151, 181,212,243,273,304,3341 
C 
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C Cumulative minutes since 1200 GCT, 31 Dec. 1899, including 
C accumulated leapdays. 
C 

C 

IDATE = IDA Y + MODA Y(MONTH) 
119 = IYEAR - 1900 
IDATE = IDATE + 119/4 + 1 
IF (MOD(l19,4).EQ.0.AND.MONTH.LT.3) IDATE = IDATE - 1 
IDATE = 525600 * 119 + 1440 * (lDATE - 2) + 
+ 60 * (lHOUR + IGMT) + 720 + MINUTE 

C Get tide value from ETCALC 
C 

C 

Call Etcalc (PHI(lN), IDATE, H, ALON(lN), XTide) 
RETURN 
END 

Subroutine Etcalc (PHI, IDATE, H, ALON, GOO) 
C 
C Computes earth tidal values using Longman algorithm 
C 
C Long list of constants follows 
C 

REAL*8 T,T2,T3 
DATA SMLA I 6.37827 E+081 
DATA SMLCI I 1.495 E+ 131 
DATA SMLE I 5.489972 E-021 
DATA SMLM I 7.4804 E-021 
DATA OMEGA I 4.0931461617 E-Ol1 
DATA AMU I 6.670 E-081 
DATA BIGM I 7.3537 E+251 
DATA BIGS I 1.993 E+331 
DATA SMLC I 3.84402 E+ 101 
DATA SMLI I 8.9797190013 E-021 
DATA CONI I 6.738 E-031 
DATA CON2 I 1.675104 E-021 
DATA CON3 I 4.180 E-051 
DATA CON4 I 1.26 E-071 
DATA CON5 I 4.90822946617 I 
DATA CON6 I 3.000526417 E-021 
DATA CON7 I 7.90246 E-061 
DATA CON8 I 5.818 E-081 
DATA CON9 I 4.72002344 I 
DATA CONIO I 8.39970930 E+031 
DATA CONII I 4.406956 E-051 
DATA CON12 I 3.297 E-081 
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DATA CON13 I 5.8312472 I 
DATA CON14 I 7.10180093 E+Ol/ 
DATA CONIS I 1.8054461 E-041 
DATA CON16 I 2.1817 E-071 
DATA CON17 I 4.88162793402 I 
DATA CON18 I 6.28331950978 E+021 
DATA CON19 I 5.27962 E-061 
DATA CON20 I 2.61799387794 E-Ol/ 
DATA CON21 I 4.52358857 I 
DATA CON22 I 3.37571530 E+Ol/ 
DATA CON23 I 3.674888 E-051 
DATA CON24 I 3.878 E-081 
DATA PI2 I 6.28318530718 
SNPHI = SIN(PHI) 
CSPHI = COS (PHI) 
SNOM = SIN(OMEGA) 
CSOM = COS (OMEGA) 
SMLAP = 1.0/(SMLC*(l.0 - SMLE*SMLE» 

C T is time in number of Julian centuries 
C 

C 

T = FLOAT(lDATE)/52596000. 
T2 = T*T 
T3 = T2*T 
BIGC = SQRT(1.0/(1.0 + CONI *SNPHI*SNPHI» 

C The following 9 program steps are Longman's equations 
C 33,27,32,26, 10, 11, 12,30, and 29. 
C The step just below has meters converted from feet 
C 

C 

SMLR = BIGC*SMLA + 30.48*H 
SMLEI = CON2 - CON3*T - CON4*T2 
SMLAPI = 1.0/(SMLCI *(1.0 - SMLEI *SMLEl» 
SMLPI = CON5 + CON6*T + CON7*T2 +CON8*T3 
SMLS = CON9 + CONlO*T + CONII *T2 + CONI2*T3 
SMLP = CON13 + CONI4*T - CONI5*T2 - CONI6*T3 
SMLH = CON17 + CONI8*T + CONI9*T2 
BIGRD = 1.0lSMLCl + SMLAPI *SMLEI *COS(SMLH - SMLPl) 
SMLRD = 1.0/SMLC + SMLAP*SMLE*COS(SMLS-SMLP) + 
1 SMLAP*SMLE*SMLE*COS(2.0*(SMLS - SMLP» + 
2 1.875*SMLAP*SMLM*SMLE*COS(SMLS - 2.0*SMLH + SMLP) + 
3 SMLAP*SMLM*SMLM*COS(2.0*(SMLS - SMLH» 

SMLTO = FLOAT(MOD(lDATE,1440»/60.0*CON20 
TALON = SMLTO + ALON 
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IF (ALON.LT.O.O) THEN 
IF (TALON.LT.O.O) THEN 

SMLT = TALON +PI2 
ELSEIF (TALON.GT.O.O) THEN 

SMLT = TALON 
ELSE SMLT = 0.0 
ENDIF 

ELSEIF (ALON.GT.O.O) THEN 
IF (TALON.LT.PI2) THEN 

SMLT = TALON 
ELSEIF (TALON.GT.PI2) THEN 

SMLT = TALON - PI2 
ELSE SMLT = O. 
ENDIF 

ELSE SMLT = SMLTO 
ENDIF 

C The following 4 steps are equations 28, 25, 19, and 20. 
C 

C 

CHIl = SMLT + SMLH 
SMLLl = SMLH + 2.0*SMLEl *SIN(SMLH - SMLPl) 
BIGN = CON21 - CON22*T + CON23*T2 +CON24*T3 
SNBIGN = SIN(BIGN) 
CSBIGN = COS(BIGN) 
CSBIGI = CSOM*COS(SMLI) - SNOM*SIN(SMLI)*CSBIGN 
SNBIGI = SQRT(I.0 - CSBIGI*CSBIGI) 
BIGI = ATAN2(SNBIGI,CSBIGI) 
SNGNU = SIN(SMLI)*SNBIGNISNBIGI 
CSGNU = SQRT(I.0 - SNGNU*SNGNU) 

C The following 10 steps are equations 21, 23, 15, 16, 18, 
C 14, 13,9, 8, and 7. 
C 

GNU = ATAN2(SNGNU,CSGNU) 
CHI = SMLT + SMLH - GNU 
CSALFA = CSBIGN*CSGNU + SNBIGN*SNGNU*CSOM 
SNALFA = SNOM*SNBIGNISNBIGI 
ALFA = 2.0*ATAN(SNALFA/(1.0 + CSALFA» 
ETA = BIGN - ALFA 
SIGMA = SMLS - ETA 
SMLL = SIGMA + 2.0*SMLE*SIN(SMLS - SMLP) + 
1 1.25*SMLE*SMLE*SIN(2.0*(SMLS - SMLP» + 
2 3.75*SMLM*SMLE*SIN(SMLS - 2.0*SMLH + SMLP) + 
3 1.375*SMLM*SMLM*SIN(2.0*(SMLS - SMLH» 
CSFEE = SNPHI*SNOM*SIN(SMLLl) + 
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CSPHI*«COS(0.5*OMEGA)**2)*COS(SMLLl - CHIt) + 
2 (SIN(0.5*OMEGA)**2)*COS(SMLLl + CHIt» 
CSTHET = SNPHI*SNBIGI*SIN(SMLL) + 

1 CSPHI*«COS(0.5*BIGI)**2)*COS(SMLL - CHI) + 
2 (SIN(0.5*BIGI)**2)*COS(SMLL + CHI» 

C The following equations, 3, 1, and 5, calculate vertical 
C component of tidal acceleration GOO 
C 

C 

GS = AMU*BIGS*SMLR*(BIGRD**3)*(3.0*(CSFEE*CSFEE) - 1.0) 
GM = AMU*BIGM*SMLR*(SMLRD**3)*(3.0*(CSTHET*CSTHET) - 1.0) + 

1 1.5* AMU*BIGM*SMLR *SMLR *(SMLRD**4)*(5.0*(CSTHET**3) -
2 3.0*CSTHET) 

C The conversion factor 1200 goes from gals to mgals and 
C incorporates an elasticity factor of 1.2 to account for 
C solid earth tide raised by the tidal potential 
C 

GOO = 111O*GM + 1140*GS 
c GOO = 1200.0*(GM + GS) 

RETURN 
END 

c 
Function Etdegr(JDEG,AMIN) 

C 
C Converts degree, decimal minutes to radians 
C 

C 

C 

ALFA = 0.1745329251E-01 
BETA = 0.290888208666E-03 
A = FLOA T(JDEG) 
IF (A.LT.O.) THEN 

ETDEGR = ALFA*A - BETA*AMIN 
ELSEIF (A.GT.O.) THEN 

ETDEGR = ALFA*A + BETA*AMIN 
ELSE ETDEGR = BETA*AMIN 
ENDIF 

RETURN 
END 

Subroutine Drift (Orate, Nreg, Recnum) 

C This program computes the least squares fit through time/gravity space 
C 
C**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** 

parameter (nn = 30, mm = 1000) 
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C**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** 

C 

Common XTide,IGMT ,PHI(50),ALON(50),H,IDA Y ,MONTH,IYEAR,IHOUR, 
+ MINUTE,IOUT,IN,ld,sf 
logical Id,sf 
integer mreg,nreg,recnum 
real *4 times(mm),tm 
real*8 drate,sumx,sumx2,sumy,sumy2,sumxy,gdat(mm),gd, 
+ xntercept 

C Start looking at database 
C 

kk = 0 
REWIND(2) 
do 1002,k= l,recnum 

read (2, *,end= 1003) mreg,duml,dum2,dum3,gd,tm 
if (mreg.eq.nreg) then 

kk =kk+l 
gdat(kk) = gd 
times(kk) = tm 
endif 

1002 continue 
C 
C Zero sums 
C 
1003 xn = O.d +0 

sumx = O.d+O 
sumy = O.d+O 
sumx2 = O.d+O 
sumy2 = O.d+O 
sumxy = O.d +0 

C 
C Compute sums of squares 
C 

Do 1004,j= l,kk 
xn = xn + 1.0 
sumx = sumx + times(j) 
sumx2 = sumx2 + times(j) * times(j) 
sumy = sumy + gdat(j) 
sumy2 = sumy2 + gdat(j) * gdat(j) 
sumxy = sumxy + times(j) * gdat(j) 

1004 continue 
C 
C Compute slope of regression line 
C 

if (xn.eq.O) write (*,*) 'error: xn=O' 
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if (xn.gt.O) then 
Drate = (sumxy-sumx*sumy/xN) I (sumx2-sumx*sumx/xn) 
xntercept = (sumy-sumx*drate)/xn 
write (*,1020) drate,xntercept 

1020 format (' Drift Rate= ' ,fB.6,' Intercept = , ,flO.4) 
endif 

return 
end 

C 
C This subroutine computes statistics on gravity stations. 
C 

Subroutine Mean (flag, Nreg, Recnum) 
C**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** 

parameter (nn = 30, mm = 20) 
C**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** 

C 

Common XTide,IGMT ,PHI(50),ALON(50),H,IDA Y ,MONTH,IYEAR,IHOUR, 
+ MINUTE,IOUT,IN,ld,sf 
logical Id,sf 
rea\*8 GDAT(nn,mm),SUM(nn),SUM2(nn),SMN(nn),SDEV(nn) 
integer NS(nn),nreg,recnum,flag 

C Zero arrays 
C 

C 

do 7,j= l,nn 
nsG) = 0 
sumG) = O.Od +0 
sum2G) = O.Od+O 
smnG) = O.Od+O 
sdevG) = O.Od+O 
do 7,jj= l,mm 

7 gdatG,jj) = O.Od+O 

C Start looking at database 
C 

Rewind(2) 
do 1 002,k = l,recnum 

read (2, *,end= 1003) mst,duml,dum2,dum3,gd,dum4 
ns(mst) = ns(mst) + 1 

1002 gdat(mst,ns(mst» = dble(gd) 
C 
C Compute sums and sums of squares for each station. 
C 
1003 Do 1006,j= l,nn 

if (nsG).gt.O) then 
Do 1004,jj = l,nsG) 
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sumG) = sumG) + gdatG,jj) 
1004 sum2G) = sum2G) + gdatG,jj) * gdatG,jj) 

endif 
1006 continue 

Write(*, *) 
C 
C Compute mean and standard deviations for each station 
C 

Do 1007,j = 1,un 
if (nsG).gt.O) smnG) = sumG)/nsG) 
if (nsG).gt.l) 

+ sdevG) = (abs«sum2G)-sumG)*sumG)/nsG»/(nsG)-1)))**.5 
1 007 continue 

if «flag.gt.1).or.(.not.st) then 
Write(*, *) , Station Mean Difference Stdv.' 
do 1008,j=1,nn 

+ 
1020 
1008 

if (nsG).ne.O) Write (*,1020) 
j,smnG),abs(smnG)-smn(nreg»,sdevG) 

format(4x,I2,8x,f8.4, 7x,f8.4, 7x,fl .5) 

c 

CONTINUE 
end if 

Return 
end 

c Subroutine Chop Chops up input file into two station loops: 
c creates up to five sub-files 

Subroutine Chop(Dseg,Dch) 
c 
C**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** 

parameter (nn = 30) 
C**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** 

Integer seg(nn,3) *4, dseg( nn, 3) *4 ,segn, tal y , check,dfsegs,stt, 
+ difseg(nn)*4,dch 
Rewind(3) 

c read header lines off data file 
read (3, *) numst 
do 17,j = 1,numst + 4 

17 Read (3,*) dum1 
read (3, *) in 
taly = 1 
seg(l,l) = in 
seg(1,2) = 1 
inn = in 
segn = 1 

c de-segment data file 
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c 

do 1002,k= 1,1000 
read (3, *,end= 1004) IN 
taly = taly + 1 
if (inn.ne.in) then 

inn = in 
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segn = segn + 1 
seg(segn-l,3) = taly - 1 
seg(segn,l) = in 
seg(segn,2) = taly 
endif 

1002 continue 
1004 seg(segn,3) = taly 

difseg(l) = seg(l,I) 
dfsegs = 1 

c identify number and type of segments present in data. 
c 

c 

do 1012,j= l,segn 
check = seg(j,I) 
do 1011,k= l,dfsegs 

if (check.eq.difseg(k» goto 1012 
1011 continue 

dfsegs = dfsegs + 1 
difseg(dfsegs) = check 

1012 continue 

c find segment beginning and endpoints. 
c 

dch = 1 
do 1015,j = l,dfsegs 

check = difseg(j) 
do 1016,k= l,segn 

if (check.eq.seg(k, 1» then 
stt = seg(k,2) 
do 1017,kk=k+ l,segn 

if (check.eq.seg(kk,I» then 
dseg(dch,1) = check 
dseg(dch,2) = stt 
dseg(dch,3) = seg(kk,3) 
dch = dch + 1 
goto 1016 
endif 

1017 continue 
endif 

1016 continue 

. '. 
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c 

c 

1015 continue 
dch = dch - 1 
return 
end 

logical function ck(ans,c) 
character*1 ans,c 
integer b 1, b2 
ck = .false. 
bl = ichar(ans) 
b2 = ichar(c) 
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if «b1.eq.b2).or.(b1.eq.b2+32» ck = .true. 
return 
end 

c subroutine ofile: checks status of file before opening 
c 

c 

subroutine ofile(fnum,st) 
character infile*80, ans*l, st*3 
logical op,ex,ck 
integer fnum 

3 format(, Please enter the name of an output file: ',\) 
9 format(, Please enter the name of an input file: ' , \) 
2 format(a) 

31 formate File already open, do you want it closed (yIn)? ',\) 
33 format(, Do you want to append to file (yIn)? ',\) 
21 format(, File already exists: Write over it (yIn)? ',\) 
22 format(al) -
5 formatC Input data file does not exist:') 
4 if (st.eq.'old') write (*,9) 

if (st.eq.'new') write (* ,3) 
read(*,2) infile 
inquire(file= infile,exist = ex,opened =op) 
if (op) then 

write(* ,31) 
read (*,22) ans 
if (.not.ck(ans, 'y'» then 

if (st.eq. 'old') goto 4 
write(*,33) 
read (*,22) ans 
if (ck(ans, 'Y'» return 
goto 4 
endif 

close (fnum) 
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endif 
if (ex) then 

if (st.eq. 'new') then 
write(*,21) 
read (*,22) aDS 
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if (.not.ck(ans, 'Y')) goto 4 
open(fnum,fiIe= infile) 
endif 

open (fnum,fiIe=infile) 
return 
endif 

if (.not.(ex)) then 
if (st.eq. 'old') then 

write (*,5) 
goto 4 
end if 

if (st.eq. 'new') open (fnum,file=infile,status='new') 
endif 

return 
end 
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GRA VS.BAS. The QBASIC<~ program graYS has its roots in etide, a FORTRAN program 

by Rudman et at. (1977) which computes earth tide corrections based on the equations of 

Longman, (1959). Etide was translated into QBASIC® (Sutter, 1987) and integrated into a 

SYMPHONY® spreadsheet data processor. This version was modified by K. Cole into an 

interactive data reduction program for use on portable computers in the field. This 

configuration was used on many of the Tucson basin gravity surveys and Eloy subsidence 

project surveys. 

Listed below is a typical field gravity computation. Square brackets contain current 

default values provided by the software. User inputs become default and are indicated by 

angle brackets and bold text. Empty angle brackets indicate a carriage return and acceptance 

of the existing default value. 
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b:GRAV5 
Gravity data reduction program 

This program requires the data file named Meter.Dat 
Menu selections are as follow: 

d Turn off a selection. 
r Turn all selections back on. 
q Exit program. 

Eloy survey? < y > 
Meter number [ 127]: < > 
Latitude (degrees) [ 32]: < > 
Latitude (minutes) [ 38.67]: < > 
Longitude (degrees) [ -111 ]: < > 
Longitude (minutes) [ 23.75]: < > 
Elevation (m) [ 600]: < > 
Time zone [ 7 ]: < > 
Year [ 1989]: < > 
Month [3]: <6> 
Day [ 24]: <30> 

Enter '0' for dial reading to return to beginning 
hour minute tide g(corrected) g(theory) 

Dial reading [ 100 ]: < 100 > 
Digital readout [ .227]: < .270> 
Hour [ 10]: <7> 
Minute [0]: <42> 

7 42 0.0726 114.3057 979419.2122 
Dial reading [ 100 ]: < q> 
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For your reading pleasure, a listing of GRAV5.BAS is provided in the next seven pages: 

, Program tide corrects gravity data 
, GM = 1.11, GS = 1.14 (elasticity factors used in program) , 

Dim Counter(71 ,2), Value(71 ,2),Factor(71 ,2), Met( 4) 
zl =O:z2 =0: z3=0: z4=0: z5=0: z6=0: z7=0: z8=0 
z9=0:ztO=0:zll =0:zI2=0:zI3 =0:zI4=0:zI5 =0:zI6=0 
Print "Gravity data reduction program" 
Print" This program requires the data file named Meter.Dat 
Print" which contains meter constants for all gravimeters 
Print" being used. Menu selections are as follow: 
Print" d Turn off a selection. 
Print" r Turn all selections back on. 
Print " q Exit program. 
Open "i",#2,"meter.dat" 
Input #2,nmet 
For j= 1 to nmet 

Input #2,metG) 
Next 

For k= 1 to nmet 
For j = 1 to met(k) 

Input #2, CounterG,k), ValueG,k), FactorG,k) 
Next 

Next 
Close #2 

, Default value table For test case 

Elevrnz = 250: Minz = 0: Hourz = 0: Dayz = 31: Monthz = 12 
Yearz = 1976: Tzz = 5: Latdz = 39: Dgrz = .227 
Latrnz = to.5: Londz = -86: Lonrnz = 31.2: Metz = 127 

Input "Eloy survey? ",elz$ 
elz$ = left$(elz$,I) 

, Default value table for Eloy , 

if «elz$="y") or (elz$="yII» Then 
Elevrnz = 600: Minz = 0: Hourz = 10: Dayz = 24: Monthz = 3 
Yearz = 1989: Tzz = 7: Latdz = 32: Dgrz = .227 
Latrnz = 38.67: Londz = -111: Lonrnz = 23.75 
End If 

5 If (zl =0) then 
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Print "Meter number [";metz;:Input "]: ",met$ 
Call Check(met$,met,metz,z 1 ):metz = met 
If (met < > 127 and met< >575) then Print "invalid Meter #":goto 5 
drz = 2500 
If (met = 127) then drz = 100 
zl = 1 
End If 

If (z2=0) then 
Print "Latitude (degrees) [";latdz;:Input "]: ",Iatd$ 
Call check(latd$,latd,latdz,z2): latdz = latd 
End If 

If (z3=0) then 
Print "Latitude (minutes) [";latrnz;:Input "]: ",Iatm$ 
Call Check(latm$,latm,latrnz,z3): latrnz = latm 
End If 

If (z4=0) then 
Print "Longitude (degrees) [";londz;:Input "]: ",Iond$ 
Call Check(lond$,lond,londz,z4): londz = lond 
End If 

If (z5=0) then 
Print "Longitude (minutes) [" ;lonrnz;:Input "]: ",Ionm$ 
Call Check(lonm$,lonm,lonmz,z5): lonrnz = lonm 
End If 

If (z6=0) then 
Print "Elevation (m) [" ;elevrnz; :Input "]: ",elevm$ 
Call Check(elevm$,elevm,elevrnz,z6): elevrnz = elevm 
lat = (Iatd + latm I 60) 
Ion = (Iond - lonm I 60) 
Call Radians(LAT,LON,LATRAD,LONRAD) 
End If 

If (Z7=0) then 
Print "Time zone [";tzz;:Input "]: ",tz$ 
Call Check(tz$,tz,tzz,z7): tzz = tz 
End If 

If (z8=0) then 
Print "Year [";yearz;:Input "]: ",year$ 
Call Check(year$,year,yearz,z8): yearz = year 
End If 

If (z9=O) then 
Print "Month [";monthz;:Input "]: ",month$ 
Call Check(month$,month,monthz,z9): monthz = month 
End If 

If (zlO=O) then 
Print "Day [" ;dayz;:Input "]: ",day$ 
Call Check(day$,day,dayz,zlO): dayz = day 
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End If 
Print:Print "Enter '0' for dial reading to return to beginning":Print 
Print II hour minute tide g(corrected) g(theory)" 

34 If (z13=O) then 
Print "Dial reading [" ;drz; : Input "]: II ,drz$ 
Call Check (drz$,dr,drz,z13): drz = dr 
If (drt = 0) then 5 
End If 

If (z14=0 and metz= 127) then 
Print "Digital readout [" ;dgrz;:Input "]: II ,dgrz$ 
Call Check (dgr7$,dgr,dgrz,zI4): dgrz = dgr 
End If 

If (zI5=0) then 
Print "Hour [" ;hourz; :Input "]: II ,hour$ 
Call Check (hour$,hour,hourz,zI5): hourz = hour 
End If 

If (z16=0) then 
Print "Minute [";minz;:Input "]: ",min$ 
Call Check (min$,min,minz,zI6): minz = min 
End If 

Call Numbermin (Min, Hour ,Day ,Month, Year, TZ,Idate#) 
Call Instcorr (Drz,Instcor ,metz,dgrz) 
Call Etide (Elevm,Idate#,Latrad,Lonrad,Etide) 
Call Latitude (Latrad,Latcor#) 
Call FreeBoug (elevm,latrad,fa#) 
Print II "; 

Print Using II ## ### #.#### #####.#### ######.####";_ 
Hour, Min,Etide,Instcor + Etide,Latcor# + fan 

goto 34 
20 End 

,************************************************************ 
,************************************************************ 

Sub Etide (Elevm,Idate#,Latrad,Lonrad,Etide) Static 

SMLA = 6.37827E+08 
SMLCI = 1.495E+ 13 
SMLE = 5.489972E-02 
SMLM = 7.4804E-02 
OMEGA = 4.0931461617E-Ol 
OMEGABY2 = 2.04657308085E-Ol 
AMU = 6.670E-08 
BIGM = 7.3537E+25 
BIGS = 1.993E+33 
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SMLC = 3.84402E+ 10 
SMLI = 8.9797190013E-02 
SMLAP = 1.0/(SMLC*(1.0-SMLEA2» 
CONI = 6.738E-03 
CON2 = 1.675104E-02 
CON3 = 4.180E-05 
CON4 = 1.26E-07 
CON5 = 4.90822946617 
CON6 = 3.000526417E-02 
CON7 = 7.90246E-06 
CON8 = 5.818E-08 
CON9 = 4.72002344 
CONIO = 8.39970930E+03 
CONll = 4.406956E-05 
CON12 = 3.297E-08 
CON13 = 5.8312472 
CON14 = 7.10180093E+Ol 
CONIS = 1.8054461E-04 
CON16 = 2.1817E-07 
CON17 = 4.88162793402 
CON18 = 6.28331950978E+02 
CON19 = 5.27962E-06 
CON20 = 2.61799387794E-Ol 
CON2l = 4.52358857 
CON22 = 3.37571530E+Ol 
CON23 = 3.674888E-05 
CON24 = 3.878E-08 
PI2 = 6.28318530718 
PI = 3.14159265359 
PIBY2 = 1.570796327 
SNLATRAD = SIN(LATRAD) 
CSLATRAD = COS(LATRAD) 
SNOM = SIN(OMEGA) 
CSOM = COS (OMEGA) 

REM Subroutine numbermin calculates the number of minutes that 
REM have elapsed since 12:00 GMT 1899. 
REM 

T# = Idate# / 52596000# 
T2# = T#*T# 
T3# = T#*T#*T# 
BIGC = SQR(1.0 / (1.0 + CONI * SNLATRADA2» 
SMLR = BIGC * SMLA + ELEVM * 100.0 
SMLEI = CON2 - CON3 * T# - CON4 * T2# 
SMLAPI = 1.0/ (SMLCI * (1.0 - SMLEI A2» 
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SMLPI = CONS + CON6 * T# + CON7 * T2# + CON8 * T3# 
SMLS = CON9 + CONlO * T# + CONI 1 * T2# + CON12 * T3# 
SMLP = CON13 + CON14 * T# - CONlS * T2# - CON16 * T3# 
SMLH = CONl7 + CON18 * T# + CON19 * T2# 
SMLSH = SMLS - SMLH 
SMLSP = SMLS - SMLP 
SMLHPI = SMLH - SMLPI 
BIGRD = 1.0 1 SMLCI + SMLAPI * SMLEI * COS(SMLHPl) 
SMLRD = 1.01 SMLC + SMLAP * SMLE * COS(SMLSP) + SMLAP * SMLEA2_ 

* COS(2.0 * (SMLSP» + 1.875 * SMLAP * SULM * SMLE 
* COS(SMLS + SMLP - 2.0 * SMLH) + SMLAP * SMLMAi 
* COS(2.0 * (SMLSH» -

, This is the modulus function 

TEMPl# = IDate# 11440# 
TEMP2# = (IDate# - 1440# * fix(TEMP1#» 160# 
SMLTO = TEMP2# * CON20 

, End of modulus function 
TLON = SMLTO + LONRAD 
If (LONRAD < 0.0) THEN 

If (TLON < 0.0) THEN 
SMLT = TLON + PI2 

ELSEIf (TLON = 0.0) THEN 
SMLT = 0.0 

ELSEIf (TLON > 0.0) THEN 
SMLT = TLON 

End If 
ELSEIf (LONRAD = 0.0) THEN 

SMLT = SMLTO 
ELSEIf (LONRAD > 0.0) THEN 

If (TLON < PI2) THEN 
SMLT = TLON 

ELSElf (TLON = PI2) THEN 
SMLT = 0.0 

ELSEIf (TLON > PI2) THEN 
SMLT = TLON - PI2 

End If 
End If 
CHIl = SMLT + SMLH 
SMLLl = SMLH + 2.0 * SMLEI * SIN(SMLHPl) 
BIGN = CON21 - CON22 * T# + CON23 * T2# + CON24 * T3# 
SNBIGN = SIN(BIGN) 
CSBIGN = COS(BIGN) 
CSBIGI = CSOM * COS(SMLI) - SNOM * CSBIGN * SIN(SMLI) 
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SNBIGI = SQR(l.O - CSBIGIA2) 

Call Atan2(Snbigi,Csbigi,Bigi) 
BIGIBY2 = BIGI/2.0 
SNGNU = SIN(SMLI) * SNBJGN I SNBIGI 
CSGNU = SQR(l.O - SNGNUA2) 

Call Atan2(Sngnu,Csgnu,Gnu) 
CHI = SMLT + SMLH - GNU 
CSALFA = CSBIGN * CSGNU + SNBIGN * SNGNU * CSOM 
SNALFA = SNOM * SNBIGN I SNBIGI 
ALFA = 2.0 * ATN(SNALFA I (1.0 + CSALFA» 
ETA = BIGN - ALFA 
SIGMA = SMLS - ETA 
SMLL = SIGMA + 2.0 * SMLE * SIN(SMLSP) + 1.25 * SMLEA2_ 

* SIN(2.0 * (SMLSP» + 3.75 * SMLM * SMLE 
* SIN(SMLP + SMLS - 2.0 * SMLH) + 1.375 *-SMLMA2 
* SIN(2.0 * (SMLSH» -

CSFEE = SNLATRAD * SNOM * SIN(SMLLl) + CSLATRAD 
* «COS(OMEGABY2)A2) * COS(SMLLl - CHIl) -
+ (SIN(OMEGABY2)A2) * COS(SMLLl + CHIl» 

CSTHET = SNLATRAD * SNBIGI * SIN(SMLL) + CSLATRAD 
* (COS(BIGIBY2)A2 * COS(SMLL - CHI) + SIN(BIGIBY2Y'2 
* COS(SMLL + CHI» -

GS = AMU * BIGRD * BIGS * SMLR * BIGRD * (3.0 * CSFEEA2 - 1.0) 
*~RD -

GM = AMU * SMLRD * BIGM * SMLRD * SMLR * SMLRD 
* (3.0 * CSTHETA2 - 1.0) + 1.5 * AMU * SMLRDA2 * BIGM 
* SMLRA2 * SMLRDA2 * (5.0 * CSTHETA3 - 3.0 * CSTHET)

ETIDE = 1110*GM + 1140*GS 
End Sub 

, ************************************************************* 
, ************************************************************* 

name: Subroutine atan2 
purpose: determine quadrant of atan2 

, parameters: snbigi(y), csbigi(x) 
returns: bigi, ie. the phaze angle 

Sub Atan2 (Y,X,PHZ) Static 
SHARED PI,PIBY2 

, test For second or third quadrant 
If (X < 0.0) THEN 

If (Y = 0.0) THEN PHZ = -PI: ELSE PHZ = ATN(Y/X) + PI 
test For pi/2 or 3pi/2 

ELSEIf (X = 0.0) THEN 
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If (y < 0.0) THEN PHZ = -PIBY2: ELSE PHZ = PIBY2 
test For first or fourth quadrant 

ELSEIf (X > 0.0) THEN 
If (Y = 0.0) THEN PHZ = 0.0: ELSE PHZ = ATN(y/X) 

End If 
End Sub 

, ***************************************************************** 
, ***************************************************************** 

Subroutine numbermin name: 
purpose: calculates the number of minutes that have 

elapsed since december 31, 12:00 gmt, 1899. 
, parameters: min, hour, day, month, year and tz 
, returns: idate 

Sub Numbermin (MIN ,HOUR,DA Y ,MONTH, YEAR, TZ,IDate#) Static 
Data 0,31,59,90,120,151,181,212,243,273,304,334 
Dim MOD A Y(l2) 
Restore 
NDAYS = 0.0 
NMINUTES# = 0.0# 
For J = 1 TO 12 

READ MOD A Y(J) 
Next 

NDA YS = DAY + MODA Y(MONTH) 
119 = YEAR - 1900 
NDA YS = NDA YS + fix(l19 / 4) + 1 
If «(119 MOD 4) = 0 AND MONTH < 3) THEN 

NDAYS = NDAYS - 3 
ELSE NDA YS = NDA YS - 2 
End If 
NMINUTES# = 525600# * 119 + 1440# * NDAYS + MIN 
IDate# = NMINUTES# + 60# * (HOUR + TZ) + 720# 
End Sub 

,************************************************************* 
'************************************************************* 

name: Subroutine radians 
purpose: used to convert latitude and longitude from 

degrees to radians. 
, parameters: lat, Ion 
, returns: latrad, lonrad 

Sub Radians (LAT,LON,LATRAD,LONRAD) Static 
PIBY180 = 0.017453293 
LATRAD = LAT * PIBY180 
LONRAD = LON * PIBY180 
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End Sub 
'****************************************************************** 
'****************************************************************** 

Subroutine checks Input and decides If default is to be used 

Sub Check (a$,n,df,codez) Static 
shared zl ,z2,z3,z4,zS,z6,z7 ,z8,z9,zIO,zll ,zI2,z13,zI4,zI5,zI6 
a$=a$+" II 

codez=O 
If (left$(a$, 1)= "d") then a$=mid$(a$,2):codez= 1 
If (Left$(a$,l)="q") then end 
If (left$(a$, 1)= "r") then 

a$ = mid$(a$,2) 
codez=O 
zl =O:z2=O:z3 =O:z4 =O:z5 =O:z6=O:z7 =O:z8 =O:z9 =O:zlO =0 
zll =O:zI2=O:z13=0:zI4=0:zI5=0:zI6=0 
End If 

n = val(a$) 
If ((I eft$(a$,1) < > "_") and (asc(a$) < 48) and_ 

(left$(a$, 1) < > ". "» then n = df 
End Sub 

'************************************************************* 
,************************************************************* 

name: Subroutine instcorr 
purpose: to convert the instrument reading(s) to mgals. 

, parameters: instrdg and an ASCII data file called gravcor.dat 
of meter correction parameters; 
(value, factor and counter). 

'returns: instcor 

Sub Instcorr (Instrdg,Instcor,Metz,drg) Static 

Shared counterO,valueO,factorO 
kl = 11: k2 = 21: drfactor = 1.145 
inst = 21: kk = 2: delt = lO 
If (metz=575) then inst = 71: kk = 1: delt = lOO: drfactor = 0 
For k= I to inst 
If (lNSTRDG = > COUNTER(K,kk) and INSTRDG < COUNTER(K,kk) + delt) 

THEN 
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End Sub 
'************************************************************************ 
'************************************************************************ 
, WGS 84 Latitude correction 

Sub Latitude (Latrad,Latcor#) static 
cl# = 978032.67714 
c2# = .00193185138639 
c3# = .00669437999013 
SinlatH = Sin(Latrad)*Sin(Latrad) 
Latcor# = c1#*(1 +c2#*SinLat#)/(I-c3#*Si!1.Lat#) .... 5 
End Sub 

'*********************************************************************** 
'*********************************************************************** 
, Free air and bouguer correction , 

Sub FreeBoug (elevm,latrad,fbcorr#) static 
Pig = 3.14159265354 
radeq = 6378 
radpole = 6356 
tanlat = tan(latrad)*tan(latrad) 

, Compute radius of the Earth at Latitude 
radlat# = radeq*radpole*«tanlat+ 1)/(radpole"'2+ radeq ... 2*tanlat» .... 5 
men = 5.973E+24 
G# = 6.6732E-ll 
fgrad# = -2E-4 * men * G# / (radlat#)"'3 
BougDense = 2.670 
bouggrad# = 2E+8 * Pig * BougDense * G# 
fbcorr# = (bouggrad# + fgrad#) * elevm 
print bouggrad#*elevrn,fgrad#*elevm,elevm 

End Sub 
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DATA LOG.FOR. The FORTRAN Program data_log was composed by K. Cole to 

reduce data collected with multi-channel data-logging systems. The data-logging system was 

designed and programmed by M.C Carpenter of the USGS Water Resources Division. As a 

pre-requisite to running data_log, the data must be cleaned up. Some records may be 

missing or broken and data may be missing. The number of data fields and their positions 

within the data files vary from survey to survey and so the read/write format of the data_log 

source code must be changed to accommodate this. Some data files had one blank line 

inserted after every data line. These were corrected by adjusting the read statement in 

data_log or by editing the blank lines out of the data file. Input data files for data_log 

typically consist of two lines per record and 14 data fields. The following six lines are data-

logger output and represent three physical records of data (from file e90803.uni): 

01 +0110. 02+0053. 03+ 1100. 04+ 1796.805+768.6006+93.48107+32.510 08+27.36 
09+23.18 10+ 16.80 11 +21.77 12+ 11.87 13-8\9.63 14+818.98 
01+0110. 02+0053. 03+1115. 04+1795.205+726.3506+93.46507+32.50608+28.67 
09+24.14 10+16.81 11+22.84 12+11.88 13-870.8814+868.25 
01 +0110. 02+0053. 03+ 1130. 04+ 1794.905+665.6006+93.46507+32.49308+29.29 
09+25.15 10+ 16.83 11 +24.52 12+ 11.88 13-973.49 14+973.49 
01 +0110. 02+0053. 03+ 1145. 04+ 1793.6 05+581.2206+93.45407+32.48908+29.88 
09+25.15 10+ 16.83 11 +24.52 12+ 11.88 13-1055.6 14+ 1065.8 
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Data input fields were translated to output as follows: 

Field 
in !ll!.t Field Name units 
1 :::} 1: Year Code 110 (year number) 
2 :::} 2: Julian Day Day number (0-365) 
3 Time Hour, Minute (Input as 4 digits ... hhmm) 

:::} 3: Hour Hours (0-23) 
:::} 4: Minute 15 minute intervals at 0, 15, 30, and 45 

4 :::} 5: Compaction Recorder Thousandths of an inch 
5 :::} 6: Water Level (Submerged Druck) Feet 
6 :::} 7: Water Level (Airline Druck) Feet 
7 :::} 8: Barometric Pressure Feet of water input, millibars output 
8 :::} 9: Temperature in Building °C 
9 :::} 10: Temperature in panel meter °C 
1O:::} 11: Temperature 6' down hole °C 
11 :::} 12: Temperature at Gravimeter °C 
12 :::} 13: Battery Voltage Volts 
13 Unfiltered Raw Gravity Gravimeter units (Input data) 

:::} 14: Unfiltered Gob, MiIligals 
14 Filtered Raw Gravity Gravimeter units (Input data) 

:::} 15: Filtered Gob, Milligals 
16: Tide Correction MiIligals (Computed field) 

7 :::} 17: Barometric Correction MiIligals 
14,16,17 :::} 18: Corrected Filtered Gravity Milligals 
15,16,17 :::} 19: Corrected Unfiltered Gravity MiIligals 

20: Elapsed time. Minutes 
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The following is a listing of a data reduction session using data_log to reduce 

the above input data (user inputs are in bold). 

d:DATA_WG 
Please enter the name of datalogger input file: z2 
Please enter an output filename: zl 
Enter Starting Date (day, month, year): 83 1989 
Direct output to screen also (yIn)? n 
Report on Data Ranges: 4 Records read. 
Field# Minimum Maximum 

1 110.000 110.000 
2 53.000 53.000 
3 11.000 11.000 
4 .000 45.000 
5 1793.600 1796.800 
6 581.220 768.600 
7 93.454 93.481 
8 971.096 971.724 
9 27.360 29.880 

10 23.180 25.150 
11 16.800 16.830 
12 21.770 24.520 
13 11.870 11.880 
14 -.174 -.147 
15 -.177 -.149 
16 .054 .091 
17 -.008 -.008 
18 -.100 -.091 
19 -.102 -.093 
20 660.000 705.000 
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The data_log output file is listed below. The data records are wrapped around in this 

listing so they can be shown on 8W' paper. The output file format is one line per record so 

the individual fields can be ported directly to various plotting packages. 

110. 53. 11. O. 1796.8 768.600 93.481971.724 27.360 23.180 16.800 21.770 
11.87 -.147 -.149 .054 -.008 -.100 -.102 660. 
110. 53. 11. 15. 1795.2 726.350 93.465971.604 28.670 24.140 16.810 22.840 
11.88 -.156 -.158 .068 -.008 -.096 -.098 675. 
110. 53. 11. 30. 1794.9 665.600 93.465971.216 29.290 24.770 16.820 23.730 
11.88 -.166 -.168 .080 -.008 -.094 -.095 690. 
110. 53. 11. 45. 1793.6 581.220 93.454971.096 29.880 25.150 16.830 24.520 
11.88 -.174 -.177 .091 -.008 -.091 -.093 705. 
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A listing of data_log. for is provided in the next eight pages: 

Program datalog 
c 
c Program reformats' .uni' data files. 
c Output should be a '.cor' file and may be used as input to SIGMAPLOT 
c FieldsS, 14, 15, 16, 17, IS, 19, and 20 are computed. 
c Data fields are output as follow: 
c 
c 1: Year Code = 110 
c 2: Julian Day Day (0-365) 
c 3: Hour Hours (0-23) 
c 4: Minute (15 minute intervals at 0, 15, 30, and 45) 
c 5: Compaction Recorder Thousandths of an inch 
c 6: Water Level (Submerged Druck) Feet 
c 7: Water Level (Airline Druck) Feet 
c 8: Barometric Pressure Feet of Water 
c 9: Temperature in Building Degrees C 
c 10: Temperature in panel meter Degrees C 
c 11: Temperature 6' down hole Degrees C 
c 12: Temperature at Gravimeter Degrees C 
c 13: Battery Voltage Volts 
c 14: Unfiltered Gravity milligals 
cIS: Filtered Gravity milligals 
c 16: Tide Correction Milligals 
c 17: Barometric Correction Milligais 
c 18: Filtered Gravity (Corrected) Milligais 
c 19: Unfiltered Gravity (Corrected) Milligais 
c 20: Elapsed time. Minutes 
c 

c 

character ans * 1 
real *4 d(20),latm,lonm,digf,digu,xtide,min(20),max(20) 
integer s(15), kday , kmonth, kyear ,minute, latd, lond, time, 
+ kzone,moday(12),recnum 
logical ck,sprint 
common xtide,phi,alon,time,kh,minute 
data moday 10,31,59,90,120,151,181,212,243,273,304,334/, 
+ digu,digf 1-.lSI50,.178951 

10 format (1.x,i2, lx,i6,2x,f7 .4,2(lx,i3)) 
20 format (6(i2,f7.0,lx)) 
30 format (2 (i2,f7 .0,lx),i2,f3.0,f4.0,lx,5(i2,f7.0,lx)) 
40 format (a80) 
41 format (' Enter Starting Date (day, month, year): ',\) 
42 format (' Enter time zone (Tucson = 7): ' , \) 
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43 format (' Direct output to screen also (yin)? ',\) 
44 format (al) 
45 format (4(f4.0,lx),f7.1,lx,f9.3,lx,6(f7.3,lx),f7.2,lx, 

+ 6(f6.3, lx),f6.0) 
50 format (' Enter Latitude (degrees, decimal minutes):', \) 
51 format (' Enter Longitude (degrees (- if west),', 

+ ' decimal minutes):',\) 
52 format (' Enter Station Elevation (feet): ' , \) 

c 

c 

sprint = .false. 
ith = 0 
do 3,j=1,20 

min(j) = le+20 
3 max(j) = -le+20 

call ofile(2,'0Id') 
call ofile(3, 'new') 

2 write(6,41) 
read(5, *) kday,kmonth,kyear 
if (kyear .It. 100) then 

write(6, *) , Please enter year as four digits' 
goto 2 
endif 

c load values for eloy 
kzone = 7 

c 

latd = 32 
latm = 46.5 
lond = -Ill 
lonm = 33.83 
kh = 1963 
goto 5 

write(6,42) 
read(5, *) kzone 
write (6,50) 
read(5, *) latd,latm 
write (6,51) 
read(5, *) 10nd,lonm 
write(6,52) 
read(5, *) kh 

5 write (6,43) 
read (5,44) ans 
if (ck(ans, 'y'» sprint = .true. 
call IIcor(latd,latm,lond,lonm) 

c get start time in minutes since 1900 
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time = kDA Y + moday(kmonth) 
119 = kYEAR - 1900 
time = time + 119/4 + 1 
if (mod(i19,4).eq.0.and.Kmonth.It.3) time = time - 1 
time = 525600 * 119 + 1440 * (time - 2) + 60 * kzone + 720 

do 100,j= 1,5000 
goto 95 

92 write(*, *) 'error in read' 
95 read(2,30,err=92,end = 110) s(1),d(1),s(2),d(2),s(3),d(3),d(4), 

+ s(5),d(5),s(6),d(6),s(7),d(7),s(8),d(8), 
+ s(9),d(9) 

read(2,20,err=92,end = 110) s(10),d(1O),s(l1),d(l1),s(12), 
+ d(12),s(13),d(13),s(14),d(14),s(15), 
+ d(l5) 

if «d(3).eq.0).and.(d(4).eq.0» ith = ith + 24 
minute = 60 * (ith + int(d(3») + int(d(4» 
call tidecor 
call barcor (d(8),bcor) 
d(14) = d(14)*digf/1000 
d(15) = d(15)*digu/1000 
d(16) = xtide 
d(17) = bcor+.4 
if (d(8).eq.0.and.(d(l4).eq.0.or.d(15).eq.0» then 

d(14) = 0 
d(15) = 0 
d(l8) = 0 
d(l9) = 0 

else 
c add .4 to the barometric correction to give it a mean of zero 

d(l8) = d(14) + xtide + bcor + .4 
d(19) = d(15) + xtide + bcor + .4 

endif 
d(20) = float(minute) 
if (sprint) write (6,45) (d(i),i= 1,20) 
write (3,45) (d(i),i = 1,20) 
do 90,k= 1,20 

if (d(k).gt.max(k» max(k) = d(k) 
90 if (d(k).It.min(k» min(k) = d(k) 

recnum = j 
100 continue 
110 write(6,120) recnum,(k,min(k),max(k),k= 1,20) 
120 formatC Report on Data Ranges: ',i6,' Records read.' ,I, 

+ 'Field# Minimum Maximum',I, 
+ 20(2x,i2,2(2x,flO.3),1,» 
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c 

c 

c 

close (2) 
close (3) 
stop 
end 
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subroutine IIcor(iphi,pphi,loll,aalon) 
real*4 pphi,aalon 
integer iphi,lon 
common xtide,phi,alon,time,kh,minute 

phi = etdegr(iphi,pphi) 
17 alon = etdegr(lon,aalon) 

return 
end 

Function Etdegr(JDEG,AMIN) 
C 
C Converts degree, decimal minutes to radians 
C 

c 

alfa = 0.1745329251e-Ol 
beta = O.290888208666e-03 
a = float(jdeg) 
if (a.lt.O.) then 

etdegr = alfa*a - beta*amin 
elseif (a.gt.O.) then 

etdegr = alfa*a + beta*amin 
else etdegr = beta*amin 
endif 

return 
end 

subroutine bareor(bar ,be) 
real*4 bar,bc 

c 'bar' is input as feet of water. 
c 'bar' is output in millibars. 
e 'be' is output in milligals. 
c (feet of water) = > (millibars) = 29.89 millibars/ft 
c (millibars) = > (milligals) = -.00042 milligals/millibar 

bar = bar * 29.89 

c 

be = bar * (-.00042) 
return 
end 

subroutine tideeor 
real *4 xtide 
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REAL*8 T,T2,T3,lunar,solar 
integer time 
common xtide,phi,alon,time,kh,minute 
DATA SMLA I 6.37827 E+08/, 
+ SMLCI I 1.495 E+ 13/, 
+ SMLE I 5.489972 E-D2/, 
+ SMLM I 7.4804 E-D2/, 
+ OMEGA I 4.0931461617 E-Dl/, 
+ AMU I 6.670 E-08/, 
+ BIGM I 7.3537 E+25/, 
+ BIGS I 1.993 E+33/, 
+ SMLC I 3.84402 E+ 10/, 
+ SMLI I 8.9797190013 E-D2/, 
+ CONI I 6.738 E-03/, 
+ CON2 I 1.675104 E-02/, 
+ CON3 I 4.180 E-051, 
+ CON4 I 1.26 E-D7/, 
+ CONS I 4.90822946617 I, 
+ CON6 I 3.000526417 E-02/, 
+ CON7 I 7.90246 E-06/, 
+ CON8 I 5.818 E-08/, 
+ CON9 I 4.72002344 I, 
+ CONIO I 8.39970930 E+03/, 
+ CONII I 4.406956 E-051, 
+ CON12 I 3.297 E-08/, 
+ CON13 I 5.8312472 I, 
+ CON14 I 7.10180093 E+Ol/, 
+ CON15 I 1.8054461 E-04/, 
+ CON16 I 2.1817 E-07/, 
+ CON17 I 4.88162793402 I, 
+ CON18 I 6.28331950978 E+02/, 
+ CON19 I 5.27962 E-06/, 
+ CON20 I 2.61799387794 E-Ol/, 
+ CON21 I 4.52358857 I, 
+ CON22 I 3.37571530 E+Ol/, 
+ CON23 I 3.674888 E-051, 
+ CON24 I 3.878 E-08/, 
+ PI2 I 6.28318530718 I, 
+ lunar I 1160.0 d+OO/, 
+ solar I 1120.0 d+OOI 

IDATE = time + minute 
SNPHI = SIN(PHI) 
CSPHI = COS (PHI) 
SNOM = SIN (OMEGA) 
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CSOM = COS (OMEGA) 
SMLAP = 1.0/(SMLC*(1.0 - SMLE*SMLE» 

C 
C T is time in number of Julian centuries 
C 

T = FLOAT(lDATE)/S2S96000. 
T2 = T*T 
T3 = T2*T 
BIGC = SQRT(1.0/(1.0 + CONI *SNPHI*SNPHI» 

C 
C The following 9 program steps are Longman's equations 
C 33,27,32,26, 10, 11, 12,30, and 29. 
C The step just below has meters converted from feet 
C 

C 

SMLR = BIGC*SMLA + 30.48*Kh 
SMLEI = CON2 - CON3*T - CON4*T2 
SMLAPI = 1.0/(SMLCl *(1.0 - SMLEI *SMLEl» 
SMLPI = CONS + CON6*T + CON7*T2 +CON8*T3 
SMLS = CON9 + CONlO*T + CON 11 *T2 + CON12*T3 
SMLP = CON13 + CON14*T - CONlS*T2 - CON16*T3 
SMLH = CONl7 + CONI8*T + CONI9*T2 
BIGRD = 1.0lSMLCl + SMLAPI *SMLEI *COS(SMLH - SMLPl) 
SMLRD == 1.0/SMLC + SMLAP*SMLE*COS(SMLS-SMLP) + 
I SMLAP*SMLE*SMLE*COS(2.0*(SMLS - SMLP» + 
2 1.87S*SMLAP*SMLM*SMLE*COS(SMLS - 2.0*SMLH + SMLP) + 
3 SMLAP*SMLM*SMLM*COS(2.0*(SMLS - SMLH» 

SMLTO = FLOAT(MOD(lDATE,1440»/60.0*CON20 
TALON = SMLTO + ALON 
IF (ALON.LT.O.O) THEN 

IF (TALON.LT.O.O) THEN 
SMLT = TALON +PI2 

ELSEIF (TALON.GT.O.O) THEN 
SMLT = TALON 

ELSE SMLT = 0.0 
ENDIF 

ELSEIF (ALON.GT.O.O) THEN 
IF (TALON.LT.PI2) THEN 

SMLT = TALON 
ELSEIF (TALON.GT.PI2) THEN 

SMLT = TALON - PI2 
ELSE SMLT = O. 
ENDIF 

ELSE SMLT = SMLTO 
ENDIF 
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C 
C The following 4 steps are equations 28, 2S, 19, and 20. 
C 

C 

CHIl = SMLT + SMLH 
SMLLl = SMLH + 2.0*SMLE1 *SIN(SMLH - SMLP1) 
BIGN = CON21 - CON22*T + CON23*T2 +CON24*T3 
SNBIGN = SIN(BIGN) 
CSBIGN = COS(BIGN) 
CSBIGI = CSOM*COS(SMLI) - SNOM*SIN(SMLI)*CSBIGN 
SNBIGI = SQRT(1.0 - CSBIGI*CSBIGI) 
BIGI = ATAN2(SNBIGI,CSBIGI) 
SNGNU = SIN(SMLI)*SNBIGNISNBIGI 
CSGNU = SQRT(l.O - SNGNU*SNGNU) 

C The following 10 steps are equations 21, 23, IS, 16, 18, 
C 14, 13,9, 8, and 7. 
C 

C 

GNU = ATAN2(SNGNU,CSGNU) 
CHI = SMLT + SMLH - GNU 
CSALFA = CSBIGN*CSGNU + SNBIGN*SNGNU*CSOM 
SNALFA = SNOM*SNBIGNISNBIGI 
ALFA = 2.0*ATAN(SNALFA/(1.0 + CSALFA» 
ETA = BIGN - ALFA 
SIGMA = SMLS - ETA 
SMLL = SIGMA + 2.0*SMLE*SIN(SMLS - SMLP) + 

1 1.2S*SMLE*SMLE*SIN(2.0*(SMLS - SMLP» + 
2 3.7S*SMLM*SMLE*SIN(SMLS - 2.0*SMLH + SMLP) + 
3 1.37S*SMLM*SMLM*SIN(2.0*(SMLS - SMLH» 
CSFEE = SNPHI*SNOM*SIN(SMLLl) + 

1 CSPHI*«COS(0.S*OMEGA)**2)*COS(SMLLl - CHIl) + 
2 (SIN(0.5*OMEGA)**2)*COS(SMLLl + CHIl» 
CSTHET = SNPHI*SNBIGI*SIN(SMLL) + 

1 CSPHI*«COS(0.S*BIGI)**2)*COS(SMLL - CHI) + 
2 (SIN(0.S*BIGI)**2)*COS(SMLL + CHI» 

C The following equations, 3, 1, and S, calculate vertical 
C component of tidal acceleration Xtide 
C 

C 

GS = AMU*BIGS*SMLR*(BIGRD**3)*(3.0*(CSFEE*CSFEE) - 1.0) 
GM = AMU*BIGM*SMLR*(SMLRD**3)*(3.0*(CSTHET*CSTHET) - 1.0) + 

1 1.S*AMU*BIGM*SMLR *SMLR *(SMLRD**4)*(S.0*(CSTHET**3) -
2 3.0*CSTHET) 

C The conversion factor 1200 goes from gals to mgals and 
C incorporates an elasticity factor of 1.2 to account for 
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C solid earth tide raised by the tidal potential 
C 

c 

c 

Xtide = lunar*GM + solar*GS 
return 
end 

logical function ck(ans,c) 
character*1 ans,c 
integer b 1, b2 
ck = .fals~. 
bl = ichar(ans) 
b2 = ichar(c) 
if «bl.eq.b2).or.(bl.eq.b2+32» ck = .true. 
return 
end 

c subroutine ofile: checks status of file before opening 
c 

c 

c 

subroutine ofile(fnum,st) 
character infile*80, ans*l, st*3 
logical op,ex,ck 
integer fnum 

3 formate Please enter a name for the output file: ' , \) 
9 formate Please enter the name of datalogger input file: ',\) 
2 format(a) 

31 formate File already open, do you want it closed (yIn)? ',\) 
33 formate Do you want to append to file (yIn)? ',\) 
21 formate File already exists: Write over it (yIn)? ',\) 
22 format(al) 
5 formate Input data file does not exist:') 

4 if (st.eq.'old') write (*,9) 
if (st.eq.'new') write (*,3) 
read(*,2) infile 
inquire(fiIe= infile,exist= ex,opened =op) 
if (op) then 

write(* , 31 ) 
read (*,22) ans 
if (.not.ck(ans, 'Y'» then 

if (st.eq. 'old') goto 4 
write(* ,33) 
read (*,22) ans 
if (ck(ans, 'Y'» return 
goto 4 
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endif 
close (fnum) 
end if 

if (ex) then 
if (st.eq. 'new') then 

write(* ,21) 
read (*,22) ans 
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if (.not.ck(ans, 'Y'» goto 4 
open(fnum,fiIe= infile) 
endif 

open(fnum,file= infile) 
return 
endif 

if (.not.(ex» then 
if (st.eq. 'old') then 

write (*,5) 
goto 4 

,l:4' en" .• 
if (st.eq. 'new') open (fnum,fiIe= infile,status= 'new') 
end if 

return 
end 
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Other software I have developed for geophysical data processing but have not listed here 

include dataJnv, efit, ginv, fftgrav, gmt6, drawx. These programs reside on the Demon 

Personal Computer at the University of Arizona in the Geohydrology lab. A brief description 

of each follows: 

DATA INV. This program uses output from data_log to create an input file for either the 

multiple regression program efit or the single value decomposition program ginv. 

EFIT. This is a simple multiple regression analysis program. From an input file with "n" 

records and "m" fields, an LU factorization of the "n by n" symmetric sums-of-squares matrix 

is inverted for the least-squares solution to the system. This program was used along with 

ginv to reduce the output from data_log to multiple regression coefficients. 

GINV. This program utilizes single value decomposition to solve linear and non-linear 

systems in both minimum length and least-squares environments. Ginv was developed by 

Professor Randall Richardson (Richardson, 1988) and a host of graduate students over a 

number of years at the University of Arizona. I modified (improved?) Ginv to process highly 

correlated data (such as gravity correction factors) and to handle very large data vectors. 

FFfGRAV. This software computes the FFT or DFT of any data field in a data file and 

allows the frequency domain to be modified or displayed. Any commercial spectral analysis 

package can probably do the same job, but this was quick and easy. 
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GMT6. This program provided interactive Talwani 2-D forward modeling of gravity and 

magnetic data. Reduced gravity data and model data could be viewed simultaneously and the 

model adjusted as needed. This program resided on the PRIME® computer (now deceased). 

DRA WX. This is a graphics oriented data viewing/photographing program I developed 

originally for Prof. R. Richardson, Geosciences Department, University of Arizona. It takes 

finite element data (node coordinates and model properties) and generates a photo-ready, 128-

color image with borders, scale, and color bar. This program has spread and diversified with 

several versions on the CONVEX computer. 

Other geophysical software mentioned in this thesis include teran and resid. Teran is a 

FORTRAN program used to compute gravity terrain corrections from digital topographic 

information and is applied to simple Bouguer gravity data. Resid is a FORTRAN program 

which removes a double fourier trend surface with a user defined wavelength from specified 

terrain corrected gravity data. 
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P.C. VERSION OF THE ARIZONA GEOPHYSICAL DATA BASE 

This appendix outlines the small computer (PC) v.;:sions of both the Arizona Gravity 

Data-base (AGDB) and the Arizona Digital Terrain Data Base (ADTDB) and associated 

software. The PC AGDB is structured the same as the version on the CONVEX and the 

software are basically the same. Data 110 channel numbers were replaced and user 110 

formats were improved. The AGDB data files all have a .GDB extension and reside on the 

E: drive of the DEMON PC. The FORTRAN program kxtract.exe pulls data from any user-

specified window within the database. 

Data are organized into 2-degree sheets as shown below. Within kxtract source code; 

these files are prefixed with a path name set by the data statement containing the variable 

"prefix" . One needs to change this to match where you store the data files. 

116 114 112 110 108 

1 1 
37 1------------------ ------------------- ------------------- 1------------------ -37 

1 LasVegas GrandCanyon MarbleCanyon 1 Shiprock 

1 502 1286 813 1 1040 
36 1------------------ ------------------- ------------------- 1------------------ -36 

1 Kingman Williams Flagstaff 1 Gallup 

1 371 527 1314 1 91 
35 1------------------ ------------------- ------------------- 1------------------ -35 

1 Need'es Prescott Holbrook 1 StJohns 

1 838 436 628 1 245 
34 1 ------------------ ------------------- ------------------- 1------------------ -34 

I SaltonSea Phoenix Mesa 1 Clifton 

1 228 2398 3412 1 507 
33 1 ------------------ ------------------- ------------------- 1------------------ -33 

1 EICentro Ajo Tucson 1 SilverCity 

1 2584 2391 4942 1 1557 
32 1------------------ ------------------- ------------------- 1------------------ -32 

1 Lukeville Nogales 1 Douglas 

1 514 3798 1 1134 
31 1------------------ 1------------------- 1 ------------------- 1------------------ 1-31 

116 114 112 110 108 
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kxtract is inte!'active, and somewhat documented in the source code. Fast it ain't, as the 

search is most unsophisticated (C. Chase, personal communication, 1988). Eight minutes are 

required to scan the entire data base on a fast PC (20 mhz AT with 1: 1 28ms HDD). Five 

megabytes are required to store the AGDB and software. 

The Arizona Digital Terrain Database is used for computer terrain corrections from ring 

H outward and is utilized by the FORTRAN program teran.exe. The digital terrain data base 

and associated software require three megabytes of storage. The software is fast and efficient 

reducing as many as 100 stations in less than 2 minutes (again on a fast PC). 

The programs topol.for and topo3.for are used to convert the old Arizona digital terrain 

files terlxl.dat and ter3x3.dat into index files and direct access data files for input to terar;. 

The following name conventions should be used with these files to maintain compatibility with 

existing software: 

INPUT FILES OUTPUT FILES 
Direct Access Direct Access Index File 

Program Data Input Data Output (ASCII) 
------------ ----------- ----------

topo1.for terlx1.dat MAPlxl.dat maplxl.idx 
topo3.for ter3x3.dat MAP3x3.dat map3x3.idx 

Some notes for recompilation and running of the digital terrain correction program teran 

follow. At present, teran needs topographic data in the form of the index files maplxl.idx 

and map3x3.idx and the accompanying direct access data files maplx1.dat and map3x3.dat. 

An output file from xgrav with station coordinates is also essential. In subroutine filehook, 

the path name for the topographic data files is given as e:\gravity\tdata\..... One needs to 

change this to whatever path the files are placed on. Teran should be compiled with a math 

coprocessor, or execution speed will be astonishingly slow. As the program stands, it 
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compiles under Microso~ FORTRAN 5.0 
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If more quads are to be added to the data base, they should be incorporated into 

terlxl.dat or ter3x3.dat. These two files are then re-processed via topol.for and topo3.for 

to generate new direct access data files for teran. These two programs will have to be 

modified to accommodate the additional quads (increase some array sizes and do loop 

indexes). 

A new version of the terrain data base is now on-line and will do corrections down to the 

A ring (using IS" data). The database is already on the DEMON PC (9 megabytes of storage 

are required for Arizona). The new database could not be internally indexed as had been 

done on the V AX® that it came from, so each file was split into an ASCII index file and a 

corresponding direct-access, unformatted, integer*2 data file with one record per quad. U.S. 

Geological Survey Denver database format is required 'for gravity data input files. 

Digital elevation data with 3" resolution (60 meter grid) are now available from the 

Defense Mapping Agency for the entire United States at a cost of $7 per 1 °x1 0 area (1990). 

Digital elevation data on a 20 meter grid spacing are currently available (1990) for many parts 

of the U.S. These data should be adequate for all computer aided gravity terrain corrections 

needs. 
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